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ABSTRACT 
  

  

New upwind kinetic-difference schemes have been developed for flows with non- 

equilibrium thermodynamics and chemistry. These schemes are derived from the 

Boltzmann equation with the resulting Euler schemes developed as moments of the 

discretized Boltzmann scheme with a locally Maxwellian velocity distribution. Ap- 

plication of a directionally-split Courant-Isaacson-Rees (CIR) scheme at the Boltz- 

mann level results in a flux-vector splitting scheme at the Euler level and is called 

Kinetic Flux-Vector Splitting (KFVS). Extension to flows with finite-rate chem- 

istry and vibrational relaxation is accomplished utilizing non-equilibrium kinetic 

theory. Computational examples are presented comparing KF'VS with the schemes 

of Van-Leer and Roe for quasi-one-dimensional flow through a supersonic diffuser, 

inviscid flow through two-dimensional inlet,-viscous flow over a cone at zero angle- 

of-attack, and shock-induced combustion/detonation in a premixed hydrogen-air 

mixture. Calculations are also shown for the transonic flow over a bump in a chan- 

nel and the transonic flow over an NACA 0012 airfoil. The results show that even 

though the KFVS scheme is a Riemann solver at the kinetic level, its behavior at 

the Euler level is more similar to the the existing flux-vector splitting algorithms 

than to the flux-difference splitting scheme of Roe. 

A new approach toward the development of a genuinely multi-dimensional Rie- 

mann solver is also presented. The scheme is based on the same kinetic theory 

considerations used in the development of the KF VS scheme. The work has been 

motivated by the recent progress on multi-dimensional upwind schemes by the 

groups at the University of Michigan and the Von Karman Institute. These re- 
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searchers have developed effective upwind schemes for the multi-dimensional linear 

advection equation using a cell-vertex fluctuation-splitting approach on unstruc- 

tured grids of triangles or tetrahedra. They have made preliminary applications 

to the Euler equations using several wave decomposition models of the flux deriva- 

tive. The issue of the appropriate wave model does not appear to be adequately 

resolved. The approach taken in the present work is to apply these new multi- 

dimensional upwind schemes for the scalar advection equation at the Boltzmann 

level. The resulting Euler schemes are obtained as moments of the fluctuations in 

the Maxwellian distribution function. The development is significantly more com- 

plicated than standard (dimensionally-split) kinetic schemes in that the Boltzmann 

discretization depends upon the direction of the molecular velocities which must 

be accounted for in the limits of integration in velocity space. The theoretical is- 

sues have been solved through analytic quadrature and Euler schemes have been 

developed. For this formulation it was not necessary to prescribe any explicit wave 

decomposition model. Encouraging preliminary results have been obtained for per- 

fect gases on uniform Cartesian meshes with first-order spatial accuracy. Results 

are presented for a 29° shock reflection, a 45° shear discontinuity, and Mach 3 flow 

over a step. 

Finally, methods for obtaining accurate gas-dynamic simulations in the contin- 

uum transition regime are considered. In particular, large departures from trans- 

lational equilibrium are modeled using algorithms based on the Burnett equations 

instead of the Navier-Stokes equations. Here, the same continuum formulation 

of the governing equations is retained, but new constitutive relations based on 

higher-order Chapman-Enskog theory are introduced. Both a rotational relaxation 

model and a bulk-viscosity model have been considered for simulating rotational 

non-equilibrium. Results are presented for hypersonic normal shock calculations 
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in argon and diatomic nitrogen and comparisons are made with Direct Simulation 

Monte Carlo (DSMC) results. The present work closely follows that of the group 

at Stanford, however, the use of upwind schemes and the bulk-viscosity model 

represent new contributions. 
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Chapter 1 
    

Introduction 

1.1 General Problem Description 

The effective design of high performance aerospace vehicles and propulsion sys- 

tems requires advanced algorithms that are capable of accurately computing the 

complex fluid phenomena occurring around the vehicle as well as within the inlets, 

combustors, and nozzles. The emphasis of this work is placed on numerical algo- 

rithms for hypersonic flows and supersonic/hypersonic combustion. Here, the high 

temperatures and large flow gradients brought on by either combustion processes or 

high speeds of flight result in finite-rate chemical and energy exchange phenomena. 

The primary complication associated with chemical and thermal non-equilibrium 

is the introduction of a wide range of time scales involved in the thermo-chemical 

processes that may be very different from the fluid-dynamic time scale. For the gen- 

eral case, the chemical rate processes, the non-equilibrium thermal state of the gas, 

and the fluid dynamics are strongly coupled. The accurate resolution of the many 

time scales present requires solving additional species mass conservation equations 

and non-equilibrium internal energy equations in a fully-coupled manner with the 

fluid-dynamic equations. Calculations of this type become very intense computa- 

tionally and require large amounts of computer memory and computational time. 

In addition to the consideration of highly vectorized and parallel codes, emphasis 

must be placed on extremely accurate algorithms so that the important features 

of the flowfield may be resolved with as few grid points as possible. The primary 
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objective of this work is the development of advanced numerical algorithms for 

calculating hypersonic flows and supersonic/hypersonic combustion. 

1.2 Upwind Methods 

The major contribution of this work is the development of accurate and robust 

upwind methods for modeling the inviscid nature of the flowfield, while within 

the framework of general thermo-chemical considerations. The benefits of upwind 

schemes, where the discretization of the inviscid fluxes is accomplished by flux- 

vector or flux-difference splitting methods, have been fully documented, e.g., see 

the review articles of Harten, Lax and Van Leer [1] and Roe [2]. These schemes 

are found to be very accurate and robust for transonic, supersonic and hypersonic 

flows and are known for their nearly oscillation-free behavior in shock capturing 

approaches. Several of the more popular upwind algorithms are the flux-vector 

splitting methods due to Steger and Warming [3] and to Van Leer [4] and the 

flux-difference splitting technique of Roe [5]. These schemes, initially developed 

for perfect gases, have been extended to flows with real gases, e.g., Grossman and 

Walters [6,7] and to flows in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium, e.g., Grossman 

and Cinnella [8]. 

1.2.1 Kinetic Flux-Vector Splitting 

All of the previously mentioned upwind algorithms originate from the Euler 

equations for gas dynamics. The Euler equations, however, can be obtained as 

moments of the Boltzmann equation for the kinetic theory of gases provided the 

velocity distribution function is Maxwellian [9]. This connection between the Boltz- 

mann equation and the Euler equations has lead to a new class of upwind kinetic 

schemes which are based on the principle that an upwind scheme at the Boltzmann 

level leads to an upwind scheme at the Euler level. Kinetic-difference schemes for 
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the Euler equations have been developed by Deshpande [10-13] and his cowork- 

ers. In their approach the resulting Euler schemes are developed as moments of 

the discretized Boltzmann scheme with a locally Maxwellian velocity distribution. 

Splitting the velocity distribution at the Boltzmann level in a Courant-Isaacson- 

Rees (CIR) sense, is seen to result in a flux-split Euler scheme called Kinetic Flux- 

Vector Splitting (KFVS) in Refs. [11], [12], and [13]. Similar differential-difference 

schemes with kinetic-based dissipation have been developed in Russia by Elizarova 

and Chetverushkin [14-16], where many applications to high-speed gasdynamic 

flows have been performed. Recently Weatherill [17] et al. have applied the KFVS 

scheme to unstructured grids. 

In the present work the KF'VS scheme, which was initially developed for perfect 

gases, is extended to flows with chemical and thermodynamic non-equilibrium by 

means of non-equilibrium kinetic theory [18]. The details of the theoretical ap- 

proach are described in Chap. 6 and the resulting Euler schemes will be discussed. 

The behavior of the KFVS algorithm is examined for solving the Euler equations, 

the Navier-Stokes equations, and flows with both finite-rate-chemistry and vibra- 

tional relaxation. The results are compared with some of the more well-known 

upwind schemes in use today. 

1.2.2 Multi-Dimensional Kinetic Fluctuation Splitting 

To effectively compute the reacting flowfields around hypersonic vehicles as 

well as within high speed inlets and combustors, solvers must be capable of accu- 

rately resolving very complex fluid-dynamic phenomena, in addition to modeling 

the thermo-chemical rate processes. For instance, the flow inside an inlet is highly 

three-dimensional and possibly turbulent depending on the flight Reynolds number. 

The flowfield is characterized by complex shock-expansion-wave interactions as well 
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as strong shock-boundary-layer interactions that may result in regions of separated 

flow [19]. Inside the combustor the flow dynamics are further complicated by the 

injection of fuel, the fuel-air mixing process, and the combustion process [20,21]. To 

obtain accurate numerical simulations for flows of this type, solvers must be capable 

of calculating highly resolved shock waves, shear and contact discontinuities, flame 

fronts, mixing layers and boundary layers. Unfortunately, the current generation of 

Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers are limited by their inability to accurately resolve 

these fluid-dynamic phenomena when they are oriented oblique to the computa- 

tional grid. This problem arises in central-difference codes because of the inability 

to properly tune the numerical dissipation. In upwind codes this problem occurs be- 

cause current upwind technology is essentially one-dimensional in nature and must 

be implemented in a dimensionally-split approach for calculations in two and three 

spatial dimensions (this is the case for all the upwind schemes mentioned earlier, 

including the KF VS scheme). Treating the flowfield in a dimensionally-split man- 

ner yields grid-dependent schemes which require excessive numbers of grid points 

(and associated very high computational costs) to accurately resolve the critical 

flow features. This problem is magnified for calculations involving chemical and 

thermal non-equilibrium since additional rate equations must be solved in a cou- 

pled fashion, and the species densities and non-equilibrium internal energies must 

be stored at each grid point. Advanced upwind solvers must incorporate truly 

multi-dimensional ideas based on more realistic physical models so that accurate 

numerical simulations may be carried out with as few grid points as possible. 

One approach towards the development of upwind solvers with multi-dimen- 

sional behavior involves rotated or multi-directional [22] Riemann solvers. These 

schemes require the choice of a dominant upwinding direction and a local Riemann 

solution with left and right states that are functions of the upwinding angle. Efforts 
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along these lines include the work of Davis [23], Levy [24] et al. and Dadone and 

Grossman [25]. Solvers of this type have succeeded in calculating shocks oblique to 

the grid with nearly the same resolution as shocks which are aligned with the grid. 

However, for three-dimensional flows with complex fluid phenomena, the task of 

choosing only one pertinent upwinding direction will be a formidable one. While 

these schemes represent a marked improvement over directionally-split schemes 

they are by no means the final answer, and still leave the CFD community in 

need of truly multi-dimensional ideas. Other approaches to putting more multi- 

dimensional information into Riemann solvers involve the multi-dimensional flux 

function approach of Rumsey [26] et al. and Parpia and Michalek [27]. 

Recent progress in genuinely multi-dimensional upwind Euler solvers [28-32] 

has been centered around the generalization of Roe’s one-dimensional scheme. The 

basic concepts underlying the extension of Roe’s scheme for two and three dimen- 

sions have been put forth in Struijs [32] et al. Three basic steps are described. Step 

one requires an eigenvector decomposition of the divergence of the flux vector which 

is written (as in Roe’s one-dimensional scheme) as the sum of terms of the form 

(eigenvector )x(wavespeed)x(wavestrength). This process is not uniquely deter- 

mined as in one space dimension and several decompositions have been introduced 

which recognize and select relevant simple wave patterns. Step two is to obtain the 

discretized counterpart of the previous wave decomposition based on a conservative 

linearization procedure. In Ref. [32] this step is carried out for triangular cells in 

two dimensions and tetrahedra in three dimensions. At this point the discretized 

wave structure (orientation and corresponding advection speeds) is known in terms 

of the dependent variables at the cell vertices and each of these simple waves is 

governed by the linear scalar advection equation. Step three advances the solu- 

tion in time in an explicit manner utilizing multi-dimensional fluctuation splitting 
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schemes for the scalar advection equation, whereby decomposed portions of the 

flux balance are distributed to the vertices of the computational cell. As a result, 

the numerical behavior of the system is governed completely by the characteristics 

of these scalar distribution schemes. Struijs et al. have considered two scalar ad- 

vection schemes for triangular cells. The first scheme, called the N-scheme, is the 

optimal (allows the maximum time step and has the most narrow stencil) linear 

scheme satisfying positivity; it is at most first-order accurate in space. The second 

scheme is a nonlinear variant of the N-scheme, termed the NN-scheme, and is both 

positive and second order in space. Positivity is an important characteristic since 

it prohibits the occurrence of new extrema and allows these schemes to maintain 

monotone profiles across discontinuities without the need for limiters. Positivity 

also imposes stability on the explicit scheme. Preliminary results using these con- 

cepts [32,33] have shown improvements in shock capturing compared to standard 

solvers. Although these schemes have great potential, more work is needed in the 

wave modeling stage [32,34]. 

The objective of this work is to develop a genuinely multi-dimensional upwind 

Euler solver [35]. Here, the same kinetic-theory considerations as used in the de- 

velopment of the KF VS scheme will be implemented, and the schemes will utilize 

a cell-vertex finite-volume approach with residual distribution strategies to send 

portions of the decomposed flux residual (at the Euler level) to the cell verticies 

depending on the propagation of information at the kinetic level. The first step will 

be to apply the multi-dimensional linear advection schemes described in Ref. [32] 

(the N-scheme and the NN-scheme) at the Boltzmann level. The resulting Euler 

schemes will be obtained as moments of the fluctuations in the Maxwellian veloc- 

ity distribution function. This development is significantly more complicated than 

standard (dimensionally-split) kinetic schemes in that the Boltzmann discretization 
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will depend upon the direction of the molecular velocities which must be accounted 

for in the limits of integration in velocity space. The details of the theoretical ap- 

proach are described in Chap. 7 and the resulting Euler schemes will be discussed. 

It is important to note that an explicit wave decomposition model is not required 

for the development of Euler schemes with this approach. 

The multi-dimensional Euler solvers presented in this work consider only frozen 

mixtures of thermally perfect gases that are in thermal equilibrium. The exten- 

sion to flows in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium is feasible, but will not be 

presented here. However, the benefits realized by the sharp resolution of flow- 

field structures will be even more pronounced for cases with chemical and thermal 

non-equilibrium because they are very sensitive to the resolution of discontinuities, 

particularly contact surfaces 

1.3 Hypersonic Shock Structure 

In this portion of the work, methods are considered for obtaining accurate 

gas dynamic simulations in the rarefied continuum transition regime. Within this 

regime the continuum assumption still applies, but the decreased molecular col- 

lision frequency causes bow shock waves to become thick when compared to the 

shock stand-off distance. The interior of a shock wave is characterized by strong 

gradients and large departures from translational and rotational equilibrium, and 

the resulting rotational/translational energy exchange causes the peak temperature 

and peak radiation intensity to occur inside the shock wave itself. For these reasons, 

it is no longer valid to treat the shock wave as a discontinuous jump and it becomes 

necessary to actually compute through the shock wave [36,37]. The altitude limits 

for this regime are discussed in Ref. [36] and depend on the vehicle size and speed. 

The fundamental problem associated with calculating in this regime is that the 
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Navier-Stokes equations do not contain the necessary physics to accurately predict 

hypersonic shock structure [36,38]. The primary reason for this is that the Navier- 

Stokes equations were derived from a first-order Chapman-Enskog expansion about 

the Maxwellian velocity distribution function, and are therefore only valid for small 

departures from local translational equilibrium [9]. The need for improved methods 

for calculating in the continuum transition regime has lead to the recent work by 

the research group at Stanford. These researchers have considered the use of the 

Burnett equations as an alternative to Navier-Stokes for this regime. The Burnett 

equations are derived by retaining second-order terms in the Chapman-Enskog 

procedure and should be valid for larger departures from translational equilibrium 

[9,36]. Here, the continuum formulation of the governing equations is retained, but 

quadratic constitutive relations for the shear stress and heat flux are introduced 

[39]. Fiscko and Chapman [40,41] were the first to calculate Burnett solutions for 

hypersonic shock waves. They implemented a time-dependent equation set and 

marched in time to the steady-state solution. Calculations have been performed up 

to Mach 50 for three types of gases; hard-sphere, argon, and Maxwellian. Earlier 

attempts to calculate shock structure with the Burnett equations were based on 

a steady-state formulation and could not obtain solutions above Mach 2 [42,43]. 

The Stanford group also discovered that the Burnett equations tend to become 

unstable as the mesh spacing is refined. This problem is now understood and has 

been addressed by Zong [44] et al. who have shown that the Burnett equations may 

be stabilized by adding select so called Super-Burnett terms. These terms include 

cubic shear stress and heat flux constitutive relations. A major drawback of the 

Burnett equations is their overwhelming complexity. 

Equally important in the prediction of hypersonic shock structure is the ability 

to model rotational non-equilibrium [36,37,45,46]. Here, the rotational /translation- 
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al energy exchange causes the peak temperature to occur inside the shock wave, and 

correct modeling of this phenomena is necessary for obtaining accurate predictions 

of radiative heating. Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck [47] were the first to carry out 

first-order Chapman-Enskog theory for gases with an internal energy mode. They 

have shown that when the energy exchange occurs freely so that the rotational 

energy is essentially at all times in equilibrium at the translational temperature, 

the system yields the Navier-Stokes equations plus an additional bulk-viscosity 

term. For cases where the relaxation time for rotation is significant and large 

deviations from rotational equilibrium occur, the system yields the Navier-Stokes 

equations with an additional rate equation (in the form of a Landau-Teller type 

model) describing the relaxation of the rotational mode. The rotational collision 

numbers that appear in this formulation have been obtained theoretically by Parker 

[48] and Lordi and Mates [49]. To the authors knowledge, no one has carried 

out second-order Chapman-Enskog theory for an internal energy mode, however, 

it is generally assumed that the same treatment of rotational energy is valid in 

conjunction with the Burnett equations [45]. Although the assumptions used to 

derive the Landau-Teller model are probably violated in hypersonic flows [46,47], 

good shock profiles have been obtained up to Mach 11 by adjusting the parameters 

for the rotational collision number as suggested in Ref. [46]. 

In the present work, both the Navier-Stokes equations and the Burnett equa- 

tions are used to model one-dimensional shock wave structure in argon and diatomic 

nitrogen. Rotational non-equilibrium is modeled using either a Landau-Teller re- 

laxation model or a bulk-viscosity model that has been derived from the theory of 

Goldstein [50]. This work is described in Chap. 8 and parallels the research of the 

Stanford group with my primary contributions being related to the bulk-viscosity 

model and the use of upwind schemes. 
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1.4 Overview 

The subject matter of this work has been organized in the following manner. 

Chaps. 2 - 5 are of a general descriptive nature and set the stage for the detailed 

analysis to follow. These chapters do not represent new contributions. In Chap. 2 

the thermally perfect gas and continuum assumptions are described. A general de- 

scription of chemical reactions and internal energy modes is given and the concept 

of non-equilibrium processes in gas dynamics is introduced. Also, the framework 

for the general thermal and chemical models will be addressed. In Chap. 3 the 

necessary kinetic theory for mixtures in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium is 

presented. Here the velocity distribution function and the Boltzmann equation are 

introduced and the governing equations for mixtures of thermally perfect gases in 

chemical and thermal non-equilibrium are derived via moments of the Boltzmann 

equation. Finally, the governing equations are extended to generalized coordinates 

and the more general integral form is given. A simplified quasi-one-dimensional 

equation set is also presented. In Chap. 4 the chemical and thermal source term 

modeling is considered. Here, a simple high temperature air-chemistry model and 

a hydrogen-air combustion model are introduced along with Landau-Teller models 

for both vibrational/translational and rotational/translational energy exchanges. 

In Chap. 5 the viscous modeling is addressed. Here, Chapman-Enskog theory is 

described and the results are presented for the shear-stress tensor, the heat-flux 

vector, and the diffusion velocity. Simplified curve fits and semi-emperical mixture 

rules are presented as well. The bulk-viscosity model and the Burnett equations for 

one space dimension are also described in this chapter. Chaps. 6 - 8 contain the new 

contributions of this work. In the beginning of Chap. 6 a general introduction to 

traditional upwind techniques is presented. Flux-vector splitting and flux-difference 
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splitting methods are described in conjunction with a cell-centered finite-volume ap- 

proach and the MUSCL formulation. The Euler-Implicit time integration method 

is also described. In Sec. 6.4 the new kinetic flux-vector splitting method is de- 

veloped; first for perfect gases in one space dimension following the development 

of Deshpande, and then for flows in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium and for 

general three-dimensional coordinate systems. Results for the KFVS scheme are 

presented and comparisons are made with standard upwind solvers. In Chap. 7 the 

new multi-dimensional upwind Euler solver is developed. Here, multi-dimensional 

fluctuation-splitting methods are initially described in conjunction with the scalar 

advection equation and then extended to the Euler equations using kinetic theory. 

Three different Euler schemes are developed. Results are presented for Cartesian 

meshes and comparisons are made with results from a standard dimensionally-split 

kinetic-based solver. Chap. 8 gives the basic modeling used for the hypersonic 

shock-structure calculations. Numerical issues are discussed and results are pre- 

sented for shock waves in argon and diatomic nitrogen. 
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Chapter 2 
  

  

General Thermo-Chemical Considerations 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the general thermo-chemical framework necessary for modeling 

hypersonic flowfields and supersonic/hypersonic combustion is presented. First, 

the thermally perfect gas and continuum assumptions are discussed, and their 

consequences at the macroscopic level are described. These assumptions are as- 

sumed to apply throughout this work. Next, a brief description of the chemical 

and internal energy modes is given and the concept of non-equilibrium processes 

in gas dynamics is introduced. A somewhat detailed description of translational, 

rotational, vibrational, and chemical non-equilibrium processes is then presented, 

again with emphasis on their consequences at the gas-dynamic level. Finally, the 

general non-equilibrium thermodynamic model and finite-rate chemistry model is 

stated, and several “practical” thermodynamic models are discussed for modeling 

vibrational and rotational non-equilibrium. Throughout this chapter emphasis is 

placed on a molecular description wherever possible since a clear physical picture at 

the microscopic level is essential to the understanding of macroscopic gas dynamics. 

2.1.1 Thermally Perfect Gases 

At the molecular level a gas is composed of a large number of very small indi- 

vidual molecules, not necessarily of the same species, that are in a state of constant 

motion. Each molecule travels with its own, possibly unique, molecular velocity 

which may be altered by external body forces, intermolecular forces, and by col- 
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lisions with other molecules and with any boundaries that may be present. The 

scope of this work is confined to gases with relatively low densities and moderate 

to high temperatures so that the order-of-magnitude estimates corresponding to a 

thermally perfect gas are valid. That is, the range of intermolecular forces is much 

smaller than the average molecular spacing which is in turn much smaller than 

the average distance a molecule travels between collisions. This representation of a 

gas implies a “straight-line trajectory through relatively empty space interrupted 

occasionally by abrupt collisions [9]” . Hence, the particles are weakly interacting 

and intermolecular effects are not present; except during collisions. The major con- 

sequence of thermally perfect gases is that the internal energy becomes a function 

of temperature only. Each species (denoted by s) in a mixture of thermally perfect 

gases has a partial pressure given by 

Ps = psRsT , (2.1) 

where p, is the species density, T is the absolute temperature as defined in classical 

thermodynamics, and R, is the species gas constant determined as 

R Raz, (2.2) 

Here, Ris the universal gas constant and m, is the species molecular weight. Strictly 

related to the thermally perfect gas assumption is the validity of Dalton’s Law for 

obtaining the total mixture pressure from the summation of the species partial 

pressures. That is, for a mixture of N species 

N N . 

p= > Ps =) 0 pR.T = pRT, (2.3) 

=1 s=l1 

where the mixture gas constant, R, and the mixture density p have been introduced 

and are defined as 
N 

R= dX *R, (2.4) 

> 
|>
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and 
N 

p= a Ps - (2.5) 

The foregoing equation of state was derived empirically, strictly for a gas in com- 

plete thermodynamic equilibrium, 2.e., classical thermodynamics. In Chapter 3 

the same form as Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) will be obtained using the kinetic pres- 

sure and temperature (1.e., translational temperature), and will be valid in cases 

of translational equilibrium as well as in non-equilibrium situations. For cases of 

translational non-equilibrium, the situation may arise where electrons (or other ex- 

tremely light particles) may exist at a kinetic temperature different from the heavy 

particle translational temperature. This issue is discussed in Sec. 2.2.1. For this 

case the equation of state becomes 

N N-1 
p=) ps= >> prRiT + peReTe , (2.6) 

=1 s=1 

where the Nth index represents free electrons and is handled separately at the 

electron translational temperature, T,. In the present work multiple translational 

temperatures are not considered and the equation of state, Eq. (2.3), is sufficient. 

From experience, it has been confirmed that Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) are valid for 

situations of chemical non-equilibrium given the instantaneous chemical composi- 

tion. When chemical reactions occur the gas mixture, as a whole, does not behave 

as a thermally perfect gas, i.e., Ris not constant. However, each chemical species 

in the mixture is assumed to behave separately as a thermally perfect gas so that 

only mixtures of thermally perfect gases are considered. Equations (2.1) and (2.3) 

are further assumed to be valid in the presence of thermal non-equilibrium such 

as vibrational or rotational non-equilibrium which are discussed in the following 

sections. 
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2.1.2 Continuum Gas Dynamics 

This work is also confined to gases with densities large enough so that the 

the continuum assumption is valid, 1.e., the gas may be considered a continuous 

medium. In continuum gas dynamics the entire flowfield may divided into a large 

number of subsystems called fluid elements. Each fluid element is of infinitesimal 

size compared to the macroscopic scale but large enough at the microscopic level 

to consist of a sufficiently large number of molecules SO that meaningful molecular 

averages may be obtained. If there is no motion of the gas at the macroscopic 

level then the microscopic motion is purely random with no preferred direction. 

Continuum gas dynamics arises when the motion of a sufficiently large number of 

molecules in the fluid element tends to dominate the motion of individual molecules. 

When this occurs the average molecular velocity for a fluid element is non-zero and 

gives rises to the flow velocity at the macroscopic level. The close proximity of the 

fluid elements in continuum gas dynamics gives rise to interactions between fluid 

elements that tend to dominate the motion of the individual molecules within. 

Hence, we may view the resulting motion, collectively, as the molecular motion of 

thermal translation superimposed on the average flow velocity associated with a 

fluid element. The macroscopic flow variables of pressure, temperature, entropy, 

and so on, typically associated with gas dynamics, are defined as molecular averages 

for a fluid element. For instance, temperature is related to the average kinetic 

energy of thermal molecular motion within a gas. Pressure, for a thermally perfect 

gas, is given by a momentum flux due to the thermal motion of molecules crossing 

an imaginary boundary within a gas. 

2.1.3 Chemical Reactions 

Typically, chemical reactions become active for high temperatures. One mea- 
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sure of this phenomena is the Zel’dovich number (£,/RT, where E, is the Arrhenius 

activation energy) [51]. As the temperature increases and the Zel’dovich number 

begins to approach unity, the number of collisions with sufficient energy to cause 

reactions becomes appreciable. When molecules collide with sufficient energy and 

proper orientation the molecular bonds may break and rearrange to produce other 

molecules, atoms, ions or individual electrons, giving rise to new chemical species. 

These are called homogeneous reactions. Reactions may also be caused by colli- 

sions with boundary surfaces as opposed to collisions with other molecules. These 

non-homogeneous chemical reactions are known as surface catalyst reactions. Other 

reactions, known as photochemical reactions, such as photoionization and photodis- 

sociation result from the interaction of radiation with an atom or a molecule. The 

present work is limited to the consideration of only homogeneous reactions. In par- 

ticular, models for the dissociation-recombination reactions associated with high 

temperature air as well as hydrogen-air combustion processes will be considered. 

2.1.4 Internal Energy Contributions 

Each molecule may have some internal structure which is important in terms 

of the effect on the molecule’s total energy content and hence on the total en- 

ergy content of the gas. For instance, in addition to the energy associated with 

translational motion, a monatomic molecule may posses the internal energy due 

to electronic excitation. This energy includes the kinetic energy of the electrons 

as well as the potential energy associated with the electron orbit. Diatomic and 

polyatomic molecules may also have contributions due to molecular rotation and 

vibration included in their internal energies. The characteristic temperature for ro- 

tation for most gases is small (2.1°K for O2, 2.9°K for N2, and 2.5°K for NO) so that 

fully excited rotational energy is present at ordinary temperatures. In contrast, the 
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characteristic temperatures for vibration are typically large (2270°K for O2, 3390°K 

for No, and 3370°K for NO) and vibrational energy is dependent on the existence of 

high temperatures. The species internal energy may be derived from the partition 

function of statistical mechanics. However, there remains some controversy as to 

the proper partitioning of modes into independent groups. The significance of in- 

dependent modes is that they give rise to summable contributions to the internal 

energy. For weakly interacting particles, separation of the translational and inter- 

nal modes is completely legitimate. Also, except at low temperatures, the internal 

energy can be broken into electronic and vibrational/rotational contributions, with 

good approximation. Stricly speaking, however, the vibrational and rotational 

modes are not independent [9]. Vibration/rotation coupling occurs because rota- 

tion creates a centrifugal field that affects vibration and likewise vibration creates 

variations in the molecular moment of inertia which in turn affects rotation. For 

this reason, some researchers suggest that the vibrational/rotational contributions 

must be considered in a coupled fashion [52,53]. In the present work, vibration 

and rotation are treated as independent modes. One other form of internal energy 

that is important for chemically reacting flows is the internal energy due to the 

presence of chemical bonds. When chemical reactions occur, bonds are broken and 

rearranged and significant amounts of energy may be released or absorbed. Adding 

the contributions due to all chemical bonds leads to the heat of formation for a 

molecule. The species internal energies are evaluated from a common reference 

state for all species in the mixture. The heats of formation (evaluated at the same 

reference state) are then added to the internal energies to bring each species to its 

own reference state. 
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2.2 Non-Equilibrium Processes 

Intermolecular collisions are the primary mechanism for bringing a gas to a state 

of equilibrium. As a fluid element moves throughout the domain it encounters a 

continuously changing flowfield. Readjustment of the chemical and thermal modes 

to the changing flow conditions takes place through molecular collisions and hence 

requires a finite length of time. Furthermore, each of the molecular processes in- 

volved (translation, rotation, vibration, chemical, etc.) requires a different number 

of collisions to reach equilibrium, so that the characteristic time for readjustment 

may be significantly different for each process. 

Each specific mode, say mode p for instance, may be classified based on an order- 

of-magnitude analysis where its characteristic time for readjustment by collisions 

T» is compared to the characteristic fluid-dynamic time rya, 7.e., the time required 

for the fluid element to encounter significant changes in conditions. Three distinct 

cases may arise 

Tp > Tha; 

Tp x Tfd, OF 

Trp ~ Tfd- 

In the first case, 7, is much greater than rs and the process has essentially no time 

to adjust to the fluid dynamics. The process is said to be frozen and calculations 

may be carried out assuming the process variable does not change. In the sec- 

ond case, 7, is negligible compared to tg. Here, the process has virtually infinite 

time to adjust to fluid-dynamic changes, and maintains a state of equilibrium. For 

chemical and thermal equilibrium, the results from statistical mechanics may be 

utilized; at least within the limits of the previous discussion on the coupling of 

internal energy modes. The assumption of equilibrium adds some complexity over 
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the frozen case; however, only in the form of algebraic equations. Although these 

two situations represent limiting cases and can actually never be fully realized, they 

may valid working assumptions. In the third case, 7 is of the same order as yg so 

that non-equilibrium effects must be taken into account. Chemical non-equilibrium 

results from non-equilibrium in the chemical modes, while thermal non-equilibrium 

is associated with non-equilibrium in the internal energy modes. Here, the energy 

modes that are in non-equilibrium may be assumed to satisfy a Boltzmann distribu- 

tion at the non-equilibrium temperature for that process, T,, that is different from 

the translational temperature, T. Hence, non-equilibrium thermodynamics gives 

rise to the concept of multiple temperature flows. In reality, the non-equilibrium 

modes may not satisfy a Boltzmann distribution, and the difference between the 

non-equilibrium temperature T, and the translational temperature T becomes sim- 

ply a measure of the amount non-equilibrium energy present. Non-equilibrium 

simulations become much more complex since they require additional differential 

equations to model the rate processes. In the general case these rate equations 

must be solved in a fully-coupled manner with the fluid-dynamic equations. Such 

non-equilibrium phenomena can occur for any of the molecular processes; transla- 

tion, rotation, vibration, chemical composition, and so on. Experimental studies of 

relaxation processes in and behind shock waves [54] show the relative order of the 

characteristic times (for pure gases at modest temperatures) is typically given as 

follows 

Tir < Trot K Tuib < Tdiss < Tion X Tel , (2.7) 

where Tir, Trot) Teiby Tdias) Tio, and r.; are the characteristic times for translation, 

rotation, vibration, dissociation, ionization, and electronic excitation respectively. 
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2.2.1 Translational Non-Equilibrium 

The translational energy mode is the fastest mode and requires at most 4 or 

5 collisions for adjustment to equilibrium (Maxwellian distribution) [50,55]. For 

this reason the translational mode is regarded as a “fast” or “active” mode. One 

exception occurs when considering mixtures of molecules with large disparities in 

the molecular weights [55]. Here, the collisional energy exchange is not efficient 

enough and the translational relaxation time for the lighter particle may be many 

times larger than for the heavy particle. This is the case for ionized plasmas 

where many free electrons are present. To accurately account for this phenomena, 

multiple translational temperatures must be defined [56,57]. These effects are not 

considered in this work and all species will be assumed to exist at the translational 

temperature of the heavy particles. 

Since only several collisions are necessary to reach translational equilibrium, 7, 

is very short, and non-equilibrium effects become important only when rq is small 

(2.e., large flow gradients such as in boundary layers or shock waves). It is important 

to note that translational non-equilibrium is not dependent on the existence of high 

temperatures. If the flow gradients are small enough it may be assumed that a fluid 

element maintains a state of local translational equilibrium. The resulting motion is 

the superposition of the molecular motion of thermal translation (predicted by the 

Maxwellian velocity distribution) onto the average flow velocity associated with the 

fluid element. This description corresponds to a particular sub-class of gas dynamic 

flows known as inviscid flows where the transport phenomena of viscosity, thermal 

conductivity, and mass diffusion are neglected. 

For large flow gradients translational non-equilibrium gives rise to the macro- 

scopic phenomena of viscosity, thermal conductivity, and species mass diffusion. 
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Classically, the study of flows in translational non-equilibrium is concerned with 

approximate solutions to the Boltzmann equation of non-equilibrium kinetic the- 

ory. Flows with small departures from translational equilibrium are modeled using 

the Navier-Stokes equations which are derived as a first-order Chapman-Enskog 

expansion for the Boltzmann equation [9-39]. Chapman-Enskog theory has been 

applied to multi-component mixtures of monatomic gases [58,59]. Here, the viscous 

stress tensor, the heat-flux vector, and the diffusion velocities are obtained as mo- 

ments of the truncated series representation for the velocity distribution function. 

Further calculations in terms of collision integrals (based on an accurate represen- 

tation for the intermolecular potential) are required to determine the associated 

mixture transport properties [59]. These calculations are very mathematically in- 

volved. Application of Chapman-Enskog theory to polyatomic gases requires some 

mechanism to account for inelastic collisions in the treatment of collision integrals 

[9,47,58]. Modifications have been proposed to address this issue, but add addi- 

tional complexity [58]. In general, rigorous treatment of transport phenomena using 

multi-component Chapman-Enskog theory is much too complicated for practical 

applications, and many simplifications in the form of curve fits and semi-empirical 

mixture rules are necessary. 

The Burnett equations are obtained by retaining the second-order term in the 

Chapman-Enskog expansion [39]. For larger departures from translational equilib- 

rium, such as in the interior of a shock wave, the Burnett equations are found to 

yield significant improvements over the Navier-Stokes equations. A major drawback 

of the Burnett equations is their complexity. 

It is noted that throughout this work nothing is said about the complex issue 

of turbulence which is beyond the scope of this research. All calculations have been 

run at sufficiently low Reynolds numbers so that laminar flow may be assumed. 
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2.2.2 Rotational Non-Equilibrium 

The rotational energy mode is the next fastest energy mode; it requires only 

several more collisions to reach equilibrium (9 collisions for No, 12 collisions for Oz, 

and 300 collisions for Hz) [50,55]. The characteristic time corresponding to rotation 

is accordingly short, and again non-equilibrium effects become important only when 

r7q is small (1.e., large flow gradients). Like translation, rotational effects are not 

dependent on the existence of high temperatures. 

Rotational non-equilibrium is caused by the lag in adjustment of the rotational 

mode to equilibrium at the translational temperature, T. For instance, consider 

a fluid element subject to an abrupt compression. Initially, the increase in en- 

ergy of the fluid element (due to the work of pressure forces) is realized by an 

increase in energy of the “fast” translational mode. The increase in kinetic en- 

ergy of the molecules results in increased values for the kinetic temperature and 

pressure (higher than if rotational equilibrium was maintained). After several col- 

lisions a Maxwellian velocity distribution is established. Inelastic collisions also 

occur whereby energy exchanges take place between the translational mode and 

the internal energy and chemical modes. In particular, a relaxation process oc- 

curs between the translational and rotational modes whereby some of the energy 

of translation is imparted to the rotational mode through collisions. This results 

in lowering the translational temperature and pressure. After a time on the order 

of 7,9: the rotational mode reaches an equilibrium distribution at the translational 

temperature. Thus, the effect of rotational non-equilibrium is to produce temper- 

atures and pressures that are higher (for compressions) than would be realized if 

equilibrium distributions were maintained. The effect is opposite for expansions. 

For cases where the characteristic time for rotation is sufficiently short such 
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that the rotational energy is at all times very near equilibrium at the translational 

temperature, (t.e., small departures from rotational equilibrium) rotational non- 

equilibrium can be modeled by a bulk-viscosity term [47]. This case is termed easy 

exchange. For cases where the characteristic time for rotation is significant and 

large deviations from rotational equilibrium occur (termed difficult exchange) and 

rotational non-equilibrium must be modeled explicitly using a relaxation model 

[46,47]. For this case a separate rotational temperature, T,.: is considered. 

As previously mentioned, rotational non-equilibrium effects become important 

in calculating hypersonic shocks in the continuum transition regime. Typically, for 

these calculations, a rotational relaxation model is used in conjunction with higher 

order constitutive relations that are valid for large departures from translational 

equilibrium (i.e., the Burnett equations). In general, its seems that rotational 

non-equilibrium is not important in shear type phenomena such as boundary lay- 

ers, however, rotational non-equilibrium effects could have important consequences 

in hypersonic shock-boundary-layer interactions. The present work considers ro- 

tational non-equilibrium only in the context of one-dimensional hypersonic shock 

structure (see Chap. 8). 

Theoretical studies [60,61] in Hz have shown that molecular rotation can also 

effect the coupled vibration/dissociation phenomena. During a vibrational relax- 

ation, the rotational energy tends to relax the lower vibrational levels and serves 

as a temporary storage of the vibrational energy, thereby delaying the dissociation 

process. It has been suggested in Ref. [37] that this inherent coupling between 

the vibrational and rotational modes may be modeled through an energy exchange 

mechanism. Vibration/dissociation coupling is discussed in detail in Sec. 2.2.3. 
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2.2.3 Vibrational Non-Equilibrium 

Collisions are not as efficient at producing vibrational energy. As a result, 

the vibrational modes requires many more collisions to reach equilibrium (on the 

order of 10° collisions) [9,50]. Hence, the characteristic time for vibrational relax- 

ation is relatively long and vibrational-non-equilibrium may occur when the flow 

gradients are small compared to those required for translational and rotational non- 

equilibrium. Hence, it is possible to consider cases where vibration may be out of 

equilibrium while the translational and rotational modes maintain equilibrium dis- 

tributions. It is also noted that vibrational non-equilibrium is dependent on higher 

temperatures, since the vibrational mode is not active for temperatures lower than 

about 1000 °K. 

Vibrational non-equilibrium results because of the lag in adjustment of the vi- 

brational mode to an equilibrium distribution at the translational temperature. A 

similar relaxation process as for rotation (as described in the previous section) oc- 

curs, however, because the characteristic relaxation time for vibration is relatively 

large, vibrational non-equilibrium effects become very important in modeling hy- 

personic flowfields and combustion problems. For significant deviations from vi- 

brational equilibrium, a separate vibrational temperature, 7,, must be considered. 

The most important factor contributing to the relaxation of the vibrational energy 

toward an equilibrium level is the collisional exchange of vibrational and transla- 

tional energy through inelastic collisions [55]. This process is usually treated by 

Landau-Teller theory, which was developed by considering a homogeneous system 

of harmonic oscillators, along with the assumption of weak interactions, t.e., that 

collisions produce quantum jumps of only one energy state [9]. Modifications to 

the original Landau-Teller theory include a characteristic relaxation time that is a 
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function of all the vibrating species present [62] as well as corrections to account 

for other limitations that occur at higher temperatures [37,63,64]. It is noted that 

Landau-Teller theory is restricted by the assumption of the harmonic oscillator 

itself, since it is only strictly valid for the lower vibrational states [9]. 

Vibrational energy exchanges other than vibrational /translational process, de- 

scribed above, may occur. For example, collisions may cause intra-vibration- 

vibration exchanges to take place. Here, molecules of like species collide causing 

an increase in the vibrational energy of one molecule and a decrease in vibrational 

energy of the other molecule. These processes are very fast and do not change 

energy for the harmonic oscillator model since the energy states are equally spaced 

[55]. Vibration/vibration coupling also takes place between the vibrational modes 

of each species, if more than one vibrating species is present. Here, each species 

tends to transfer its vibrational energy to the other vibrating species in a process 

that works to drive the separate vibrational temperatures together [37,64]. This 

process sometimes leads to quick equilibration of the species vibrational temper- 

atures so that only one “lumped” vibrational temperature may be considered. A 

vibration/vibration coupling may also result from resonance effects [60,61]. Vi- 

bration /dissociation coupling occurs because highly excited vibrational states tend 

to promote dissociation. This results in the “preferential” removal of vibrational 

energy through dissociation [64]. That is, the molecules that dissociate tend to be 

those in the highly excited vibrational levels. Hence, dissociation removes higher 

than average vibrational energy and therefore results in the reduction of the vibra- 

tional temperature. Park [65,66] has introduced a two-temperature model where 

an “effective temperature” (T, = T;>T*) is used to determine the dissociation rates 

ws. Vibrational energy is then preferentially removed as w,(e,i,, + aOa,), where evi 

is the average vibrational energy and Og, is the dissociation energy. A value of 
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a = .5 has been used in Ref. [37] but appears to be too large. A more sophis- 

ticated translational-vibration-dissociation model has been developed by Candler 

[61] where two vibrational energy levels are considered. The lower level contains 

molecules below a certain cutoff value of vibrational energy and the upper level 

contains molecules above the cutoff. Dissociation occurs from the upper level and 

recombination occurs at the lower level, again with a significant portion of the dis- 

sociation energy. A similar model has been developed by Sharma [60] except that 

it also includes rotational effects. An electronic/Vibrational energy exchange may 

also take place. Theoretical experiments for air have shown a strong coupling of 

the electron/electronic temperature T, with the vibrational temperature of No (the 

coupling with other species appears to be negligibly small) [64]. For flows with high 

concentrations of N2, the electron/electronic temperature T, can be lumped with 

the vibrational temperature for N2 [37,64]. It is noted that polarization effects may 

also be important. In the present work we consider only the simple Landau- Teller 

model for vibrational/translational exchanges. 

2.2.4 Chemical Non-Equilibrium 

Chemical processes also require many collisions to reach equilibrium (on the 

order of 105 collisions) [9], and have relatively long relaxation times. If tenem < 7a 

the reactions have virtually infinite time to evolve so that the chemical species 

maintain an equilibrium composition corresponding to the Law of Mass Action 

from statistical mechanics (at least within the limits of the previous discussion 

on partitioning of internal energies). Here, interest is only in the final chemical 

composition and the particular reaction path taken is not of concern. Modeling 

flows in chemical non-equilibrium requires simulating the actual kinetic behavior 

of the chemical system. The study of chemical reaction rates is known as chemical 
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kinetics. This subject includes both exerimental studies as well as the development 

of theories to determine the relevant reaction paths, intermediate products, and 

appropriate reaction rates for a chemical system. Chemical kinetics is a complex 

science and remains in a state of development. However, detailed models are avail- 

able for specific cases. In particular, the present work will implement a simple high 

temperature air-chemistry model as well as a hydrogen-air combustion model. 

It is noted that in general chemical reaction rates are determined under con- 

trolled conditions and may not be strictly valid in conjunction with thermal non- 

equilibrium. One example of this is the vibration/dissociation coupling that was 

described in Sec. 2.2.3. Here, additional species production terms are introduced 

to account for dissociation from the highly excited vibrational states. 

2.2.5 Final Remarks 

One additional assumption, that is relevant to the general development and im- 

plementation of non-equilibrium rate constants, must be stated. That is, that the 

non-equilibrium processes considered are usually established for stationary closed 

systems, using combinations of laboratory measurements, quantum mechanics, ki- 

netic theory and chemical kinetics. For use in fluid dynamics, it is then assumed 

that these results may be extended to moving fluid elements subject to continuously 

changing flowfields. Finally, it is noted that throughout this work the radiation ef- 

fects that may occur at extremely high temperatures are neglected. 

2.3 Internal Energy Model 

Certain simplifications may arise if the time scales are such that certain modes 

may be assumed to be either frozen or in equilibrium so that their rate processes 

may be neglected. In this section practical models will be introduced that are capa- 

ble of handling most of the cases that may occur in non-equilibrium gas dynamics. 
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A general representation for the species internal energy per unit mass that is 

suitable for modeling many problems with thermodynamic non-equilibrium is given 

as 

e, = €5(T) +é€n,(In,) + €e, (Te). (2.8) 

This model was first introduced by Liu and Vinokur [67] and has been used by 

Grossman and Cinnella [8]. Here, é,(T) is the contribution due to the kinetic en- 

ergy of thermal translation and internal modes that are assumed to be in equilib- 

rium at the heavy particle translational temperature, T. The term en,(Tn,) is the 

contribution due to the internal modes that are in thermal non-equilibrium with 

respect to T, and are assumed to satisfy a Boltzmann distribution at the non- 

equilibrium temperature, T,,. Again, T,, only represents a measure of the amount 

of non-equilibrium energy present, and in reality the non-equilibrium energy may 

not satisfy a Boltzmann distribution. The portion e.,(T.) represents the contri- 

bution from the electron energy states within a particle, or from free electrons 

when they are present. It is assumed that free and bound electrons can interact 

in a uninhibited manner so that only one electron/electronic temperature, T., is 

necessary. For the general case, with N species present, each species is assumed 

to have equilibrium contributions, é,(T), and electronic contributions, e.,(T.), due 

to bound electrons. The first M species, where M < N, are assumed to have non- 

equilibrium contributions, e,,(T,). If free electrons are present they are represented 

by the last index, N, and have only a contribution due to thermal translation at 

the electron/electronic temperature, T,. Appropriate rate equations will be used to 

describe the energy exchange between the various modes. 

Several simplifying assumptions can be made for the general model of Eq. (2.8). 

For instance, the electron/electronic contributions may be considered to co-exist 
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at either the heavy particle translational temperature, T, or the non-equilibrium 

temperature, T,,. In the present work the electronic energy from bound electrons 

is neglected and if free electrons are present their translational energy is assumed 

to exist at the heavy particle translational temperature, T. For these assumptions 

Eq. (2.8) becomes 

es = &(T) +en,(Tn,). (2.9) 

The equilibrium portion of the internal energy typically represents the thermal 

translation and rotational modes. This is appropriate for easy exchanges between 

the translational and rotational modes so that the rotational energy continuously 

maintains an equilibrium distribution at the translational temperature. The por- 

tion en, typically represents the vibrational contribution to the internal energy, 

however, this term may be modified to include rotational non-equilibrium contribu- 

tions or coupled rotational/vibrational contributions (if rotational and vibrational 

partitioning is not deemed satisfactory). 

The equilibrium portion of the internal energy is generally expressed in terms 

of specific heats at constant volume 

T 

z, = | by, (E)dé + hy, , (2.10) 
Tref 

where hy, is the heat of formation for species s, and 

dé, 

  

cu, = aT . (2.11) 

The equilibrium portion of the species enthalpy is introduced as 

i = Ps 
hy =@,4+—, 2.12 

° Ps ( ) 

and the corresponding specific heat at constant pressure is 

. _ dh, 
= (2.13) 
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The internal energy for the mixture may be written using the standard mass- 

fraction averaged summation as 

N M 

ex) Pe, =é4+ >> en, (2.14) 

t=] Pp t= P 

where 
N 

e=S> 6, . (2.15) 

=> @a,,, (2.162) 
t=1 P 

“Pp &Q=) 6, 2.168 Pp » p Ps ( ) 

and the mixture gas constant as defined in Eq. (2.4) is related to these as follows 

R=%-&. (2.17) 

As previously mentioned, the equilibrium contributions to the species internal 

energy may be derived from the partition function of statistical mechanics, where 

independent modes give rise to summable contributions to the internal energy. This 

derivation assumes complete thermodynamic equilibrium. For cases of translational 

non-equilibrium, the equilibrium contributions are assumed to have the same form 

but are evaluated at the translational temperature 1.e., they are considered in equi- 

librium at the translational temperature, T. The equilibrium value for translational 

energy is given as 

etr, => Cu, 1; (2.182) 

where 

- 3 bv, = Re (2.180) 

The equilibrium value for rotational energy is given as 

Erot, = Evpys, Ts (2.192) 
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where 

. { R,, for diatomic and linear polyatomic molecules; (2.196) 
“rete = | 8R,, for non-linear polyatomic molecules. 

The equilibrium values for the vibrational energy and the corresponding specific 

heat at constant volume are given as [9,68] 

Ne,s 

  

~ 3 Ovi, ; 
vib, = > } ry (2.20a) 

#=1 

and 
Ne, Cv, /T ~ s- Ou, \2 eas 

Cvvite = a Ra T ) (e2rir,,:/7 _ 1)? , (2.206) 

where No,, is the number of characteristic vibrational temperatures 0,j;,, , for species 

s. 

Several variations of Eq. (2.9) will be used throughout this work and are de- 

scribed below. The perfect gas model corresponds to gases where the temperature 

is low enough that vibrational energy is not present. The internal energy con- 

sists of the translational energy and a rotational contribution in equilibrium at the 

translational temperature. 

es = Str, (T) + Eror,(T)- (2.21) 

The vibrational equilibrium model corresponds to temperatures where the vibra- 

tional mode is excited but flow gradients are small enough so that vibration is 

assumed to be in equilibrium at the translational temperature 

es = bir, (T) + Erot, (L) + vin, (T). (2.22) 

The vibrational non-equilibrium model is used for cases where non-equilibrium vi- 

brational effects are important 

es = Etr, (T) + Crot, (T) + €vibs(Tvid) . (2.23) 
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The rotational non-equilibrium model is used for the hypersonic shock structure 

cases. Here, the vibrational energy is frozen within the shock and is therefore 

neglected 

€s = Etr, (T) + €rots(Zrot) : (2.24) 

2.4 Chemical Model 

A general representation for a chemical system of N species where J reactions 

may occur is given as 

— i 
v5 X1 + v'9 3X2 + ...4 v'n j Xn = yy X1 + Vy 2,j-%2 + ty Nn XN 

j=1,2,...,0, (2.25) 

where vj , and v/’, are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants and products 

of species X, in the jth reaction, respectively. The rate of production of species s, 

denoted w,, is given as 

J N N 
—_— dp a Pl a pl " 

Pa a = Fwy -_ v's 5) eG, yous _ eSNG] 

=] 

  

s=1,2,...,N, (2.26) 

where k;,; and k; are the forward and backward reaction rates and are assumed to 

be functions of the translational temperature. For conditions of chemical equilib- 

rium the species concentrations are governed by the Law of Mass Action 

N (py /stuy 
K.j(T) = Trea: (91/71) 

a j=1,2,..,J, (2.27) 
Te (p1/ring)”*3 

where K,; is the equilibrium constant. For conditions of chemical equilibrium Eq. 

(2.26), Eq. (2.27) and the fact that w, = 0 may be combined to give the relation 

K . 

Kej = Ke , (2.28) 
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Using Eq. (2.27), an alternate form for Eq. (2.25) is obtained as 

J N N 
w= ces _ rine (0.4 —v', 5 )kpj TI a _ = he yvis | 

j=l I=1 €3 Jay 

  

s=1,2,...,N, (2.29) 

The limiting case of frozen chemistry corresponds to zero species production terms, 

€., ky; 0. For this case the species mass fractions remain unchanged, assuming 

no diffusion occurs. The limiting case of chemical equilibrium may be modeled 

by allowing the forward reaction rate k;; — oo. For this case the term inside the 

brackets in Eq. (2.29) will approach zero since an equilibrium concentration is 

maintained. 

The equilibrium constants K,; can be obtained theoretically from statistical 

mechanics for a given thermodynamic model. However, experimental curve fits 

tend to be more reliable than theoretically determined formulas based on partition 

functions, since they may include certain assumptions or approximations. Fur- 

thermore, the theoretical approach becomes ill-defined in the presence of thermal 

non-equilibrium. 
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Chapter 3 
  

  

Governing Equations 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the mathematical foundation necessary for the study of flows 

in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium is presented. First, in Sec. 3.2, the 

essentials of non-equilibrium kinetic theory for gas mixtures are discussed. Here, 

the velocity distribution function is introduced, and the average flow variables, 

including the species velocities, the mass-averaged mixture velocity, the species 

diffusion velocities, as well as the kinetic pressure and temperature, are defined 

as moments of the velocity distribution function. Also, the Boltzmann equation 

for non-equilibrium kinetic theory is stated in differential form and its limitations 

are discussed. In Sec. 3.3 the general macroscopic conservation equations that 

govern the motion of gas mixtures in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium are 

derived from a molecular analysis as moments of the Boltzmann equation. The 

final vector form of the governing equations for Cartesian coordinates is given along 

with the necessary closure relations and simplification to the Euler equations for 

local translational equilibrium is described. Finally, the governing equations are 

extended to generalized coordinates and the more general integral form is discussed. 

The simplified quasi-one-dimensional equation set is also presented. 

3.2 Non-Equilibrium Kinetic Theory for Gas Mixtures 

Kinetic theory provides a statistical means of describing the translational mo- 

tion of the individual molecules in a gas. In particular, kinetic theory defines a 
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velocity distribution function that gives the probability that a molecule will have a 

specific molecular velocity. For gas mixtures, each species (denoted by s) will have 

a velocity distribution function f, that is a function of the particle velocity vector 

c, the position vector x, and time t. The probability that a particle of species s will 

have velocity components within the range ¢), co, ce; and c; +de1, co + dce2, c3 + deg is 

given as f,(€, x,t) dceidcodcs. 

The velocity distribution function provides a means for obtaining statistical 

averages at the kinetic level that give rise to the macroscopic flow variables of tem- 

perature, pressure, viscosity, etc., for each fluid element. In general, if » = ¥(é) is 

any quantity (characteristic of a molecule) that is a function of the molecular veloc- 

ity components, then the mean value of » for species s at a given time and spatial 

location is given as the following moment of the velocity distribution function and 

denoted by brackets as follows 

/ ” / ~ / ” £,(&,,t) W(Z) deydegdes = < b>, (%,t). (3.1) 

For example, the component of the species mean velocity in the i-direction is ob- 

tained by letting y = ¢ in Eq. (3.1). The result is written as 

(ui), =< C3 >s . (3.2) 

Using Eq. (3.2), the mass-averaged mixture velocity components are defined as 

N 

pui =) ps(us), » (3.3) 
s=1 

where N represents the total number of species present. It is also convenient to 

define a thermal velocity ¢' with respect to the mass-averaged mixture velocity i 

where components are given by 

G¢ = ute’. (3.4) 
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Averaging Eq. (3.4) over velocity space yields 

<j >s= uit < cj’ >s, (3.5a) 

which may be rewritten using Eq. (3.2) as 

(ui), = ui t+ (Vi), - (3.56) 

Here, (V;), are the species diffusion velocity components defined by 

(Vi), =< ci’ >s . (3.5c) 

Combining Eq. (3.3) with Eq. (3.5b) yields the following relationship 

N 
Lps(¥i) =0. (3.6) 

Kinetic theory defines a “kinetic” pressure based on the mean thermal motion 

of the gas. The kinetic pressure for species s is given by 

1 rt 
Ps = gPs <1 Ci Os - (3.7) 

This relation is strictly valid only for thermally prefect gases (1.e., negligible inter- 

molecular forces) and is based solely on the thermal momentum flux through an 

imaginary surface element within the gas. The kinetic definition of pressure is valid 

for equilibrium as well as non-equilibrium situations. Application of Dalton’s law, 

Eq. (2.3), results in the mixture kinetic pressure 

N N 1 

P=) Pe= D7 GPa <ci'ci! >e (3.8) 
s=1 s=1l 

In Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), and throughout the paper, the tensor notation of summa- 

tion of repeated indices is implied. 

The kinetic energy of thermal translation per unit mass for a molecule is given 

by 

Cir = 5 (oe) . (3.9) 
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The mean thermal translational energy per unit mass for species s is obtained by 

averaging over all the molecules of species s, 

1 
Ctr, =< tr Ds 5 < c;'c;' >s, (3.10) 

and the mixture value is obtained by considering contributions from all species 

using the mass-fraction averaged mixture law as follows 

N N 

Ctr = > Ps orn, = Ps 

s=1 p s=1 P 

< c;'c;" >s. (3.11) 

r
o
l
e
 

For the case of local translational equilibrium, the thermal motion of the gas 

is governed by the Maxwellian velocity distribution function. For this case, each 

species in the gas will maintain a Maxwellian distribution at the mixture temper- 

ature T and the species diffusion velocities will reduce identically to zero so that 

(u;), =u. The species Maxwellian velocity distribution function, denoted fo,, is 

given by 

ny Bg 4 y2 _ 4.2 _ ey? 
fox(@,%,t) =(—) exp{—Bs[(er — u1)’ + (c2 ~ uz)’ + (ca — us)’]} , (3.124) 

where 

3 1 

Be = oF ~ ORT (3.129) 

Here, k is Boltzmann’s constant, m, is the mass for a molecule of species s, and 

T is the absolute temperature as defined in classical equilibrium thermodynamics. 

Moments with respect to the Maxellian distribution function are represented by 

brackets as <>°. If translational equilibrium is assumed, the previous results from 

kinetic theory can be evaluated as moments of the Maxwellian velocity distribution 

function. For a local Maxwellian distribution the species kinetic pressure, given by 

Eq. (3.7) becomes 

1 
Ps = 3°38 < c;’c;' >? ; (3.13) 
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where 
co =f0Oo) foo 

< c;'c;’ >= / / / c;'c;' fos de, dcodc3 = 3R,T. (3.14) 

—0o —0o 

Combining Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) yields the result for a thermally perfect gas 

as given in Eq. (2.1). Hence, for the case of local translational equilibrium the 

species kinetic pressure reduces identically to the result from classical equilibrium 

thermodynamics. Evaluating Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) for a Maxwellian distribution 

yields 

Cir, = ; < ¢;'¢;' >= “RT, (3.15) 

and 

wd) 5S < ¢;'¢;' >o= “Rr, (3.16) 

respectively. Here, the average kinetic energy of thermal motion has been related 

to the absolute temperature as defined in classical thermodynamics. 

In non-equilibrium kinetic theory it is common to define a species translational 

temperature T,, based on average thermal kinetic energy following the form of Eq. 

(3.15) 

1 
= RT, =5< ci'ci’ >s . (3.17) 

The translational temperature agrees with the thermodynamic temperature for 

translational equilibrium and is also valid in regions of translational non-equilib- 

rium. Combining Eq. (3.17) with the species kinetic pressure, Eq. (3.7), yields 

Ds = ps RT; . (3.18) 

For the present work it is assumed that each species in the mixture exists at the 

same translational temperature so that T, = 7. This assumption is rigorously lim- 

ited to small departures from translational equilibrium and to mixtures without 

large disparities in species molecular mass [9]. Equation (3.18) now reduces to 
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the relation for a thermally perfect gas, Eq. (2.1). Thus, by using the definition 

of the translational temperature, the thermally perfect gas relation (strictly valid 

for equilibrium conditions) may be used in cases of translational equilibrium and 

non-equilibrium alike. 

The Boltzmann equation is the basic governing equation at the kinetic level and 

is derived from the conservation of molecules with molecular velocities differing only 

slightly from the velocity vector ¢ (molecules of class ¢). The resulting equation 

is the partial differential equation that governs the rate of change, with respect 

to position and time, of the velocity distribution function. It is written here for 

species s as follows 

coli,_, 
Bil obe) erga lOSe) + AK AMLT = DAG OLD (3.19) 

where n, is the number density for species s and (X;), is the external force per unit 

mass acting on a particle of species s. The term on the right-hand side represents 

the collision integral and is the rate of production of molecules of class ¢ per unit 

volume due to collisions. Here r is a “dummy” index that denotes any species of 

the mixture. The summation over r then includes s—s collisions as well as collisions 

between species s and all other species. 

In the development of the Boltzmann equation certain restrictions have been 

implied. First, the Boltzmann equation is valid only for thermally perfect gases 

or mixtures of thermally perfect gases since the effect of intermolecular forces is 

considered only during collisions (1.e., only in the evaluation of collision integrals). 

As a result, intermolecular forces will not explicitly appear in the development 

of the conservation equations (Sec. 3.3). Moreover, the restriction to thermally 

perfect gases insures that the molecular spacing is large enough so that only binary 

collisions must be accounted for in the evaluation of collision integrals. It is also 
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assumed that the distribution function does not vary appreciably over the distance 

corresponding to the range of intermolecular forces or a time comparable to the 

duration of a collision. This is important for a valid representation of the collision 

integral in terms of the distribution function. One final assumption states that 

there is no correlation of the velocities of two molecules in a collision (molecular 

chaos) [9]. 

It is noted that only the minimum amount of non-equilibrium kinetic theory has 

been presented here. A detailed treatment may be found in Hirschfelder, Curtiss, 

and Bird [58]. 

3.3 Governing Equations of Gas Dynamics 

The equation of transfer for species s is obtained by multiplying the corre- 

sponding Boltzmann equation by any function y~ = ¥(é) of the molecular velocity 

components and integrating over velocity space. These so called moments of the 

Boltzmann equation are written as 

[ff slg tt gets) + AC) mh) 

—_ Dial i) dc, dceodc3 = 0 . (3.20) 

This equation may be simplified by interchanging the order of integration and 

differentiation and making use of the fact that ¢, x, and t are all independent 

variables. The body force term may be simplified using integration by parts as in 

Vincenti and Kruger [9]. The resulting equation of transfer is given as 

0 8 wv _ a8 
By lns< v >a) 5a (t< ci >,)—< Xie > = LA gBlr< ~ >) on. , (3.21) 

C; 

The species conservation equations are obtained by taking 7 to be the elements 

of the moment function vector ® which represent the molecular mass, momentum, 
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non-equilibrium internal energy and total energy 

™s 

Ga | (3.22) 
MsEn 

™ms. €q 

where 

eo = é, (3.23a) 

  

and ¢’ represents the internal energy per unit mass (not including the energy of 

thermal translation) which may have an equilibrium portion @ as well as non- 

equilibrium portion e«, as follows 

f=é(T)+e,(Th). (3.238) 

This is consistent with Eq. (2.9). The term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.21) 

which results from moments of the collision integral represents the collisional rate of 

change of » per unit volume. Global conservation equations for the mixture can be 

obtained by direct summation over all the species equations. Many simplifications 

occur as a result of cancellation of interaction terms which result from the physical 

fact that collisions can produce no change in the total mass, momentum, and 

energy of the system as a whole (1.e., they are collisional invariants). A similar 

development of the governing equations is given by Lee [69]. 

The species continuity equation is obtained when y = m,, the mass of a particle 

of species s. Here, the terms inside parentheses on the left-hand side of the equation 

of transfer, Eq. (3.21), become 

Ns < Ms >s = Ps, (3.24a) 

Ns K Msi >s = Ps < Uy + ¢,' >s 

= pslur + (Vis), (3.246) 
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where Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5c) have been utilized. The body force term reduces 

identically to zero as follows 

Om; 
ny < Xi Ge >,= 0, (3.24c) 

and the production term on the right-hand side of the equation of transfer becomes 

yiZan <m,; >s)} = Ws (3.24d) 
; at coll, 

where w, is the chemical source term representing the production of species s due 

to chemical reactions given in Eq. (2.29). Substituting Eqs. (3.24a)-(3.24d) into 

the equation of transfer yields the species continuity equation 

  

  

Ops o a _ 
at Bq, Pat] + Bz, 2 (Vide) = W,, (3.25a) 

or in vector notation 

Ops . = _ = = 
At +V-[pst]+ V -[psVs] = ws. (3.25) 

The mixture continuity equation is obtained by simply adding the species contribu- 

tions. Using the definition of the mixture density, Eq. (2.5), along with Eq. (3.6), 

and the fact that the chemical interaction terms among species must sum to zero, 

that is 
N 

ws =0, (3.26) 
s=1 

the following form is obtained 

Op. O _ 
Ot + 5a, eu =Q. (3.27a) 

In vector notation Eq. (3.27a) is written as 

ve +9 - [pa] =0. (3.276) 
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Similarly, the species momentum equation for the k-direction is obtained by 

letting » = m,c,. In this case the terms in the equation of transfer become 

Ns < MsCe >s = Ps(Ux)s, (3.28a) 

Ns < MsCiCk >s = Ps< [us + ei’][ux + cx’) >, 

= psujug + psui(Ve)s + ps(Vi)sue + ps < ci'ce’ >s, (3.286) 

where again Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5c) have been used. The term p, < ¢;’c;,’ >, appearing 

in Eq. (3.28b) is identified with an element of the species stress tensor (o;,),, and 

may be broken into contributions due to the species shear stress (7,),, and the 

species kinetic pressure, defined in Eq. (3.7), as follows 

(Cik)s = —Ps < ci'ce’ >s= (Tik)s — Ds Sik, (3.28c) 

where the term 6, = 1 if i= k, otherwise 5, = 0. The body force term becomes 

Ns < Xige- (sce) >s= ps << Xk >s, (3.28d) 

and the term on the right-hand side now represents the production of momentum 

for species s in the k-direction due to collisions 

Tigi < MCE > on. = (Fides + (Fs)s; : (3.28e) 

Here (F;);, and (F;),;, represent the elastic and inelastic interaction forces in the 

k-direction acting on species s. The final result for the species momentum equation 

in the k-direction is given as 

O 0 Q 0 
3p Ps (uedelt ar [psuste + psbix] + Fy, Paui(Ve)s] + Ba, [os(Vi)s ux]   

a 
— Bp, (Tik}s = Ps < Xe >s +(Fedew + (Fedor - (3.29) 

The mixture momentum equation in the k-direction is obtained by summing the 

species momentum equations. The species shear stresses sum to the mixture value 
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as follows 
N 
So (tik)s = Tik (3.30a) 
s=1 

the elastic and inelastic interaction terms sum identically to zero 

N N 

S(Fe)se = > (Fes: = 0, (3.306) 
s=1 s=1 

and using Daltons Law, Eq.(2.3), along with Eqs. (3.3), (3.6), and the definition 

of mixture density, Eq. (2.5), yields 

a a a N 
i Pus + Bp, Puiue + pbx] — 3a, (74) = SPs <XE>s . (3.314) 

s=l 

In vector notation the mixture momentum equation becomes 

0 = = & = N = 
gel +9 [pan + Pl] —V T= ip. <X>s, (3.31) 

where I is the unit dyadic 

T=i+j+ kk, (3.32) 

and T is the stress tensor 

T = m4 712) + M13 1k 

rai jit 22.) + 73 JK 

731 ki + 732 kj + t33 kk. (3.33) 

The species energy equation is recovered when ¥ = m,eo. Using Eq. (3.4) along 

with Eq. (3.23a), » may be rewritten as 

1 i 
y=m, [sueue + upcz’ +e], (3.34) 

where the internal energy per unit mass « now includes the energy of translational 

thermal motion and is given by 

€=&(T) +€n(Tn). (3.35) 
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The terms in the equation of transfer are given by 

1 1 
Ns< Mz [5 ueue + upc, + €] > = Ps (5 Uk ue + és) + psur(Ve)s 

= ps€o, + psue(Ve)s , (3.36a) 

where <e>,=e, and eo, = uguz/2+e, 18 the species total energy, 

1 1 
Ns< Ms [Ferme ue + cjupe,’ + ce] > = psuileos + ux(Vi)s] + Ps (Vi)suK te 

+ psup < c;'ce’ >s tps < ci'€ >s, (3.360) 

where again elements of the species stress tensor appear, as defined in Eq. (3.28c), 

and the last term in Eq. (3.36b) is identified with the component of the species 

heat-flux vector in the i-direction (q;),, given as 

(qi)s = ps < ci'€ >s- (3.36c) 

The body force term becomes 

0 ChCk . , 
Ns <x Xig— lms (—- +€ | >s= Ps < XECE >s : (3.36d) 

and the production term on the right-hand side becomes 

O . . 
Dil aylr< ™Ms€0 >)} = Qse + Qs: ’ (3.36e) 

where, Q,, and Q,, represent the power generated per unit volume by elastic and 

inelastic interaction forces. The final result for the species energy equation is 

O Oo Oo 
ay Pseos] + By este (Vie) + Bz, Pstieos + UEDs Oik| 

0 I 0 0 
+ Bq, Pa vitn(Vi)s + 5Pe(Vi)sunus] — Bq, ue(riE)s] + Bz, (as 

= Ps < XECk >s +OQse + Qs, ’ (3.37) 

Again, the mixture energy equation is obtained by summing the species contribu- 

tions, where the mixture total energy is given by 

N 

Ps€o = S| ps€os ; (3.38a) 

s=1 
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the elastic and inelastic power terms sum identically to zero 

N’ . N’ . 

Qe =S°Q:, = 0, (3.386) 

s=1 s=l 

and the species heat fluxes sum to the mixture value as 

N 
Y_Gi)s =a (3.38c) 
s=1 

along with Eqs. (3.30a), (3.6), and (2.3) yield 

a a é a ~ 
a €o] + Ba, Peat + uxpd;%] — Bq, lueTitl + a, = De < XEce>s . (3.39a) 

The vector form becomes 

a = = = = - N _ 
5 Wweol t+ V - [peo + G- pl]-V-[T-a]+V-a= > /p, <X-E>,. (3.396) 

s=] 

The first divergence term in Eqs. (3.39a) and (3.39b) can be rewritten in terms 

of total enthalpy, ho = e0+p/p, and an alternate form of the total energy equation 

becomes 

9 560) + 2 [pusho] - [wera] + e-ae = 0 < Xice > 3.40 ay Peel + ae leusho] — ae Luar Ba, = 21h KCk >s (3.40a) 

or in vector form 

a - = oo = N = 
loco] + V - [tthe] - V-[T-a]+V-a=) Jp, <X-t>,. (3.408) 

sl 

In order to complete the mathematical formulation, M rate equations must 

be included for the species non-equilibrium internal energy contributions. These 

equations are obtained when ¥ = m,en, the non-equilibrium contribution to the 

internal energy for a particle of species s. Here, the terms inside parentheses on 

the left-hand side of the equation of transfer, Eq. (3.21), become 

Ny < ™Ms€n >s = Ps€nsg ; (3.41a) 

Ns <MsCiEn >s = Ps < [uit ci'Jen >s= Psensti t+ Ps < Ci'En >s (3.410) 
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where Eq. (3.4) has been utilized. The last term in Eq. (3.41b) is identified with 

the i-component of the non-equilibrium heat-flux vector for species s, (q;)n,; 

(Gi)n, =ps< Ci’En >s- (3.41c) 

The body force term reduces identically to zero as follows 

Ams En) > 
ny < Xi >= 0, (3.41d) 

and the term on the right-hand-side of the equation of transfer becomes 

o ; 
Dig <Ms€n >s)} = Qn, + Qn., 3 (3.41e) 

where Q,,, and Q,,, represent the non-equilibrium portion of the power generated 

per unit volume through interaction forces. Two basic physical phenomena can 

contribute to these production terms. The first is the creation or destruction of 

the non-equilibrium internal energy mode through chemical reactions, denoted by 

Psens- The second contribution is due to the various energy exchange phenomena 

between the internal energy modes, given by p,e,,. Hence, the combined effects 

of the elastic and inelastic non-equilibrium power production may be written as 

follows 

Onis + Qns, = Ps€ns + Ps€ns ’ (3.41f) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.41a)-(3.41f) into the equation of transfer we obtain the species 

non-equilibrium energy equation 

0 O o ; ; 
By sens + Ba, Perens til + Bq, (gine = Ps€ns + Ps€ns,; (3.42a) 

or in vector notation 

3 . = . 
By sens] + V -[psens] + V- Gn, = pseng + Ps€n;g - (3.426) 
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In summary, the governing partial differential equations for mixtures of ther- 

mally perfect gases out of chemical and thermal equilibrium have been developed 

from the Boltzmann equations using non-equilibrium kinetic theory. They are writ- 

ten below for a Cartesian Coordinate system as 

9Q 
a * 

where 

S—S, =(F-F,)i, + (G-— G,)i2 + (H — H, )is. 

V-(S-S,)=W. (3.43a) 

(3.430) 

The conserved variable vector Q and the chemical and thermal source term vector 

W, are given as 

  

    

    

    

wy \ 

  

    

PA 

( p2 \ ( We 

PN WN 
pu yos Ps < X1 Ds 

Q=]| pus | , W=] Dips <X2>s (3.44a, b) 
pug ys Ps < X3>s5 

Pi€n, Pie€n, + Pen 

pM ena | 2M ena + PMEnm 
peo >, Ps <X-E>s } 

and the inviscid flux vectors F, G, and H are 

( piu \ piti2 / Pug 

p2uy P2u2 P2u3 

PNUy PN U2 PNU3 

pur? +p puguy puzuy 
F= pu U2 ,G=| pu?t+p | ,.H= puzue (3.45a, 6, c) 

pu, ug puzug pugs? +p 

Pi€n1 U1 Pi€n 1 U2 P1€n1U3 

[Pacem PM ena ta [paceman 
purho \ puzho pusho 
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The viscous flux vectors F,, G,, and H, are 

( —pi(Vi)1 { —pi(V2)i \ ( —p1(V3)1 ) 
—p2(Vi)2 —p2(V2)2 —p2(V3)2 

—pn(Vi)N —pn(V2)n —pn(V3)n 
Tit T21 731 

Fy = T12 ,Gy = T22 ,H, = 39 . (3.46a, b,c) 
713 723 733 

—(q1)n, —(g2)n, —(93)n; 

—(a1) nw —(2) nx —(q3)nu 

\ a, + T13U; / \ = 92 + 7954; } \ 43 + Tait / 
            

The relations necessary to close inviscid system of equations have appeared previ- 

ously, however, they are listed again here for completeness. The closure relations 

  

are 

N 

p= Ses ; (3.47) 
sal 

N N . 

P=) Ps = >_ PRT = pRT, (3.48) 
s=l1 s=l 

€o = «= +e, (3.49) 

ho =eo+=, (3.50) 
pe 

and 

N p T M p 

e= »*1/ Gv, (E)dE + hy] + > en, (3.51) 
axl Pp Tref sa P 

The relationship between pressure, Eq. (3.48), and internal energy, Eq. (3.51), is 

obtained implicitly through the temperature for a given conserved variable vector 

Q. 

The viscous flux vectors contain elements of the viscous shear-stress tensor, the 

heat-flux vector, and the diffusion velocity. These terms are the direct result of 

translational non-equilibrium and are defined as moments of the velocity distribu- 

tion function. The necessary viscous closure relations have appeared previously 
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and are listed below for completeness. They are 

N 

Tk = So (re)s (3.52a) 
s=l1 

(Oik)s =—ps < ci CK >s= (Tik)s —Ps bik ; (3.526) 

N 

a = S— (gi), (3.53a) 
s=1 

(qi)s = Ps <ci'e >s . (3.53) 

(di)n, = ps < Ci'En >s ) (3.54) 

and 

(Vi), =<c¢;'>,. (3.55) 

The rigorous evaluation of these terms requires a solution of the Boltzmann equa- 

tion for the velocity distribution function, f. The Boltzmann equation is difficult to 

solve for the general case and for the most part approximate methods are required 

for modeling these terms. This issue is considered in Chap. 5. For the assumption 

of local translational equilibrium, 7.e., f = fo, the moments in Eqs. (3.52a)-(3.55) 

reduce identically to zero. For this case the viscous fluxes are zero and the govern- 

ing equations reduce to the Euler equations for inviscid non-heat-conducting flows. 

In general, the Euler equations may be obtained as moments of the Boltzmann 

equation with a locally Maxwellian velocity distribution. This connection provides 

a means of obtaining upwind Euler schemes as moments of discretized Boltzmann 

schemes with a locally Maxwellian velocity distribution. This will be the topic of 

Chaps. 6 and 7. 

3.3.1 Transformation to Generalized Coordinates 

The governing differential equations have been developed for a Cartesian Coor- 

dinate system. For calculations over complex geometries it is common practice to 
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transform them from physical (z;, 22,23) space to a uniformly spaced computational 

grid (€,n,¢) [70]. Mathematically the transformation is given as 

€ = €(x1, 22,23) 

n = (21, £2, 23) 

C = C(a1, 22,23), (3.56) 

where £,7,¢ represent a structured curvilinear coordinate system. Using the chain 

rule of partial differentiation for the space derivatives, the governing equations, Eq. 

(3.43a), may be rewritten in the (¢,7,¢) coordinate system as 

st RE-B) + FG -G) + FH-H) = Sw, (3.57) 

where 

F-F, = WE lyg. (S—S,), (3.582) 

G-G,= Walog .(5-§.,), (3.588) 

H -—H, = elgg. @-8,), (3.58c) 

and J is the Jacobian of the transformation 

Ex, Ex, xs 

p= E99 pet ln ne nm). (3.59) 
A(z, 72) t3) Cry Cxr> Crs 

The vectors Vé,V#,V¢, are the unit vectors normal to the transformed coordinate 

surfaces and are defined by 

<j
 

k Si - 
V E] = ke, ir + keyin + kegis , (3.60) 

<I
 

for k = €, n, C respectively. The contravariant velocity components in these directions 

are given as 

i, =a- VE, (3.612) 

ip = i-VI7, (3.61) 

ig = a- VC (3.61c) 
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For modeling the viscous, heat flux, and diffusion terms in Chap. 5, space deriva- 

tives with respect to 21, 22, and 23, must be expanded according to the chain rule 

as 

a0 0. On| ie, 5+ 1 7C |e. a i=1,2,3. (3.62) 

In this Chapter, the governing differential equations appear in conservative 

=| VE | &, 

form. The conservative form is important since it leads to numerical schemes 

that are consistent discretizations of the conservation law. That is, schemes in 

which internal fluxes cancel hence conserving total mass, momentum, and energy 

(i.e., the “telescoping” property). This condition is necessary in order for the 

numerical scheme to obtain the correct jump relations through a discontinuity. 

It is noted, however, that the differential formulation is not strictly valid in the 

presence of discontinuities such as shock waves or slip lines because derivatives 

become ill-defined. Conservative finite-difference techniques, however, may be used 

to capture shocks since the discretized differential equations behave like the more 

general integral formulation of the governing equations for weak solutions [71]. The 

integral form will be considered in the following section. 

3.3.2 Integral Form 

The derivation of the governing equations could have proceeded from the more 

general integral form of the Boltzmann equation, where the conservation of mole- 

cules of velocity class ¢ is written in terms of volume and surface integrals as 

ai Lf, mtv + 6 Am bts + [ff seams hav 
~ I, GO (3.63) 

where 6V is an arbitrary volume bounded by the surface 6S and a is an outward 

pointing unit normal vector. Moments lead to the following integral form of the 
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equation of transfer 

= fl ns< w >,aV + ns< YC >, -ads ~ fff ns< x, 2% > dV 
Ot JJ 6v 5S 8V On”; 

Evaluating Eq. (3.64) for the elements of the moment function vector W, Eq. (3.22), 

yields the integral form of the governing equations 

sil, qav + ¢ &-8,)-ads = fff Wal, (3.65) 

where § is defined in Eq. (3.43b). The integral form of the governing equations 

is equivalent to the differential form in regions of smooth flow and is also valid 

across discontinuities where it reduces to the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions 

in the limit of a vanishing control volume. The integral form will be particularly 

useful when considering finite-volume discretization techniques. This is discussed 

in Chap. 6. 

3.3.3 Quasi-One-Dimensional Approximation 

In certain instances, the important features of complex flowfields may be deter- 

mined while neglecting two and three-dimensional effects. This is typically accom- 

plished by integrating the governing equations over two space dimensions, so that 

only one-dimensional effects in the remaining space dimension must be resolved [72]. 

Common applications of this procedure has been to nozzle and combustor analysis 

where the area is a smoothly varying function of only one space variable. The 

governing equations for this case may be written in the appropriate area-averaged 

variables, where A = A(z,), as follows 

sQ. 8 - 
ee + 9g, FF = Wt Wa. (3.66) 
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where the conserved variable vector Q, the chemical and thermal source term vector 

W and the area source term Wy, are given as 

            

        

Pl Wy PA fey fo pm 
PN WN u, dA PN 

Q= puy ,W=] does < Xi >s | ,Wa = -— puy (3.67a, b, c) 
. ‘ A dx 

P1ien, P1En, + rPa€ms Pien, 

| PI ena [partons + BM Ena \ PM Ea 

pe yo Ps < K-ED; pho 

The inviscid and viscous flux vectors, F and F, are given as 

piu [ —pi(Vi)s 
( pou \ —p2(Vi)2 

PNU ~pn(Vi)w 
F= puyr+p Fy = Ti ; (3.68, b) 

Pien U1 —(q1)n4 

{ Paten ae | —(41) na 
purho —91 + 71141 

where only the viscous terms in the z, direction have been included. It is noted 

that F, is not appropriate for modeling wall viscous effects since only variations 

in the streamwise direction are considered. In general, these wall viscous effects 

cannot be easily evaluated for the quasi-one-dimensional approach and typically 

only inviscid calculations are performed. For the normal shock calculations in Chap. 

5, Eq. (3.66) will be used without the area source term. For these calculations the 

streamwise viscous flux vector F, becomes important and must be modeled correctly 

to accurately predict the shock-wave structure. 
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Chapter 4 
  

  

Modeling of the Source Terms 

4.1 Introduction 

The high temperatures and large flow gradients brought on either by combus- 

tion processes or by high speeds of flight result in finite-rate chemical and energy 

exchange phenomena. Flows in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium require ad- 

ditional rate equations for species and non-equilibrium internal energy production 

that must be solved in conjunction with the gas-dynamic equations. The species 

mass conservation equations, Eqs. (3.25a) and (3.25b), contain chemical source 

terms w, that must be modeled. Likewise, the species non-equilibrium energy 

equations, Eqs. (3.42a) and (3.42b), contain the chemical source terms as well as 

non-equilibrium internal energy source terms pé,, (due to various energy exchange 

phenomena) that also require modeling. 

4.2 Chemical Source Terms 

The general framework for the chemical system of N species and J reactions was 

established in Sec. 2.4, and the species production rates w, were given in terms of 

the forward reaction rates K;,; and the equilibrium constants K,; in Eq. (2.29). In 

this work two specific chemistry models are considered; a simple high temperature 

air chemistry model and a hydrogen-air combustion model. 

4.2.1 Simple Air Chemistry Model 

The simple air chemistry model considers five species No, Oo, NO, N, and O, 
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and five basic reactions 

Not+tM =2N4+M 

Oo+M =—=204+M 

NO+M=N+0+4+M 

NeotO=NO+N 

NO+0—=00+N, (4.1) 

where M is a catalytic particle and may be any of the species present. The first 

three basic reactions listed above represent dissociation-recombination processes 

and account for 15 separate reactions. The last two reactions are rearrangement 

or “shuffle” reactions. This model is adequate for gas-dynamic simulations up to 

about 8000 °K, however, it is noted that the ionization of NO occurs at about 5000 

°hK and must be modeled if electromagnetic considerations are important. The 

forward reaction rates are given in Kang and Dunn [73] and are fit according to 

the general Arrhenius Law form [9] 

K yj = cpg Tie er s/T j = 1,2, veoyd. (4.2) 

The equilibrium constants are taken from Vincenti and Kruger [9] and are modeled 

according to 

Ke = Ce,j TI e” fea! j = 1, 2, wrey J, (4.3) 

where the coefficients have been obtained to give the best fit of the partition func- 

tion results. The temperature T in these equations is taken to be the translational 

temperature. 
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4.2.2 Hydrogen-Air Combustion Model 

The hydrogen-air combustion model used in this work considers seven species, 

No, Oo, Hz, OH, H2O, O, and H, and seven reactions 

O2+ Hy =OH+0OH 

O.+H=-OH+O0 

Heot+tOH=HAQOO+H0 

HoitO=OH+dH 

OH +OH = H20+0 

OH + H+ No = H20 + No 

H+H+No = Ho2+No, (4.4) 

The forward reaction rates follow the same form as Eq. (4.2) and the constants 

are given in Drummond, Rogers and Hussaini [20]. The equilibrium constants are 

determined as 

fe Aq; ~Ag°?/RT 
—. 7 I ; 4.5 

(ep) ° (4.5) 
ej = 

where Aj; represents the net change in moles in going from reactants to products 

for the jth reaction 
N 

An; = 44,4), (4.6) 
s=l 

and Ag? is the change in Gibbs free energy at constant pressure 

N | 

Ag} = we —vis)g - (4.7) 
s=l 

The Gibbs free energy is obtained from the “new” LeRC curve fits as 

$e es gy (14 In) +.03,T(1 — In) — 04, 
BR OT ON TIT ar a) 

T3 [4 TS 
~ 95,-§ ~ 96.75 ~ 8% 55 + a9, ~ @10,1°. (4.8) 
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4.3 Thermal Source Terms 

For temperatures greater than several thousand degrees K the vibrational modes 

become active and vibrational non-equilibrium must be considered along with the 

chemistry [64]. Vibrational effects tend to be important because of the relatively 

large characteristic relaxation time associated with the vibrational mode. Com- 

parisons of numerical data with experimental results suggest the importance of 

modeling these vibrational effects properly [74]. 

Rotational non-equilibrium effects become important in modeling hypersonic 

shock structure in the continuum transition regime where shock thicknesses are no 

longer negligible. Here, the energy exchange between the rotational and transla- 

tional modes causes the peak temperature to occur within the shock wave. Correct 

modeling of this energy exchange phenomena is tantamount for obtaining accurate 

predictions for radiative heating [36]. 

In this work vibrational/translational energy exchanges will be modeled using 

Landau-Teller theory in conjunction with the vibrational non-equilibrium model 

given in Eq. (2.23). A similar Landau-Teller relaxation model will be used with the 

rotational non-equilibrium model given in Eq. (2.24) for rotational/translational 

energy exchanges. 

4.3.1 Vibrational Non-Equilibrium Model 

The collisional exchange of vibrational and translational energy through inelas- 

tic collisions is usually treated by considering a system of harmonic oscillators [9]. 

The assumption of weak interactions, 7.e., collisions produce quantum jumps of 

only one energy state, leads to the Landau-Teller model for vibrational relaxation 

[9]. No attempt has been made to take into account the inhomogeneity of the fluid 

element, due to the presence of other species, and the preferential removal of vibra- 
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tional energy through dissociation is not considered. The Landau-Teller relaxation 

model is given as 

€via, *(T) — evid, 

Ts 
Ps€vib, = Ps s=1,2,...,M, (4.9) 

where ey,” is the equilibrium vibrational energy, given in Eq. (2.20a), at the trans- 

lational temperature T, and r is the relaxation time given by Millikan and White 

[75] 
= oe elAs(T~/%—0.015B)/*)— 18.42] | (4.10) 

where 

A, = 1.16x107° B76, 55, 4/8 , (4.11) 

and 

B= ee = o ,; (4.12) 

where 6,3, is the characteristic vibrational temperature [9]. 

The Landau-Teller model has been developed under relatively restrictive as- 

sumptions that are not necessarily valid for hypersonic flows [46]. More sophis- 

ticated models have been proposed that allow quantum jumps of more than one 

energy state [37,63,64] as well as the preferential removal of highly excited vibra- 

tional states through dissociation [60-65]. Only simple Landau-Teller theory is used 

in the present work in an attempt to capture only some of the physics involved. 

4.3.1 Rotational Non-Equilibrium Model 

For cases where the relaxation time for rotation is significant and large de- 

viations from rotational equilibrium occur (termed difficult exchange) an addi- 

tional equation describing the relaxation of rotational energy is necessary. Again a 

Landau-Teller type model is used [46,47] 

Crot, * (T’) — €rot, 
=1,2,... . . ZT s ,2,...,M (4.13) Ps€rot, = Ps 
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Here, é-o¢ is the equilibrium rotational energy at the translational temperature given 

by Eq. (2.19a). The value Z, is known as the rotational collision number and the 

functional form is given as [46] 

_ 3/2 TT 1/2 rn TT 

The mean collision time 7, is taken as that for a hard sphere molecule, following 

the work of Ref. [46] 

Tp 
jie. = 7. c 4p (4.15) 

The effect of more realistic gases enters through the viscosity p. 

Although the assumptions used to derive the Landau-Teller model are probably 

violated for hypersonic flows, good shock profiles for diatomic nitrogen have been 

obtained for very high Mach numbers by adjusting the parameters Z° and T* as 

suggested in Ref. [46]. 
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Chapter 5 
  

  

Modeling of Viscous Terms 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chap. 3 a molecular analysis was used to obtain the general macroscopic 

conservation equations that govern the motion of gas mixtures in chemical and 

thermal non-equilibrium. These equations along with the appropriate equations of 

state (relating p, T, and e) are not sufficient to close the system of equations. Addi- 

tional moments of the velocity distribution function that represent components of 

the stress tensor o;,, the heat-flux vector ¢;, the species non-equilibrium heat-flux 

vectors (q;)n,, and the species diffusion velocities (V;),, must be resolved. These mo- 

ments are defined by Eqs. (3.52a)-(3.55) and correspond to the molecular transport 

of momentum, energy, and chemical species respectively. They are a direct result 

of translational non-equilibrium and therefore depend on the collisional processes 

between molecules [9]. 

Rigorous evaluation of these moments requires a solution of the Boltzmann 

equations, Eq. (3.19), for the velocity distribution function f. Unfortunately this 

equation is difficult to solve for the general case, largely because of the nonlinear 

nature of the collision integral, and approximate methods are required [9]. One such 

method, the Chapman-Enskog (C-E) expansion [39], is an expansion of the veloc- 

ity distribution function about the Maxwellian distribution for local translational 

equilibrium 

f=fo(l+ébi te dot... ), (5.1) 
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where € is the Kudsen number given by 

E=NL, (5.2) 

and \ represents the molecular mean free path and L is a characteristic length. The 

Knudsen number gives a measure of the degree of departure from local translational 

equilibrium [9]. The zeroth-order solution (€ — 0) corresponds to local translational 

equilibrium and the governing equations reduce to the Euler equations for inviscid 

non-heat-conducting flows. The constitutive relations corresponding to the Navier- 

Stokes equations are obtained by retaining first-order terms in €. For this reason the 

Navier-Stokes equations are valid only for small departures from local translational 

equilibrium. By substituting the truncated form of Eq. (5.1) into the Boltzmann 

equation an expression for ¢,; may be obtained in terms of Sonine polynomials as in 

Vincenti and Kruger [9]. The form of the shear-stress tensor, heat-flux vectors, and 

diffusion velocities may now be obtained as moments with respect to the truncated 

series representation for f, t.e., f = fo(1+&¢1). To determine the associated transport 

properties (1.e., the coefficients of viscosity, thermal conductivity, diffusion, etc.) 

further “collision integrals” must be evaluated based on an accurate representation 

of the intermolecular force field [9,51,58]. Typically, a spherically symmetric, con- 

servative force field is assumed and is given in terms of an intermolecular potential 

V(r), where r is the distance between the molecular centers for a binary collision 

[9,51]. The intermolecular force is then given as 

dV 

dr— 
F(r)= (5.3) 

Results have been obtained for the simple hard-sphere potential as well as for an 

inverse-radius potential given as 

V=—. (5.4a) 
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The intermolecular force for this case is 

K 

and the parameters « and 7 can be adjusted to fit experimental data. The most 

successful potential has been the Lennard-Jones potential [68] that models both 

repulsion and attraction 

V = 4Bew ("2)" ~ (2)*| . (5.5) 

Here, ro is the distance where V is zero, and again two parameters are available for 

adjustment to experimental data. It is noted that the use of conservative force fields 

implies that all collisions are elastic. This is certainly not always the case for poly- 

atomic molecules since inelastic collisions may occur whereby energy is exchanged 

between the translational and internal degrees of freedom. Hence, intermolecular 

potentials are strictly valid only for monatomic molecules. Methods have been de- 

veloped to account for inelastic collisions within C-E theory, however, they are very 

mathematically involved [58]. Except for very near or within shock waves, elastic 

collisions tend to dominate inelastic ones, and potential fields have been used to 

successfully predict coefficients of viscosity and diffusion for polyatomic molecules 

[51]. Thermal conductivities for polyatomic molecules are not accurately predicted 

using monatomic theory [9]. 

Chapman-Enskog theory has been successfully applied to mixtures of monatomic 

gases, however, again the results are extremely involved and expensive to carry out 

computationally [58,59]. Typically curve fits or single-component C-E theory are 

used in conjunction with semi-empirical mixture rules. Second-order C-E theory 

leads to the Burnett equations which are valid for larger departures from local 

translational equilibrium [39]. Here, the same continuum form of the governing 

equations is maintained and only new higher-order constitutive relations are intro- 
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duced. 

In the following Sections some of the results of C-E theory will presented and the 

simplifications, in terms of curve fits and semi-empirical rules, that are necessary 

for efficient yet meaningful calculations, will be described. 

5.2 Navier-Stokes Equations 

5.2.1 Shear Stress Tensor 

First-order C-E theory for a single monatomic gas predicts a viscous shear stress 

tensor with elements given by [9] 

_ Ou; , Ougp 2 Gu; 

vk = MO + dx; 302; bik) (5.6) 

Single-component C-E theory has been used to obtain very accurate formulas for 

the species coefficient of viscosity un, for monatomic gases [51,58]. The results are 

in terms of collision integrals which have been tabulated versus non-dimensional 

temperature for various intermolecular potentials [39,58,76]. Alternatively, species 

viscosities may be determined using curve fits and semi-empirical laws. This pro- 

cedure reduces the CPU time otherwise necessary for the analytical expressions. 

In the present work both the Blottner curve fits and an extended Sutherland type 

law are used. The Blottner curve fits [77] are given in the form 

it, = el(AsinT+B, )inT+C,) (5.7) 

where A,, B,, and C, are chosen to best fit experimental data. The Sutherland law 

is given as 

Es — 73/23 _ 
Hs T T+F, ; (5.8) 

where again E, and F, are determined to best fit experimental data. Values for EF, 

and F, have been tabulated Refs. [76,78]. 
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Application of C-E theory to multi-component mixtures of monatomic gases 

has been carried out but leads to very severe mathematical problems [58,59]. The 

same form as Eq. (5.6) is obtained, however calculations for the mixture viscosity pu 

involves determinants of matrices of collision integrals. Typically, single-component 

C-E theory or curve fits are used to determine the species viscosities and the mixture 

viscosity is obtained using semi-empirical mixture rules. In the present work the 

mixture viscosity is determined from the species viscosities using Wilke’s law [79] 

which was developed from kinetic theory and several simplifying assumptions. The 

result is 

x Xs 
p= — " (5.9a) 

TY ade 

where 

1 ™Ms\—1/2 Bs (7m y 1/447 
= —(1+ = 1+ ,/—(— ; 5.96 bas i+ Bye (Rey 6.98 

and yx, is the mole fraction for species s. 

First-Order C-E theory for polyatomic gases predicts a viscous shear stress 

tensor with elements given as follows 

Our _ 2 duj Gus oh (5.10) 
Ou; 

Tik =H ar +35. ~ 382, ik) + Moa 

where p, is known as the bulk viscosity. Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck [47] were 

the first to carry out the C-E procedure allowing for inelastic collisions. Treatment 

of the viscosity » using a multi-component C-E theory that allows for internal 

degrees of freedom would be extremely complex. Typically, the mixture viscosity 

is determined using the methods previously discussed (1.e., single component C-E 

theory or curve fits used in conjunction with mixture rules). Although reasonable 

species viscosities for polyatomic gases have been obtained using monatomic C-E 

theory, curve fits based on experimental data should represent a more consistent 
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formulation, however, even these may become ill-defined in the presence of large 

amounts of thermal non-equilibrium. 

The bulk-viscosity term is associated with the redistribution of energy between 

the translational and internal degrees of freedom [51]. Physically, it represents the 

resistance of the fluid to transfer its translational energy to the internal modes and 

vice-versa. It is important to note that the bulk viscosity is strictly valid only for 

small relaxation times (7.e., easy energy exchange) so that the internal modes can 

be assumed “essentially” in equilibrium at the translational temperature T. For 

this reason the bulk-viscosity formulation is not suitable for modeling vibrational 

relaxation and generally an explicit vibrational non-equilibrium model is necessary. 

Usually the bulk viscosity is associated with rotational non-equilibrium when small 

departures from rotational equilibrium are present. For larger departures from 

equilibrium, e.g., the interior of a shock wave, the bulk viscosity should be taken as 

zero and an explicit rotational non-equilibrium model must be used. It is important 

to note that bulk-viscosity effects tend to be important only in compressions or 

expansions since the bulk viscosity is multiplied by the divergence of the velocity 

in Eq. (5.10). 

5.2.1.1 Bulk-Viscosity Model 

A simple bulk-viscosity model for rotational non-equilibrium may be derived 

based on the theory put forth by Goldstein [50]. The derivation is carried out 

for a single-component gas (for simplicity) where the energy exchange between the 

translational and rotational modes occurs freely (1.€., tot is sufficiently small). The 

stress tensor components given by (3.28c) become 

Cin = —p < Ci'cy! >= Tiz — Dix 

Ou; , Oug 204; Ou; ~ 
= pl = ~— + §; — §; _ 6; : 9.11 Ma G2; 302, x) + Boa bit — Poik (5.11) 
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where Eq. (5.10) has been used. Here, p represents the pressure corresponding to 

the rotational mode in equilibrium at the translational temperature T. The trace 

of the stress tensor (1.e., oi:/3) is related to the kinetic pressure p, defined in Eq. 

(3.7), as follows 

By TPP MGS (5.12) 

It is noted that the kinetic pressure is valid for non-equilibrium situations. The 

pressures in Eq. (5.12) may be related to mean translational energies using Eq. 

(3.10) and gives 

2 2. Ou; 
g Petr = 3 Petr — Hoa (5.13) 

where again é,, is the translational energy corresponding to the rotational mode in 

equilibrium at the translational temperature. It now becomes apparent that the 

bulk viscosity is a relaxation phenomenon resulting from the lag in adjustment to 

equilibrium of the rotational mode. For example, when a gas is compressed there 

will be a net increase in the internal energy e. Initially, this increase will will be 

realized entirely by the translational mode (fast mode) resulting in higher kinetic 

energies and hence higher kinetic temperatures and pressures. At this time a re- 

laxation process begins whereby some of the kinetic energy of thermal translation 

is imparted to the rotational mode through inelastic collisions. This process works 

to lower the kinetic pressure and temperature, and after some time on the order 

of 7,9: the rotational mode reaches an equilibrium distribution at the translational 

temperature T. Thus, the effect of rotational non-equilibrium is to produce kinetic 

pressures and temperatures that are higher (for compressions) than would be real- 

ized if the rotational mode maintained an equilibrium distribution at T. The effect 

is just the opposite for expansions. This process is consistent with Eqs. (5.12) and 

5.13) since for a compression du; /0z; < 0 and a correction term proportional to py I Jj 
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is added to the kinetic pressure. Again, the opposite is true for expansions. 

An expression for the bulk viscosity may be developed by considering a small 

fluid element of volume 6V that is undergoing an expansion or compression [50]. It 

is assumed that the gas has an initial internal energy denoted by e!. For the case 

where the internal energy consists of only the rotational and translational modes 

in equilibrium at the translational temperature T, the energies are partitioned as 

él. = 3/5e! and é!,, = 2/5e'. If only the work done by pressure forces is taken into 

account the change in internal energy in a short time ¢* is given as 

O . 

Ae = oes * (5.14) 

and assuming that equilibrium distributions are maintained the during the change 

in energy, the translational and rotational energies at the new state (é?. and 22, 

respectively) are given by 

3 3 
é. = 5° + BAe: (5.15a) 

and 

2 2 
eo = zo + 5 Ae . (5.158) 

However, when there is a lag in the rotational mode the entire change in energy 

should initially go into the translational mode and the actual change in translational 

energy is given by 

= 31 + 3 Ae + 2 Ae 
+) 3) 5 

~2 , 2 
= + BAe, (5.16) 

leading to the relation 

_- 2p Ou; .. 
Ctr = Cir 7 5 pda, . (5.17) 
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In comparison with Eq. (5.13) it follows that 

4 as B= 75? (5.18) 

Goldstein (50] has shown that ¢* is approximately the relaxation time for rotation 

7, and is taken as 

t* = T = ZT. (5.19) 

The relaxation time may be calculated using Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). In the present 

work adjusted parameters for Z° and T* are used, as suggested in Ref. [46]. 

The bulk-viscosity model will be used in Chap. 8 for the hypersonic shock 

structure calculations (where it is not strictly valid) where it will be compared 

with the rotational non-equilibrium model described in Sec. 4.3.1 . For all other 

calculations the bulk viscosity is neglected. 

5.2.2 Diffusion Velocities 

Multi-component C-E theory for monatomic gases gives the diffusion velocity 

components (V;),; implicitly as a driving force for the concentration gradients as 

follows [51] 

    

    

OXs XsX1 1 Op 
Da, - 9 (Vii ~ (Vis) +(4 X3) 5 On, 

PS Ps Pl + Fy BPlX,), — (X poe D ra Je — (Xi)i] 

N 2x1; Dr, Dr,,1 8T + — ——— = 1,2,...,N, 5.20 
a aD pile pole T Ba; ° (5.20) i=1 

where yx, are the species mole fractions, D,; are the binary diffusion coefficients, 

(X;), are the body force components as introduced in Eq. (3.19), and Dy, are the 

thermal diffusion coefficients. The contributions to the concentration gradients on 

the right-hand side of Eq. (5.20) are due to molecular diffusion, pressure gradients, 

body forces, and to thermal diffusion (the Soret effect) respectively. The binary 
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diffusion terms have been rigorously determined for multi-component mixtures of 

monatomic gases using C-E theory [58,59], but again the formulation is extremely 

complex and in terms determinants of matrices. Using this theoretical approach 

Ds; is effectively determined while considering collisions between all species present. 

The usual simplification is to approximate D,,; with results for binary mixtures and 

neglect the presence of other species. Effectively, a binary mixture is considered 

for each species pairing in the original multi-component system. C-E theory for 

binary mixtures gives [39,58] 

m, +r141/2 T3/? 
  Dy = .001858[ Fath pdaQp’ (5.21) 

Here, 9p is the diffusion collision integral and can be approximated by 

Qp = T*~°** 4 (T* +.0.5)7?, (5.22) 

where T* = T/T.,,. Values for the effective temperature T, and the effective collision 

diameter d,; are taken as averages of the separate species properties [78] 

1 
dst = (ds + di), (5.23a) 

and 

Te, =(Te,Te)!? (5.23b) 

This procedure has been used by Drummond, Rogers, and Hussaini [20]. 

The thermal diffusion coefficients are also predicted by C-E theory but are 

typically very small and may be neglected in the calculation of (V;), as suggested in 

Ref. [80]. At this point, a system of N equations given by Eq. (5.20) may be solved 

implicitly for each component of the species diffusion velocities. It is noted that 

this system is not linearly independent and one of the equations must be replaced 

by the constraint 
N 

> ps(Vi)s =0, (5.24) 
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as given in Eq. (3.6). 

To avoid solving the system given in Eq. (5.20) further approximations may 

be considered. If the pressure diffusion terms, the body forces, and the thermal 

diffusion terms are negligible the system reduces to the Stefan-Maxwell equation 

[51] 

    

OXs _ Wa Xs ~ =~ a (Vr —(Vi)s] 8 = 1,2,...,.N, (5.25) 
‘ i=l $ 

If it is further assumed the mixture behaves like a binary mixture, writing the two 

Stefan-Maxwell equations yields Fick’s law of diffusion given by 

- O (Ps - p(Vi)e=—PDig (=) 8 = 1,2)... (5.26) 

Again Eq. (5.24) must be satisfied and the diffusion coefficients cannot be fixed 

independently of one another. In the present work Fick’s law has been used and 

the diffusion coefficients are obtained using a constant Lewis number Le 

_ Lek 
Pp 

This model satisfies Eq. (5.24) trivially. 

D, =D s=1,2,...,N. (5.27) 

Rigorous treatment of diffusion that allows for internal degree of freedom is 

extremely complex. For most problems, reasonable results are obtained using 

monatomic theory [9]. 

5.2.2 Heat-Flux Vector 

First-order C-E theory for a single monatomic gas predicts a heat flux vector 

with components given as 

OT 

Oz; 
  ai= —k (5.28) 

Again, single-component C-E theory has been used to predict the species coefficient 

of thermal conductivity k, for a monatomic gas [51]. The result of this analysis is 

k, = > usbo, (5.29) 
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where é¢,, = 3/2R, for a monatomic gas. 

For multi-component mixtures of monatomic gases C-E theory predicts a heat 

flux vector as follows [51] 

N N WN 

a +) poha(Va)e + ds XE vie — (Vid (5.30) 
; s=l1 sal J=1 ms Ds1 

    qi = —k 

The terms on the right-hand side represent the thermal conduction, the transport 

of enthalpy through species diffusion, and the Dufour effect, where heat is trans- 

ferred proportionally to differences in diffusion velocities (V;),. The Dufour effect is 

generally a second-order effect and is typically ignored. Mixture values for thermal 

conductivity have been rigorously treated using multi-component C-E theory for 

monatomic gases, again this is very mathematically involved [58]. 

For polyatomic molecules, the transport of internal energy must be accounted 

for in addition to the transport of translational energy. A rigorous treatment of of 

thermal conduction including internal degrees of freedom has not been successfully 

carried out [51,81]. Equation (5.30) may be extended to flows with thermal non- 

equilibrium by adding similar contributions from the non-equilibrium temperatures 

as follows 

ES, Tas h,(V;) to Pry) (Vi)i] 5.31 = Oz; 3=1 "* Oa; oah ue yD (5.31) s=1 l=1 

  

In the present work the thermal diffusion terms have been neglected. Reasonable 

values for species thermal conductivities may be obtained from Euken’s relation — 

which is a generalization of Eq. (5.29) that includes internal energy contributions 

as follows 

ks = ker, + kint, ’ (5.32a) 

where 

5 
ki, = ahs ver, ’ (5.32b) 
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and 

kint, = Hs (Cv, _- Corr, ) : (5.32c) 

The final result becomes 

k, = Ha 5Poen +%,), (5.324) 

where é,, represents the contribution of the specific heat at constant volume at the 

translational temperature. The species thermal conductivities may also be obtained 

from a Sutherland type curve fit given as 

.= 3/2 (5.33) 
T+ Fi’ 

where again E! and F! are determined to best fit experimental data. Values for these 

constants have been tabulated in Refs. [76,78]. Both Euken and Sutherland models 

have been used in the present work. Mixture values for the thermal conductivity 

may be obtained by using a Wilke’s type rule as follows 

N k k= yo (5.34a) 
s=1 DI XiPsi 

where 

1 Ms, -1/2 Ms ;™I\1/4 ? b= 504 yes (ey (5.48 
Similar mixture rules are found in Refs. [20,51,81]. A very simplified approach for 

obtaining the mixture thermal conductivity is to assume a constant Prandtl number 

Pr, For this case the individual species conductivities need not be considered, and 

the result is given as 

b= ee (5.35) 

The non-equilibrium thermal conductivities k,;, are treated by using a Euken 

type relation 

kn, = MsCun, (5.36) 
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where c,, iS approximated using the fully-excited value. For vibrational energy, 

the fully excited values are c,,, = Rs for diatomic molecules and ¢,,, = 3R, for 

H,O. The fully-excited values for rotation are given in Eq. (2.19b). 

5.3 Burnett Equations 

When second-order terms in € are retained C-E theory leads to the Burnett 

equations [39]. These equations should be more accurate for flows with large devi- 

ations from translational equilibrium and will allow meaningful calculations in the 

continuum transition regime. The Burnett equations have the same continuum for- 

mulation as Navier-Stokes, however additional higher order constitutive relations 

are introduced. The shear stress and heat flux terms for the Burnett equations are 

presented here for one spatial dimension. They have been derived for the special 

case of an inverse-radius intermolecular potential, Eq. (5.4a), and are given as 

M1=7, +75, (5.37a) 

and 

n=4+49), (5.37b) 

where r{ and qj are the Navier-Stokes contributions given as [39,82] 

} 4 youn = 3hao (5.38a) 

and 

OT a = he, (5.388) 

and 7, and qj are the additional Burnett terms given as 

2 2 ,_ wT 2 14 2 Ou, 2 2 RT O*u 2 AT 2 

2? [jer geet a 3S bat 3 “ p Gey = (5.394) oy — wy) OOF 2 vag pM on) : 
gee AG Oxy On, 38 TSG aes 
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1 Our OT Ou 

T Oa, Oni +5 = (02 + 04) = 
1du, 0 

q5 =“la+s sOe+s =65 +5 45) = cat ar +5 5 Be; On (5.396) 

and the w;’s and 6;'s are constants determined from Chapman-Enskog theory and 

depend on the constant 7 in the inverse power model. Values for w; and @; have been 

determined in Ref. [82] for both hard-sphere (7 = oo) and Maxwellian molecules 

(7 = 5). One drawback of the Burnett equations, other than their complexity, 

is that numerical solutions tend to become unstable as mesh spacing is refined. 

This problem has been addressed by Zong et al. [44] who found that the Burnett 

equations could be stabilized by adding select terms from the third-order so-called 

“Super-Burnett” equations. As a result, the Burnett equations are solved in the 

augmented form 

ML=MW+H%+75, (5.40a) 

N=agit+n+as, (5.406) 

where the higher-order Super Burnett terms [83,84] are 

, ro 
73 = EER Ta —s), (5.41a) 

and 

311 (eT 5 RT 0% p 

pp 16 623 8 p bad (5.418) 93 = 

These Burnett terms will be used for the hypersonic shock structure calculations 

in Chap. 8. 
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Chapter 6 
  
  

Upwind Flux-Vector Splitting Methods 

6.1 Introduction 

The development of upwind discretization techniques has had a substantial 

impact on the numerical calculation of both the Euler and Navier-Stokes equa- 

tions. These algorithms tend to be highly accurate and robust for a wide range 

of problems, and are known for their excellent shock capturing ability. Although 

upwind-based algorithms require more arithmetic operations (and hence increased 

computational times) than central-difference approaches, the differences in CPU 

time per iteration are typically offset by improved rates of convergence and an 

overall more general approach without the need for user adjustable parameters 

[70]. 

All upwind methods, in some fashion or another, attempt to “recognize” the 

direction of propagation of information within the flowfield (in accordance with 

characteristic theory) and exploit this knowledge using biased differencing pro- 

cedures. These methods include flux-vector splitting techniques, flux-difference 

splitting techniques, as well as the fluctuation-splitting methods that will be pre- 

sented in Chap. 7. In the flux-vector splitting approach, the inviscid flux vector 

in one space dimension is split into two parts, F+ and F-, based on information 

propagating upstream and downstream respectively. In the flux-difference splitting 

procedure, the one-dimensional flux-vector is not split but is reconstructed from 

left and right states using the jumps corresponding to an approximate linearised 
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Riemann solver. Extensions of these schemes to multiple dimensions is carried out 

using a dimension-by-dimension analysis whereby separate one-dimensional prob- 

lems are considered. 

Several of the more popular upwind algorithms are those due to Steger and 

Warming [3], Van Leer [4], and to Roe [5]. All of these upwind algorithms utilize the 

characteristic theory corresponding to hyperbolic systems of conservation laws (the 

Euler equations). In Sec. 6.4 a new kinetic flux-vector splitting (KF VS) procedure 

is presented whereby the flux vector is split based on the propagation of information 

at the kinetic level. Here, the relevant characteristic theory reduces to that of 

the homogeneous scalar advection equation and the link between the Boltzmann 

equation and the Euler equations is exploited leading to upwind Euler schemes 

obtained as moments of upwind Boltzmann schemes with a locally Maxwellian 

velocity distribution. 

In order to perform numerical computations, the governing equations must first 

be discretized, thereby reducing the system of partial differential equations to a set 

of algebraic equations. In this chapter finite-volume discretization techniques are 

considered. Here, the domain of interest is partitioned into a large number of very 

small, but finite, control volumes and discrete approximations are obtained by di- 

rect application of the integral conservation laws [70]. Spatial accuracy is related 

to the truncation error of difference operators and is therefore linked to the mesh 

spacing. Since the finite-volume approach is based on the discretization of the in- 

tegral form of the governing equations the basic quantities of mass, momentum, 

and energy will be conserved at the discrete level. This conservation property is 

fundamental for numerical schemes and allows for the correct treatment of discon- 

tinuities [71]. Another advantage of this method is that it lends itself directly to 

unstructured meshes with various shaped control volumes and allows for a natural 
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treatment of boundary conditions. Considerable flexibility may also be obtained 

by changing the rules for selecting the support stencil used to reconstruct data at 

the cell interfaces [70,85]. In Sec. 6.2 the cell-centered finite-volume method will 

be described as applied to a structured curvilinear coordinate system. It should 

be mentioned, however, that the finite volume viewpoint tends to lead to one- 

dimensional approaches where fluxes are determined in a dimensionally-split man- 

ner. In Chap. 7 the finite-volume method is used in conjunction with a cell-vertex 

scheme and residual distribution strategies. This procedure is more compatible 

with the development of truly multi-dimensional upwind schemes. 

Solutions are advanced to the steady state using Euler Implicit time integration. 

The implicit formulation is important from a stability viewpoint since it allows 

larger time steps and thus faster convergence to the steady state [70]. Furthermore, 

for reacting flows with widely varying time scales, implicit treatment of the source 

terms is necessary to alleviate the numerical stiffness problem [86,87,88]. The Euler 

Implicit scheme is only first-order accurate in time and is not sufficient for problems 

where temporal accuracy is of concern. For time accurate calculations higher-order 

schemes such as the implicit Runge-Kutta scheme developed by Ianelli and Baker 

[89] must be used. In Sec. 6.3 the Euler Implicit method will be described in 

conjunction with the standard spatially-split approximate factorization scheme that 

is used for two-dimensional calculations [70]. 

6.2 Cell-Centered Finite-Volume Discretization 

In this section, the finite-volume formulation is applied to the structured curvi- 

linear coordinate system (£,7,¢) defined by the transformation in Eq. (3.56). For 

this case a computational cell is bounded by two € =constant faces, two n =constant 

faces, and to ¢ =constant faces and the indices i, j, k will be used to indicate the 
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coordinate directions for £, 7, ¢ respectively. It is noted that each cell face is 

shared by two adjacent cells or is part of the external boundary. This is important 

for the conservative “telescoping” property since when summing surface integrals, 

contributions from internal surfaces appear twice but with opposite signs, and will 

cancel one another. Application of the integral form of the governing equations, 

Eq. (3.65), to the computational cell described above yields 

Ol sv + (5 —§,) ads = (W) 5V, (6.1) 
at 6S 

where the average variables (Q)), (W)) have been introduced as 

(Q) == If dy, (6.2a) 

(wy = x | Wav. (6.28) 

The surface integral term may be evaluated as the summation over the six cell faces 

i+1/2, j+1/2, k4+1/2, and the following semi-discrete result is obtained 

bV + ((S — Sv) - i) i41/26Si41/2 + ((S — Sv) - ))i-1/255;-1/2 

+ ((S — Sv) - fi) 541/26 Sj41y2 + ((S — Sv) + fi) ;~-1/2655-1/2 

+ ((S — 8.) - ft) e41/26Se41/2 + ((S — Se) - ft) e-1/26Sk-1/2 = (W)6V, (6.3) 

where area-averaged variables have been introduced and are defined for a generic 

variable #9 as 

  

1 Neate = || ods. 
64 « ) +1/2 6541/2 6Sitasa 

: | 
The unit normal vectors f are defined as 

fijtij2 = VE, (6.5a) 

Aysis2 = +Vi, (6.55) 

fipgi/2=+VC. (6.5c) 
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At this point it is useful to consider a semi-discrete differential formulation using 

Eq. (3.57), whereby comparison with Eq. (6.3) leads to a geometrical interpretation 

of the metric terms. That is, that 1/J can be associated with the cell volume 6V 

and the terms | Vé | /J, | Vn | /J, and | Vc | /J can be associated with the cell face 

area in the €, n, ¢ directions respectively [70]. Incorporating the metric terminology 

and dropping the average notation yields 

- . -~ = ~ on 1 

where the difference operators are defined as 6¢(-) = (-)i41/2 — (-)i-1/2 and the flux 

terms are defined in Eqs. (3.58a) - (3.58c). This differential notation will be used 

throughout to denote the finite-volume approach. 

Various methods are available for generating pointwise values at a cell face 

using cell average data from surrounding cells. The ¢—« approach is based on a 

one-dimensional reconstruction using known cell averages and a polynomial basis 

set. This approach gives a one-parameter family of reconstruction polynomials 

evaluated at the cell face. Values for the left state on the i+ 1/2 cell face are given 

as 

Pi41/2 = e+ fla+ma+ -0)V] 6, (6.7a) 

for a generic cell-average variable y. The value for the right state on the i+1/2 face 

is 

ghia = vin — S[a tev +0— WA] pies. (6.76) 

Here, A, V are forward and backward difference operators and ¢ is an on/off switch 

for higher-order interpolation. A value of « = —1 yields a fully upwind linear re- 

construction that is second-order accurate on uniform grids. An upwind-biased 

quadratic reconstruction is obtained for x = 1/3 and is third-order accurate on uni- 

form grids [70]. Interpolation may be carried out using conserved variables, however 
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primitive variables or characteristic variables tend to be more robust for hypersonic 

flows. In the present work primitive variables are used. The inviscid fluxes at the 

interfaces are obtained using the standard MUSCL formulation [70] whereby 

F =F(qt,g7), (6.8a) 

G = G(qt,@), (6.8) 

H = H(qt,q7), (6.8c) 

The formulation given by Eqs. (6.7a)-(6.8c) represents a linear scheme (1.e., all 

coefficients in the update are constant) that is linearity preserving (LP) for the 

higher-order interpolations. That is, the scheme preserves the exact steady state 

solution whenever this is a linear function of space. The major drawback of schemes 

of this type is that they lack the crutial property of positivity (P) (2.e., all coeffi- 

cients in the update are positive) by extension of Gudonov’s theorem, and cannot 

maintain monotone profiles across discontinuities [32]. To remedy this problem 

limiters are used that reduce the scheme to first-order accuracy in regions of large 

flow gradients. In this work both the Van Albeda and MIN-MOD limiters are used 

[70]. To combine the properties of (P) and (LP) nonlinear schemes such as the 

TVD schemes must be used [85]. 

The viscous terms are determined using second-order accurate central differ- 

ences and averages. 

6.3 Euler-Implicit Time Integration 

For a large number of flow problems only the steady-state results are desired. 

These calculations are performed by advancing the flow variables through a se- 

quence of time steps until convergence to the steady state is reached. Here, tem- 

poral accuracy is of no concern and typically the Euler-Implicit method is used 
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[70]. As previously mentioned, the implicit formulation is important in terms of 

efficiency in reaching the steady-state, and is necessary for alleviating the numer- 

ical stiffness problem associated with reacting flows |86,87,88]. The Euler-Implicit 

scheme is obtained by discretizing the system of governing equations about time 

level n+1 

1 GQ ntl n+1\ _— +(2) + R(Q™H) =0, (6.9a) 

where 

R(Q**) = 6(F — F,) + 6,(G — G,) + &(H — H,) - <w. (6.96) 

Equation (6.9a) represents a set on coupled non-linear algebraic equations. Real- 

izing that 

6Q\"** __ (8Q\"Aq (3) = (2) =F + O(At), (6.102) 

where Aq = q"+t! — q", and linearizing as follows 

R(Q™) = Ra”) + (FB) da+0(Aa’), (6.108) 

yields the the Euler-Implicit scheme in terms of primitive variables as 

ly gecar t gRta")|Aa=~Rta"). (6.11) 

The formulation in terms of primitive variables eliminates the need to iterate for 

temperature, as was formerly the case with the simple vibrational equilibrium 

model, Eq. (2.20a), and represents a more consistent formulation since interpo- 

lation to cell interfaces is performed in terms of primitive variables. The term 

(OR/Gq)Aq is interpreted as 

OR Om = O-~ = O.- = 1dWw 
oq4 = be(aoF — F,)Aq) + 6, (546 — G,)Aq) + §(a5(H — H,)Aq) - J oq. (6.12) 
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The final form may be written as 

10W 
+ 6_(A ~ A) + 6,(B— Bu) + 6 (G — Gv) — 5a 10QT 

J Oq At 
|4s =—R(q"), (6.13) 

where the inviscid flux Jacobians A, B, C, and viscous flux Jacobians A,, B,, C, have 

been introduced. Equation (6.13) represents a banded block (N+M+4)x(N+M+4) 

matrix equation, with the band width being dependent on the choice of the spatial 

discretization and on the grid size. Typically, the spatial dependence of the inviscid 

flux Jacobians is handled in a first-order manner as 

oF ~ 
(By A@itue = (AAq)i41/2 

= (At Aq” )igis2 + (AW Aqt 41/2 

= (At Aq”); + (AW Aqt)i41- (6.14) 

The viscous Jacobians can be written in a similar form if only the thin-layer Jaco- 

bians are considered in each direction 

oF - 
( Bq Aq)i+is2 = (AvAgq)i41/2   

= (At Aq"); + (Aj Aq*)i41- (6.15) 

The source term vector Jacobian has been determined analytically [8] and is imple- 

mented in complete form. The inviscid flux Jacobian for the Van Leer flux-vector 

splitting scheme has been derived analytically and is used in conjunction with the 

KFVS scheme. Also, the thin-layer Jacobian has been treated analytically. 

Two-dimensional calculations have been carried out using the standard spatially- 

split approximate-factorization (AF) scheme whereby the problem is solved approx- 

imately as two one-dimensional problems 

- 

[M + 6 (A— A,)| Aq’ = —-R’, (6.16a) 

[ae 4+ 6, (B- B.)| Aq= MAd’, (6.165) 
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where 

_10QI 10W 

This procedure requires the solution of two block tri-diagonal systems. In the 

present work a block LU-decomposition is used with forward and backward substi- 

tutions. The AF scheme has the advantage of being highly vectorizable, however, 

convergence rates tend to be time-dependent [70]. 

6.4 Kinetic Flux-Vector Splitting (KFVS) 

In this section, the development of the KF VS method is presented. Initially, in 

Sec. 6.4.1.1, the KF VS scheme is derived for perfect gases in one space dimension 

following the development of Deshpande [12,11]. The extension to flows in chemical 

and thermal non-equilibrium follows directly from non-equilibrium kinetic theory 

[18], and is presented for one space dimension in Sec. 6.4.1.2. Finally, the general 

scheme is extended to a generalized three-dimensional coordinate system [18]. 

6.4.1 KFVS in One-Dimension 

6.4.1.1 Perfect Gas 

The KFVS scheme originates from the Boltzmann equation of non-equilibrium 

kinetic theory. The Boltzmann equation for a single species gas in local translational 

equilibrium and subject to zero body forces reduces to the homogeneous scalar 

advection equation in terms of the Maxwellian velocity distribution function 

O 0 
ay (rfo) + ciay, (nfo) = 0. (6.17) 

The collision integral for this case is identically zero since the number of molecules 

in each velocity class must be constant. The development of the KF VS scheme 
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is carried out by first discretizing the Boltzmann equation in an upwind fash- 

ion [11,12,13]. Here, the one-dimensional Boltzmann equation is written in semi- 

discrete form using an upwind Courant-Isaacson-Rees (CIR) type procedure as 

eter | (nfo); — (nfo);_, + ey—|c | (nfo)s41 — (nfo); 

2 Az, 2 Ax, 

  
= (nfo; + =0. (6.18) 

Taking moments of the discretized Boltzmann scheme with elements of the moment 

function vector, Eq. (3.22), except for a single species and zero non-equilibrium 

internal energy contributions, yields the upwind Euler scheme 

  

dQ Ft —F;it 9 Fyai -— Fi7 

(FH), + Az, + Ari = 9, (8.194) 

where the split flux vector F* and the conserved variable vector Q are given as 

+ ct | cr | ' 0 
Fr=p< > C1 J > , (6.195) 

Pp 

Q= ta (6.19¢) 
peo 

Here F+ and F~ are the portions of the moments over the positive and negative 

halves of velocity space respectively. Utilizing this fact, the positive split flux for 

the continuity equation, denoted Fj+, may be evaluated as 

OO fo0O FOO B 3/2 

Ft =p / / | ci fo dc; dcydc3 = p(—) I IoIz, (6.20a) 

—oo/ —oo/0 7 

where 

°° 2 h- | cye7P(1-41)" de, , (6.208) 
O 

In =/ ePlea—ta)” dey | (6.20c) 

b= / ePles—48)" dog , (6.204) 
—oo 

and @ = 1/2RT. Evaluating these integrals along with the definition of the error 

function 

erf(z) = ma I en? dt, (6.21) 
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the positive split flux for the continuity equation becomes 

  Fr spun 1 +erf(/Bur)| + TK e7 Pus” (6.22) 

The split fluxes for the momentum and energy equations are obtained in a similar 

manner and the final results written in terms of the error function are listed below 

  Ft= spt | 1+ erf(\/Bu:)} + TK eu (6.23a) 

~_ 3(eus? +p)| 1terf(\/Bu:)] + ave ; (6.236) 

  FE = 5(ousho) [1+ erF(VBus)] + (pho — 5p) greece (6.23c) 
Wee 

Alternatively, the KF VS scheme could have been derived by starting with the 

finite-volume discretization 

; at 2 info) + d¢(cinfo) = 0. (6.24) 

The flux at the interface 1+ 1/2, for example, can now be split into two portions 

based on the sign of the molecular velocity 

(cinfo)i41/2 = = at lel ns Oiea1s2 + = “ adalat. (6.25) 

Taking moments yields 

Fy41/2 = Fiia2 + F412 . (6.26) 

The first-order scheme is recovered when (nfo); 1. = (nfo): and (nfo)f, 1/2 = (nfo)it1- 

6.4.1.2 Chemical and Thermal Non-Equilibrium 

For flows with chemical and thermal non-equilibrium the KFVS scheme origi- 

nates from the species Boltzmann equation for a gas in local translational equilib- 

rium and subject to zero body forces [18] 

a o 
5 (Me fos) + cig (Refos) = LA glrfos)},, . (6.27) 

thos 
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Now the collision integral term must be retained, even though each species main- 

tains a Maxwellian distribution. This is because the number of molecules in each 

velocity class may change as a result of inelastic collisions that give rise to species 

and non-equilibrium internal energy production terms. The development proceeds 

in a manner similar to the perfect gas case except now each species Boltzmann 

equation must be discretized using an upwind CIR procedure [18] 

  

  

0 ; ci1+ | C1 | (ns fos): — (ns fos)i-1 

By rofo)i + 2 Az, 

ci~|er] (ns fos)iti — (Msfos)i _ a 
+ 2 Az 7 LAG rsfos)} , (6.28) 

Taking moments of the discretized species Boltzmann scheme using elements of 

Eq. (3.22) and summing the species momentum contributions and the species total 

energy contributions yields the upwind Euler scheme 

Ft -Fyi7 | Figs? -Fi7 (S*).+ apt HW (6.29a)   

where the components of the split flux vector F+ are given as the following moments 

of the distribution function 

eit | ¢1 | >? 
Ft=p, < 5 2 s=1,...,N, (6.290) 

+ ~ cit | ¢1 | 0 Fai = Dope <= OS, (6.29¢) 
s=l 

+ 
Freitas = Psens < atte >e, s=1,...,M, (6.29d) 

N 
cjt|c 

FRimse = > Ps < at lal -€9 >°, (6.29) 
s=l 

and the conserved variable vector Q and the chemical and thermal source term 
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vector W, are given as 

( / Ww \ 

        

P2 we 

PN WN 
Q= pur , We 0 . (6.30a, b) 

Prien Pieni + Pieni 

| Pacem PME€nm + PMEnM 
peo \ 0 / 

The split fluxes, after evaluation, may again be written in terms of the error function 

and are given in Ref. [18]. They are listed below as 

  

1 p - 2 
+ _ =— 3 Beur — Fr = 5 Patt 1+ erf(/Beu)| + 5 Bae , g=1,..,N, (6.31a) 

N 

1 Pst. _ 2 Fei, = 24 5(peur? +s) | Lterf(/Bsui)| +e Pe" h (6.316) 
aE 2/ 65m } 

1 sens ~ u 2 

Fates = gPsensti 1+ er f(y B.us)| + Ex Pevr », §=1,...,M, (6.31c) 

  (6.314) 
N 

FE use = Sof Fpsurhos | 1+ erf(V/B.u1)| + (psho, _ 5Ps)5 1 me“ Peus’ 

s=1 VB; 

where #, = 1/2R,T. 

6.4.2 KFVS in Generalized Coordinates 

For cell-centered finite-volume schemes it is simplest to start with the species 

Boltzmann equation expressed in conservative integral form, Eq. (3.63). The as- 

sumption of local translational equilibrium and negligible body forces reduces the 

species Boltzmann equation to 

= ie nsfo,dV + $ -a)nsfo,dS = Ife TE Girefooh ya (6.32) 

By applying the finite-volume methodology as developed in Sec. 6.2, the Boltzmann 

equation may be discretized as follows 

+5 (rsfos) + 6¢| “ELGG. (ene fo,) 
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Vij . (nfo) 

_~ 0 +6.[ RE 19e (ensfo.)] =F OA Flmfo)} (6.33) 

Introducing the contravariant molecular velocity components ¢@, é2, é3, defined by 

    

é =t- VE (6.34) 

G2 =t- Vij, (6.346) 

ég =t- VC, (6.34c) 

Eq. (6.33) may be rewritten as 

. at © ins fos) + 5 (LY oI ns fos) 

+ by (a 7) 5 ansfo,) 

~ 1 o 
+ 6 (LY CV sans fos) = SAG (rsfos)} _: (6.35) 

The flux at an interface may now be split into two parts based on the sign of the 

contravariant molecular velocity component. For instance, consider the i+1/2 face 

  

(Els | | jE ~ éy— | é1 | + 
Ens fos)iai/2 = J é4t/2 ns fos i+1/2 + SEU (na foodeara . (6.36) 

Taking moments yields the finite-volume KFVS scheme 

OO + 5B 4 BH) + (GF 4 )+&(H* +H7 )=4w, (6.37a) 

where 

~4- | VE | Gt|ei| _ 4 _ FF = TPs < 5 3 s=l,...,N, (6.376) 

=.,N ~ ~ 
_" | VE | G+ |e, | 0 Ft am ay <n (6.37) 

Ft |V I Cyt |e | 0 6.37d 
Waa = FDP Se (6.37d) 
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N 
Le < ae Le st at lal, (6.37e) 

~ cyt} ec Ft, = g _ < a > s=1,...,M, (6.37f) d
g
 

  

Son
ny 

= N 

Fe iwaa= HD < < BELA, 50 (6.379) 

The fluxes for G* can be obtained by substituting 7 and é for € and é, respectively. 

Likewise, H* can be obtained by substituting ¢ and é3. 

At this point it is helpful to consider a Maxwellian distribution function in the 

transformed coordinate system normal to the cell face. Evaluating the moments 

represented by Eqs. (6.37b) - (6.37g) gives the following split flux terms: 

  FF = NEN pi | iterf(VBin)| + NEE ett h s=1,..,N, (6.382) 

Fe. = ve SES (Fonte + Pséx,) Lterf(/B,t1)| tome}, (6.385) 

~ Vv. _ ~ . : 8.4? 
Fa = SEIS" (Firs + PsExs) 1 terf(V/B,t1)| tt as Bs i} , (6.38c) 

  

=.) N 

EL Gets + poées) | Leer f(/Bin)| + ae} (6.38d) 

- v ene a 
Frist = | é EE een ail lterf(y B.t)| + gee path s=1,...,M, (6.38e) 

Fiimaa = _ | VE MES sho | 1+ er f(/Boti)| 
s=1 

mt 
FN 43 

1 ling 
+ (pshos — a aT RE Pe it (6.38f) 

The fluxes for G* can be obtained by substituting n and é for € and @, respectively. 

Likewise, H+ can be obtained by substituting ¢ and és. 

6.5 Results 

Computational results are presented for a series of test cases: 

1. quasi-one-dimensional inviscid simulations of air treated as a perfect gas. 

2. quasi-one-dimensional inviscid simulations of air in chemical non-equilibrium. 
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3. two-dimensional inviscid simulations of a perfect gas in a supersonic channel. 

4. two-dimensional inviscid simulations of air in chemical non-equilibrium in a 

supersonic channel. 

5. viscous simulation of a perfect gas around a cone. 

6. two-dimensional viscous simulation over a wedge with shock-induced combus- 

tion/detonation of premixed hydrogen-air 

7. two-dimensional inviscid simulations of the transonic flow over a bump in a 

channel and an NACA 0012 airfoil. 

Comparisons are made between the KFVS results and those of the Van Leer 

flux-vector splitting and Roe flux-differencing schemes. The calculations were per- 

formed using a two-dimensional/axi-symmetric finite-volume Navier-Stokes code 

for chemical and thermal non-equilibrium that was developed by the present au- 

thor for research purposes. In all cases MUSCL-type (¢ — «) differencing is used in 

conjunction with either the Van Albeda or MIN-MOD limiters, e.g., see Walters 

and Thomas [70]. 

The first case considered is a quasi-one-dimensional calculation of perfect air 

through a supersonic channel. The geometry for the channel is that of a rapidly 

expanding nozzle with an area ratio of 4:1 over a length of 2 meters. The area 

distribution is given according to the formula 

. AL ,,2 
A= Fall + sin(ap)l O<2r>L , (1) 

where L = 2m. The inlet conditions for this case are M, = 1.58, T; = 4000°K, Y= 

2000 m/s, p; = 0.086756 Kg/m®, and the back pressure is fixed at p, = 1.50 x 10° N/m?, 

a value such that a normal shock exists within the channel. The calculation is 

carried out with 51 equally spaced grid points. Figures 6.la and 6.1b show the 

pressure and temperature distributions respectively for both KFVS and Roe first- 
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order solutions. Both solutions are nearly identical except near the shock where 

the KFVS splitting appears to smear the shock slightly more than the Roe scheme. 

Fig. 6.2a shows the temperature distribution for a locally third-order (« = 1/3) 

calculation with the MIN-MOD limiter while Fig. 6.2b shows the same calculation 

with the Van Albeda limiter. In both cases the solutions are nearly identical, even 

through the shock region, except that the smaller dissipation associated with the 

MIN-MOD limiter results in a numerical overshoot just behind the shock with the 

KFVS splitting as seen in Fig. 6.2a. 

The second case is a quasi-one-dimensional calculation of reacting air through 

the same supersonic channel. Here, the inflow Mach number is 1.5 and again the 

back pressure is fixed at a value of p, = 1.50 x 10° N/m?, so that normal shock stands 

in the duct. The air chemistry model is that due to Kang and Dunn [73] and 

consists of 5 species N2,O2, NO, N,O and 17 reactions as described in Sec. 4.2.1. The 

inlet conditions are V, = 2000m/s, T; = 4000°K and initial species densities in kg/m? 

of 0.0642 for No, 0.00369 for O2, 0.00485 for NO, 6.60 x 10-5 for N and 0.0139 for O. Figure 

6.3a shows the temperature distributions for third-order KF VS and Roe solutions 

using the MIN-MOD limiter and 51 grid points. Again the KFVS and Roe schemes 

produce nearly identical results. The same calculation with 101 grid points shown 

in Fig. 6.3b exhibits a nearly exact comparison between the two schemes. It is 

noted that both schemes perform equally well in capturing the physical reaction 

zone just behind the shock. Here, the rapid decrease in temperature is caused by 

the endothermic nature of the dissociation reactions. Additional grid points would 

be necessary to adequately resolve this region. Figures 6.4a and 6.4b show the O 

mass fraction distributions for 51 and 101 grid point calculations respectively. Both 

calculations show excellent agreement between the two schemes. 

Case 3 is the inviscid, two-dimensional calculation of perfect air through a su- 
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personic inlet. The inlet geometry consisted of a 10 degree compression followed by 

a 10 degree expansion and is symmetric with respect to the centerline. At the inflow 

boundary all conditions were held fixed at M, = 5, p; = 66760.0N/m? and T, = 3573K. 

The outflow boundary is always supersonic and a first-order extrapolation bound- 

ary condition was used. On the lower surface, wall tangency was enforced along 

with imposing that the wall enthalpy, entropy, and pressure are equal to that at the 

first point off the wall. Symmetry conditions were used on the centerline. Second- 

order fully upwind MUSCL differencing («x = —1), was used in the axial direction and 

third-order upwind biased MUSCL differencing was used in the normal direction. A 

catastrophic limiter was also used. Figures 6.5a and 6.5b show the non-dimensional 

pressure and temperature distributions respectively along the lower wall ramp for 

Roe, Van Leer and KFVS solutions on a 51x51 grid. The pressure distributions for 

all three schemes are nearly identical and agree very well with the exact solution, 

except that each scheme exhibits a slight numerical overshoot in the post-shock 

region. The temperature distributions do not agree as well with the exact solution. 

For this case the Roe scheme over-predicts the temperature behind the shock as 

well as the temperature past the expansion. The KFVS and Van Leer flux-vector 

splittings produce results that are very similar to one another and also over-predict 

the temperature past the shock and expansion, but to a lesser degree than the Roe 

results. It is noted that the Roe solution produces relatively constant values of 

temperature behind the shock and expansion waves while the Van Leer and KF VS 

schemes result in slightly varying temperatures in these regions. In this regard, the 

Roe solution represents a more physical solution. Figures 6.6a and 6.6b show the 

non-dimensional pressure and temperature distributions for a solution with 101 ax- 

ial grid points and 51 normal grid points. Again, the pressure distributions for the 

three schemes are essentially identical and compare well with the exact solution. 
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It is noted that the numerical overshoot for this case is slightly larger than for the 

51x51 case. Comparing the 101x51 temperature distribution with the 51x51 case, 

the Roe solution agrees better with the exact solution and is closer to the Van Leer 

and KFVS solutions, however, all three schemes still over-predict the temperature. 

Again, the KF VS and Van Leer solutions are nearly identical. 

Case 4 is the M, = 5 inviscid, two-dimensional calculation of reacting air through 

the same supersonic inlet. The air chemistry model is the same as that used in case 

2. The inlet conditions are V; = 6095 m/s, T; = 3573°K and initial species densities 

in kg/m? of 0.0651 for No, 0.00860 for Oz, 0.00556 for NO, 1.22 x 1075 for N and 0.00900 

for O. Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show the non-dimensional pressure and temperature 

distributions respectively on the lower wall ramp for the KF VS, Roe and Van Leer 

schemes on the 101x51 grid. The pressure distributions for the three schemes 

are nearly identical except in the post-shock region where each scheme exhibits a 

numerical overshoot. Here, the KF VS overshoot is slightly less than that of the Van 

Leer scheme and slightly larger than the overshoot produced by the Roe scheme. 

The temperature distributions produced by the three schemes are also very similar. 

Here, the Roe solution exhibits the largest post-shock oscillation while again the 

KFVS and Van Leer schemes produce nearly identical results. The Roe scheme 

produces a higher value of temperature past the expansion compared to the two 

flux-vector splitting schemes. The flux-split results for this case with equilibrium 

chemistry are found in Ref. [90]. 

Case 5 is a viscous perfect air calculation over a 10 degree cone at zero angle- 

of-attack. Here, the assumption of conical flow reduces the problem to a one- 

dimensional calculation in the radial direction from the cone. The parameters for 

this case are M, = 7.95, Re = 0.42 x 108, and Pr=0.72. Also, a no-slip, adiabatic-wall 

boundary condition is used. The results of this case allow a study of the interfer- 
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ence of numerical dissipation of the flux-vector splitting scheme with the modeling 

of physical dissipation. Because of the adiabatic-wall condition the scheme must 

provide the proper wall temperature of about 11.73. Figure 6.8a shows the dimen- 

sionless temperature profiles T/T; as a function of 6-9, for a first order calculation 

with 51 grid points. The Roe solution for this case represents an essentially grid 

converged solution and produces a wall temperature that is very close to 11.73 while 

the KFVS and Van Leer solutions considerably thicken the boundary layer and leave 

significant over-prediction of the wall temperature. Also, the shock location for the 

KFVS and Van Leer schemes is further removed from the wall and is slightly thicker 

compared to the Roe solution. Figure 6.8b shows a the temperature profiles for a 

second order calculation with « = —1 again for 51 grid points. Here, the KF VS and 

Van Leer solutions are greatly improved, while no further improvement is realized 

by the Roe scheme solution. The KFVS and Van Leer solutions are again very 

similar to each other and are now in much better agreement with the Roe solution. 

It is noted that the flux-vector splitting schemes require an additional grid point to 

capture the shock and now slightly underpredict wall temperature. The Roe and 

Van Leer solutions for this case agree with those in Ref. [91]. 

Case 6 is the two-dimensional viscous simulation of Mach 5 flow over a 20° wedge 

in premixed hydrogen-air. The premixed fuel/oxidizer mixture is taken as stoichio- 

metric, (t.e., 2H2 + O2 +3.76N2). The conditions at the inflow are T; = 800°K and 

pi = 101325 N/m?. The calculations were carried out on a 51x61 grid with a stretch- 

ing factor of @ = 1.02. Calculations were performed using the locally third-order 

accurate upwind biased MUSCL differencing scheme (x = 1/3) with the MIN-MOD 

limiter. Extrapolation boundary conditions were used at the outflow boundaries 

and a no-slip adiabatic wall boundary condition was imposed on the wedge sur- 

face. The chemistry model for this case is the 7 species, 7 reaction hydrogen-air 
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combustion model of Drummond, Rogers, and Hussaini [20] that was described in 

Sec. 4.4.2. The individual species viscosities were determined from Sutherland’s 

law, and the mixture viscosity was obtained from the species values and Wilke’s 

law. The mixture thermal conductivity and diffusivities were obtained using the 

mixture viscosity and specifying constant Prandtl and Schmidt numbers of .72 and 

.22 respectively. Singh, Carpenter and Kumar [92] have performed a detailed nu- 

merical of this problem for the purpose of studying the structural stability of the 

oblique detonation wave. In their work no unstable temporal modes were isolated, 

and it was concluded that for engineering purposes the oblique detonation wave is 

a stable phenomena for sufficient levels of overdrive [92]. It is the objective of the 

present work to perform a detailed flowfield analysis using the KF VS scheme that 

includes viscous effects and finite-rate-chemistry at hypersonic speeds. No attempt 

is made to address the stability issue. 

Figures 6.9a and 6.9b shows the temperature and water mass fraction contours 

respectively for the KF VS scheme. From the temperature contours, the shock wave 

and boundary layer are clearly visible. As the flow passes through the shock the 

increased temperature is sufficient to ignite the mixture, however, because of the 

finite characteristic time for the chemistry and the high flow velocities, the reac- 

tions occur only after a fluid element has traveled a significant distance past the 

shock (1.e., the induction distance). This causes a separation between the shock 

and the flame front called the induction zone. The flame front is also apparent 

from the temperature contours, and shows up as an increase in temperature be- 

hind the shock due to the exothermic nature of the hydrogen-air combustion. The 

temperature inside the boundary layer is very high because of viscous effects as 

well as combustion and is about twice the peak temperature in the inviscid region. 

The water contours show the flame front initially located in the boundary layer 
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and later curving up behind the shock wave and nearly becoming parallel to it. 

Because of the very high temperatures in the boundary layer dissociation occurs 

resulting in a decrease in the water mass fraction very near the wall. Figure 6.10a 

shows non-dimensional temperature profiles along j = 1, j = 11, j = 21, and j = 41 

grid lines. Considering the j = 41 grid line, located in the inviscid region, one sees 

the abrupt increase in temperature behind the shock and the relatively constant 

temperature through the induction zone. A further increase in temperature is then 

observed due to the combustion processes. The j = 1 grid line shows the relatively 

high temperatures in the boundary layer as compared to the inviscid portion of the 

flow. Figure 6.10b shows water mass fraction profiles along the same j=constant 

grid lines. Along the j = 21 and j = 41 grid lines one sees the rapid production of 

water through the flame front and then the relatively slow adjustment to the equi- 

librium value. The slightly lower values of water mass fraction seen along grid lines 

j=1and j=11 are a result of dissociation. Essentially identical results have been 

obtained using the Van Leer flux-vector splitting scheme and these results agree 

with those obtained from the CFD code GASP [93]. The results presented here 

show the same trends as predicted by Singh, Carpenter and Kumar [92], however, 

the shock wave shown in Fig. 6.9a does not exhibit the same upward curvature as 

predicted in their study. 

Case 7 includes inviscid perfect gas simulations with the KFVS scheme. First 

is the Mach .85 inviscid flow through a channel with a bump on the lower wall. 

Riemann boundary conditions are used at the inflow and outflow boundaries and 

flow tangency was enforced at the wall along with imposing that the wall enthalpy, 

entropy, and pressure are equal to that at the first point off the wall. Figure 6.1la 

shows pressure contours for a KFVS solution on grid with 61 grid points in the 

axial direction and 31 grid points in the normal direction. Next, the supercritical 
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flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil at M, = .8 and zero angle-of-attack has been 

considered. Again Riemann boundary conditions are used at the farfield and the 

usual inviscid wall boundary conditions are imposed on the airfoil surface. Figure 

6.11b shows pressure contours for a KFVS solution 145x33 C-grid. Both cases 

exhibit qualitatively correct solutions with crisp shock waves. 

6.6 Conclusions 

A new kinetic flux-vector splitting scheme has been developed for flows in chem- 

ical and thermal non-equilibrium. The Euler scheme has been derived by taking 

moments of a discretized Boltzmann scheme with a flux-split, locally Maxwellian 

velocity distribution. This method differs from existing flux-splitting schemes in 

that the fluxes are split at the kinetic level based on particle velocity and then 

averaged over velocity space whereas traditional schemes use a splitting based on 

the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian at the Euler level. 

The KFVS scheme has been compared with the flux-vector scheme of Van Leer 

and the flux-difference splitting scheme of Roe for a series of test cases. In all 

cases the KF VS scheme compares very closely with the Van Leer scheme, showing 

excellent shock capturing properties. However, in the quasi-one-dimensional results 

the KF VS scheme appears to smear the shock slightly more than the Roe scheme 

for a first-order calculation. Higher-order calculations agree much better. The 

Roe solution on the cone exhibits much better grid convergence and is much more 

accurate in the boundary layer than either the KF VS or Van Leer scheme. The 

results show that even though the KF VS scheme may be expressed as a Riemann 

solver at the kinetic level its behavior at the Euler level is more similar to the the 

existing flux-vector splitting algorithms than to the flux-difference scheme of Roe. 
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Fig. 6.1 — Supersonic channel with perfect air, 51 grid points, 1st-order 
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Fig. 6.2 — Supersonic channel with perfect air, 51 grid points, 3rd-order 
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Fig. 6.3 — Supersonic channel with air chemistry, 3rd-order, Min-Mod limiter 
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Fig. 6.4 — Supersonic channel with air chemistry, 3rd-order, Min-Mod limiter 
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Fig. 6.5 — 10° ramp with perfect air, 2nd-order, 51 grid points 
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Fig. 6.6 — 10° ramp with perfect air, 2nd-order, 101 grid points 
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Fig. 6.7 — 10° ramp with air chemistry, 2nd-order, 101 grid points 
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6.8b — Normalized temperature distribution, 2nd-order 

  

Fig. 6.8 — Mach 7.95, 10° cone with perfect air, 51 grid points 
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6.9a — Temperature Contours 

  
6.9b — HO mass fraction Contours 

  

Fig. 6.9 — Mach 5, 20° wedge with hydrogen-air chemistry 
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6.10a — Normalized temperature along various j=const. grid lines 
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6.10b — H2O mass fraction along various j=const. grid lines 

  

Fig. 6.10 — Mach 5, 20° wedge with hydrogen-air chemistry 
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6.1la — Mach 0.85 flow over bump in channel, 61x31 grid 

6.11b — Mach 0.80 flow around NACA 0012 airfoil, 145x33 grid 

  

Fig. 6.11 — Pressure contours for transonic flow cases 
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Chapter 7 
  

  

Multi-Dimensional Fluctuation-Splitting Methods 

7.1 Introduction 

The present state of the art for upwind Euler solvers in multiple dimensions 

involves using current one-dimensional upwind technology in a directionally-split 

approach. Treating the flowfield in this directionally-split manner yields grid depen- 

dent schemes that have limited regard to the physical features of the flow and results 

in poor resolution of shock and shear waves when they are oriented oblique to the 

computational grid. Consequently, excessive numbers of grid points and associated 

large amounts of computational time and memory are required to accurately resolve 

the important flow features. This problem is magnified for calculations involving 

chemical and thermal non-equilibrium since additions rate equations must be solved 

in a coupled fashion, and the species densities and non-equilibrium energies must 

be stored at each grid point. Advanced upwind solvers should incorporate truly 

multi-dimensional ideas based on more realistic physical models so that accurate 

numerical simulations may be carried out using as few grid points as possible. 

The most promising work toward the development of genuinely multidimen- 

sional upwind Euler solvers {28-32] has been centered around the generalization 

of Roe’s one-dimensional scheme. The basic concepts underlying the extension of 

Roe’s scheme for two and three dimensions have been outlined in Struijs [32] et al. 

Here, a discrete wave structure is determined based on an eigenvector decomposi- 

tion of the divergence of the flux vector and a conservative linearization procedure 
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for triangles and tetrahedra. This step is not uniquely determined as in the one- 

dimensional case, and several wave recognition models have been proposed. At 

this stage, the orientation and advection speed is known for each discrete wave 

in terms of the unknowns at the cell vertices, and each simple wave is governed 

by a separate linear scalar advection equation. The solution is now advanced in 

time in an explicit manner using multi-dimensional fluctuation-splitting schemes 

for the scalar advection equation, whereby decomposed portions of the flux bal- 

ance are distributed to the vertices of the computational cell. As a result, the 

numerical behavior of the system is governed completely by the characteristics of 

these scalar distribution schemes. In Ref. [32] two scalar advection schemes for 

triangular cells have been considered. The first scheme, called the N-scheme, is the 

optimal (allows the maximum time step and has the most narrow stencil) linear 

scheme satisfying positivity. It is at most first-order accurate in space. The second 

scheme is a non-linear variant of the N-scheme, termed the NN-scheme, and is both 

positive and second order in space. Positivity is an important characteristic since 

it prohibits the occurrence of new extrema and allows these schemes to maintain 

monotone profiles across discontinuities without the need for limiters. Positivity 

also imposes stability on the explicit scheme. Preliminary results using these con- 

cepts [32,33] have shown improvements in shock capturing compared to standard 

solvers. Although these schemes have great potential, more work is needed in the 

wave modeling stage [32,34]. 

In this chapter a multi-dimensional upwind Euler solver is presented that has 

been developed from the Boltzmann equation for the kinetic theory of gases. The 

scheme uses a cell-vertex finite-volume approach along with residual distribution 

strategies to send portions of the decomposed flux residual (at the Euler level) 

to the vertices of the cells depending on the orientation and advection speed of 
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waves at the kinetic level. The present work has largely been motivated by the 

work of the aforementioned researchers and would not have been possible without 

their contributions. Of particular significance is the development of the multi- 

dimensional schemes for the scalar advection equation. 

As shown in Sec. 6.4.1.1, the Boltzmann equation for a single species gas 

in local translational equilibrium and subject to zero body forces reduces to the 

homogeneous scalar advection equation in terms of the Maxwellian velocity dis- 

tribution function (see Eq. (6.17)). Hence, for this case, the multi-dimensional 

fluctuation-splitting schemes for the advection equation (2.e., the N-scheme and 

the NN-scheme) may be used to discretize the Boltzmann equation. This is es- 

sentially the same procedure as used to develop the KFVS scheme, except now 

a multi-dimensional discretization is used as opposed to a dimensionally-split dis- 

cretization in the direction normal to a cell face. When the fluctuation-splitting 

schemes are applied to the Boltzmann equation they send appropriate fluctuations 

of the Maxwellian velocity distribution function to each of the cell vertices, and the 

resulting Euler schemes are obtained as moments of these fluctuations. The devel- 

opment is significantly more complicated than standard dimensionally-split kinetic 

schemes in that the Boltzmann discretization now depends upon the direction of 

the molecular velocities which must be accounted for in the limits of integration in 

velocity space. The details of the theoretical approach are described in the follow- 

ing sections and the resulting Euler schemes will be presented. It is important to 

note that an explicit wave decomposition model is not required for the development 

of Euler schemes with this approach. 

The Euler solvers presented in this chapter have been developed by applying the 

N-scheme to triangulated Cartesian grids in two space dimensions. As a result, the 

schemes will only be first-order accurate in space. The extension to the NN-scheme, 
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for higher-order spatial accuracy, appears to be much more complex because of the 

non-linear nature of this scheme. More work will be necessary in this area before 

algorithms of this type reach a useful level. 

7.2 Scalar Advection Schemes 

In this section the basic framework for the fluctuation-splitting schemes is pre- 

sented as applied to the Boltzmann equation. The development shown here closely 

follows that of Struijs et al. in Ref. [32]. As previously mentioned, when consider- 

ing flows in local translational equilibrium with negligible body forces (t.e., Euler 

flows) the Boltzmann equation reduces to the homogeneous scalar advection equa- 

tion in terms of the Maxwellian velocity distribution function. For this case the 

integral form of the Boltzmann equation for an arbitrary volume 6V with surface 

area 6S, and inward pointing unit normal vector f is given by 

5 iff nsoav = f -A)nfodS. (7.1) 

Using a finite-volume approach, the integral form given in Eq. (7.1) is applied to 

an arbitrary triangular cell T in two space dimensions as shown in Fig. 7.1. For 

a piecewise linear representation of nfo the flux residual on the right-hand side of 

Eq. (7.1), denoted 47, becomes 

br = Fl(rfo)i + (nfo)z]e- Bs + 5l(mfo)2 + (nfo)s}e- Bi + 5l(rfo)s + (nfo)ile-fe (7.2) 

Here, the a,;’s represent normal vectors that have been scaled with the corresponding 

edge length E; such that 

n; = n;£; 2=1,2,3. (7.3) 

It is noted that when ¢-n; is positive then flow enters the triangle through side £; 

and so on. Alternate forms for the flux residual may be obtained by making use of 
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the fact that for any triangle 

hi +e +n3 =O. (7.4) 

The alternative forms that will be useful are 

    

    

    

3 
dr =-5 La lnfoie - Hi; , (7.5) 

and 

br = —F*[(nfo)s ~ (nfo)a] - In fo)e — (nfo)s] (7.64) 

= ~<F2[(nfo)a — (nfo)s] — FEU fo)s — (nfo)i], (7.68) 
= -< FS (nfo)s — (nfo)2] — FP *U(nfo)s — (nfo)a)- (7.6e) 

In the present analysis, schemes are considered where a given triangle can send 

contributions only to its own vertices. This feature leads to compact schemes where 

a meshpoint receives updates only from triangles that have this point as a vertex. 

The general distribution scheme for each triangle is carried out as the following 

updates for each vertex 

L 

(nfo);"*" = (nfo),"+——Atér i= 1,2,3, (7.7) 

where S; is the median dual cell (1/3 the area of all triangles having i as a vertex) 

and the a,;’s are the upwinding parameters which depend on the wave speed (1.e., 

the molecular velocity) and its orientation with respect to the cell geometry. The 

scheme is consistent providing 
3 

Soa? =1. (7.8) 
t=1 

The global scheme is obtained by summing the contributions from all triangles T 

meeting at vertex i 

(nfo);"*" = (nfo), + = So ai? OT . (7.9) 
‘ 7 
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Different fluctuation-splitting schemes may be obtained depending on how the 

upwind parameters a; are determined. In the following two subsections the N- 

scheme and the NN-scheme are described. Complete details are presented for the 

N-scheme while the NN-scheme is only discussed. The details for the NN-scheme 

are not included here and may found in Ref. 32. 

7.2.1 N-Scheme 

The N-scheme distinguishes between triangles with one or two inflow sides as 

illustrated in Fig. 7.2. For example, consider the triangle in Fig. 7.2a with one 

inflow side £3 such that t-ii3 > 0, ¢-; < 0, and @-n, < 0. Here, the entire fluctuation 

is sent to the downstream node 3 such that a; = a2 =0, and a3 = 1, giving 

c:-ny Cc: (nfo)"*? = (nfo)a" ~ S{-FH(nfo)s — (nfo)s] + F2U(nfa)a — (nfala]}, (7-10)     

where Eq. (7.6a) has been utilized. Since @-f; and @-fi2 are negative, the update 

is locally positive for 

At < 223, (7.11) 
- Ng 
  

al
 

This update is also linearity preserving. That is, for an exact linear solution the 

updating vanishes and second-order spatial accuracy can be obtained on uniform 

Cartesian grids. A triangle with two inflow sides E, and E2 such that ¢-ii, > 0, 

€-f2 > 0, and ¢- fis < 0 is shown in Fig. 7.2b. Here, no portion of the fluctuation is 

sent to node 3 and the following updates have been shown to be optimal [32] 

  

  

(nfo),"** = (nfa),” - = {-F (nfo — (nfo)al (7.124) 

(nfo)a"*" = (nfa)a” — F-{-F2Ulnfo)a— (nfo)al (7.128) 

Again, Eq. (7.6a) has been utilized, and the portions sent to nodes 1 and 2 are 

based on velocity components along E, and FE» respectively. This updating is locally 
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positive for 

25, 2S 
At< min [-——,-—= 

e:-ny, c:-ne 

    ]. (7.13) 

It may be shown that individually the two updates given by Eqs. (7.12a) and 

(7.12b) do not vanish for a linear solution, and will send updates that will destroy 

an exact linear solution. As a result, the N-scheme is not linearity preserving and 

is only first-order accurate in space. It has been shown in general, that linear 

schemes cannot be both positive and linearity preserving. This is a generalization 

of Gudonov’s theorem that states the incompatibility between monotone preserving 

and second-order accuracy for linear schemes. In comparison, the upwind schemes 

described in Chap. 6 are linear and linearity preserving but lack the property of 

positivity. As a result, these schemes produce less numerical diffusion as compared 

to linear and positive schemes, but cannot preserve monotone profiles through 

discontinuities. 

When applying the N-scheme to Cartesian grids, the choice of the diagonal for 

the Cartesian triangulation becomes an important factor. This issue is discussed 

in Ref. [32]. For instance, when the convection velocity @ is oriented such that 

its projection onto the diagonal maximized, as shown in Fig. 7.3a, the N-scheme 

becomes the optimal most compact linear positive scheme on a Cartesian mesh. 

This scheme is known as the streamlined upwind scheme of Rice and Schnipke [94]. 

When the projection of € onto the diagonal approaches a minimum, as shown in 

Fig. 7.3b, the N-scheme reduces to the more dissipative dimensionally-split first- 

order upwind scheme. Hence, the orientation of the diagonal will play a large role 

in determining the quality of numerical solutions on Cartesian meshes. As a result, 

Euler schemes will be developed for both diagonal orientations and an adaptive 

strategy will be considered, where the appropriate diagonal is chosen based on the 
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orientation of the convection velocity. 

7.2.2 NN-Scheme 

The NN-scheme is a non-linear variant of the N-scheme, and will have the 

properties of positivity as well as linearity preservation. For triangles with only 

one inflow side no modification to the N-scheme is necessary, since the updating 

given by Eq. (7.10) is already linearity preserving. For triangles with two inflow 

sides, the updates in Eqs. (7.12a) and (7.12b) are not linearity preserving and 

alternate forms must be considered. This problem may be remedied by replacing @ 

with the gradient dependent convection velocity given by 

  

€y = (€-8) z, (7.144) 

where 

_ Vfo 
= -= . 7.146 

s | Vfo | ( ) 

This does not change the residual since it may be shown that 

€,: Vfo =t-Vfo. (7.15) 

Further details of the NN-scheme are presented in Ref. [32]. 

7.3 Kinetic-Based Euler Schemes 

Multi-dimensional Kinetic Fluctuation-Splitting (MKFS) schemes have been 

developed for the Euler equations by applying the N-scheme to structured uniform 

Cartesian grids [35]. Three different multi-dimensional schemes have been consid- 

ered based on the different Cartesian triangulations as shown in Fig. 7.4. The 

first scheme, denoted the NDD scheme, is derived for the triangulation shown in 

Fig. 7.4a with the diagonal going downward to the right. The second scheme is 

derived for the triangulation shown in Fig. 7.4b with the diagonal going upward 
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to the right, and is called as the NDU scheme. Finally, a diagonal-adaptive scheme 

is presented where the diagonal is chosen to be either up or down based on the 

orientation of the molecular velocity. This scheme is denoted the NDA scheme. 

7.3.1 MKFS-NDD Scheme 

The MKFS-NDD scheme is based on a triangulation with the diagonal pointed 

down to the right. The global and local numbering systems are shown in Fig. 7.4a. 

Fluctuations in nfo are determined locally by applying the N-scheme, for a given 

molecular velocity, to both triangles separately. These values are then summed 

together to obtain the appropriate fluctuations for the rectangular cell at the global 

level. As previously mentioned, it is necessary for the N-scheme to recognize which 

sides of the triangle are inflow sides. For an arbitrary triangle six distinct cases can 

occur depending on the wave orientation and the cell geometry. For example, the 

triangle below the diagonal in Fig. 7.4a (composed of vertices 1,2,3) may have only 

one inflow side (either 1, 2 or 3), or combinations of two inflow sides (1 and 2, 1 and 

3, or 2 and 3) depending on the direction of the molecular velocity and the spacings 

in the z, and z. directions (Az; and Az2). For this simple geometry, it is easy to 

show that each of the six possible cases corresponds to a distinct portion of velocity 

space, and the resulting velocity-space decomposition is shown in Fig. 7.5a. The 

dashed line in Fig. 7.5a represents the spatial orientation of the diagonal and the 

inflow sides for each case are denoted in parentheses. The fluctuations for each 

velocity subspace are now determined using the N-scheme with Eq. (7.10) used for 

triangles with one inflow side and Eqs. (7.12a) and (7.12b) used for triangles with 

two inflow sides. The global fluctuations are listed below. 
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The fluctuations for Case 1, denoted A(nfo)"’, are given as 

  

A(nfo); 5°? = = 27h K(n nfo); jt — (nfo); 5] 

    

  

+e [(nfo)s41,; — (fo); a} (7.16a) 

A(nfo)i415°° == fee [(n "fo)i4i5 — (fo)iar gail} (7.168) 

A 
A(nfo); 541°) = eo {s "2 (nfo)ij41 - (nfo)iargeil}- (7.16c) 

It is noted that for Case 1 no fluctuation is sent to node (i+1,j+1). Similarly, 

fluctuations for Case 2 are given by 

  

  

Az. +coAn, A(nfo): i410? = - 3s {- -(4 a =*)[(n nfo)i; — (nfo); 544] 

+ cAzel(nfo)i435 —(n fo)issl} (7.17) 

At Azo +c 
A(nfo)igi jai = - ote m2 Mn fo)ias jan — (nfodigr lb. (7-170) 

For Case 2 no contribution is sent to nodes (i,j) and (+ 1,7). The fluctuations for 

the other four cases are of similar form and are listed below 

  

  

  

  

Aro +c2A 
A(nfo)i415°° = Sint At f- (2 = 9 <2 =)[(nfo);.; ” (nfo)s41,5] 

+ c2Azi[(nfo); 541 - (nfo)i41,31} ; (7.182) 

At Azo +coA A(nfo)ia3 41 = 3 { (Az ca Mn fo)s43 541 — (Lo); ; wl}, (7.188) 

A(nfo); 541 = — a (aAt : DT nfodias jt ~ (nfo); 41] 
Sij+t 

— egAil(nfo)igs,; ~ (Pf0);j4a) (7.194) 
A A A 

(nfo) = gf (A TF linfolag — (nfodisrsl (7.196) 

A (nfo) = go {( SE Vn fodegrgar — (Rodiaay 
Si41 iJ 

— ce Azal(n fo); 541 7 (nfo)is1,j1} ; (7.20a) 

A A A A(n fo), = = FO lle dodsg = OI) (7.206) 
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and 

  

      

A(nfo)iss gan = Hee {~AGem inns — CPodser sel 

- at [(rfo)iga1— (Pfo)ixr 4] (7.214) 

A(nfo)iaij > = -e (S [(nfo)ia1j — (nfo);,,]}. (7.218) 

Anfo)i ia = 3 ( [(nfo)i gar — (nfo), ]}- (7.210) 

The criteria for global stability/positivity for the Cartesian scheme is given by 

ler | , [eo| Lt —, < . . CS + me At <1 (7.22) 

At the Euler level the total fluctuation in the conserved-variable vector, Q, 

is given by moments of the fluctuations in the Maxwellian velocity distribution 

function 

aq= | / / WA(nfo)deideodcs , (7.232) 

where & is the moment function vector given in Eq. (3.22). The integration over 

the entire velocity space can be broken into the integration over the six discrete 

velocity subspaces shown in Fig. 7.5a 

_ °° 0 oO (1) 0 fore) (2) 

AQ= { WA(n fo) MP derde: + PA(n fo) deadey 
—0o ~cod—0o —-cov—-qa 

co «670 0 —c.a 

+ | PA(n fo) degdey + / | PA(nfo) decode, (7.236) 
Qo —oovd ~~ oie 

oo ~C1a co poo 

+ / / VA(n fo) desde: + | / BA(n fo) depde, } deg 
0 —00 0 0 

where a is the cell aspect ratio given by 

Azo 
a= Agi : (7.24) 

The distribution scheme at the Euler level may now be determined as moments 

of the distribution scheme at the kinetic level and not all subspaces will contribute 
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to each node. For example, the fluctuation in Q at node (i,j), denoted AQ; ,, has 

contributions from integration over velocity subspaces 1, 4, and 5 given by 

AQ, ; = AQ, ,P + AQ; , + AQ, ,, (7.25) 

The fluctuation resulting from integration over velocity subspace 1, AQ, ;“, may 

be determined by substituting the fluctuation formula for A(nfo); ; . given by Eq. 

(7.16a), into the first integral of (7.23b) 

WA A aa O= fo ff SE {AE af). (nfods 
+ Ci s 

  

  

  [(nfo)i41,3 — (nfo); 5 | bdeaderdes. (7.26a) 

This fluctuation may be rewritten in terms of the moments I} and I3, as 

AtAzrs 

tJ 

AtAz, 
AQ, ;? = = ———— (Ib; ; J ~Vbi41 p + 28;,j —— (Ij; J ~ 5; 541) (7.26b) 

where 

co 0 0 oo 0 0 

th =/ / / Weinfodcegde;de3, 1% =| / / Weonfodcodcydcs , (7.27a, 6) 
~coJd —co/ —00 —co/ —co/ —00 

and the subscript D denotes the downward-diagonal scheme. The fluctuations for 

AQ, ;, and AQ, ; are determined in a similar manner by substituting Eq. (7.19b) 

and Eq. (7.20b) into the fourth and fifth integrals respectively in Eq. (7.23b). 

The fluctuation in Q at the other three nodes AQ,,,;,AQ; j4:,and AQ;,,,;,; have 

contributions given by 

AQi 41,5 =AQi415°? + AQi41,5; + AQi41,5 + AQi41 ; (7.282) 

AQ; 541 =AQ: 541°? + AQ; 541 + AQ: ja? + AQ: 541 ; (7.285) 

AQint 544 =AQi 41 541 + AQi i ja” + AQ 41541 . (7.28c) 

and are determined in the same fashion. The complete Euler scheme is given as 

AtAzs 

AQ; ; = _ “2S. 5 ij ——— [lb; ; Jd — Tbi41 J + In.;- Theat Jd + bij — Thi jaa 

AtAz, 2 4 4 6 6 
25:4 [lbij — Tossa + 1d.5 — Tiga + Tig — Ibi jail» 

(7.29a) 
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AtAzr. 5 5 5 9 9 
AQi4i5 = 2Sia15 Sei Ut Di,j Tp ian; —~ Th i41,341 + 210i 541 ~ Tp i413 7 Tp i441; + Ip; 5] 

AtAz 2 8 8 8 6 6 
+ oon Toit ~ Eoiga jaa +2045 — ds jaa + Moissy — Doser gai + Yosa15] 

(7.298) 

AtArs 3 3 
AQ; 541 = ss bijat ~ Tsai ger toi g ~ Adiga g + oi jar ~ Wisi ga t+ Yi jai! 

AtAz, 

28.541 

(7.29¢) 

and 

AtAzr» 11 7 7 9 9 
AQi+1 541 = Siaigat [Ub ist ~ To ign gar — Uosga sa. + Ui g4s + Ubi j4a — Wig gat] 

AtAz, 
VY? Ba - 8; +13 +o, -1e. 

Di D D Sian. j41 [ t+1j $41,741 t4+1,4+1 tj+ t+1 ist g4l , 

(7.29d) 

where the moments I}, and I3, have been defined in Eqs. (7.27a,b) and 

0° 0 —c1a 0° 0 ~C,a 

If =| / / Weynfodcodce,dez3, 1} =| / | Weonfodcedeidcez, (7.30a, b) 
—co/—co/0 —oov —-c/0 

oo oo —~C1o% oo oO —~C1am 

i = / / / Peinfodcgdeydcez, I} = / | / Weonfodcadcidc3, (7.314, b) 
—oo/0 00 ~oo/0 —cO 

0° co 0 0° co pO 

I, =| | Weynfodcodceydez, 18 =| [ Weonfodegde;dcz , (7.32a, b) 
09 —c1a —oo ~t1a@ 

0° CO POO 00 CO foo 

15, = J | | Weynfodcodc,dcs , I; = / | | Peon fodcodc,dc3 ; (7.33a, 6) 

-—coJ/0 0 —-oo/0 0 

and 

oO 0 00 co 0 oO 

= / / Geynfodcgde,dez, I? = / J Weon fodcodc;dc3. (7.344, b) 
—oOodv— —¢1a —0o —c1a& 

Hence, the final Euler scheme is a residual distribution scheme where fluctuations 

are determined based on moments evaluated at the cell vertices. Each of the 12 

integrals that appear in this formulation represent vectors and must be evaluated 
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for each element of %, yielding a total of 48 integrals for two space dimensions. 

These integrals are included in Appendix A in Secs. A.1.1 - A.1.4. It is noted 

that one portion of the integration could not be performed analytically, and a 

Gauss-Laguerre quadrature was used to approximate this integral. This procedure 

is discussed in Sec. A.1.5 in Appendix A. The results showed very little sensitivity 

to the accuracy of this integral. 

7.3.2 MKFS-NDU Scheme 

The NDU-scheme is based on a triangulation with the diagonal going up and 

to the right. The global and local numbering systems are shown in Fig. 7.4b. 

This scheme is derived in exactly the same manner as the NDD scheme and has 

a velocity space decomposition as shown in Fig. 7.5b. For brevity, only the final 

results are presented. The Euler fluctuations are 

  

  

_ AtAz2 

AQ; j= 2S; j [To Jd ~ Tsai J + Ie; 341 — Te san 4s + Ie; J + Ip ; 3 — Ij} U itt al 
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(7.35a) 

AtAz, 
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AtAz, 
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(7.35c) 

and 
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AtAz, 

25541541 

_~ 5 5 3 3 3 7 _ 77 
AQi41 541 = Wer s415 — Toga 541 ~ To iss ja + 200 i 541 + Tos 541 + Tes 544 Toi41541] 

2 2 6 6 6 4 4 
Tirsaa,g — Wess gaa — Wega gaa t+ 20a — Wei gai + Wisi yg — iar gail - 

(7.35d) 

The moments Iy that appear in this formulation can be related to the moments Ip 

in the previous section through a change in variables. These relations are given in 

Sec. A.2 in Appendix A. 

7.3.3 MKFS-NDA Scheme 

When applying the N-scheme to Cartesian triangulations the choice of the di- 

agonal becomes an important factor, and solutions will become severely degraded if 

the “wrong” diagonal is used. Therefore, it is not surprising that the Euler schemes 

developed in the previous two sections will also produce results that exhibit a sim- 

ilar “diagonal dependence”. This behavior has been confirmed by numerical tests 

using the NDD and and NDU schemes, and the results of these calculations will be 

presented in the following section. To eliminate the diagonal dependence of the N- 

scheme, an adaptive strategy is considered where the appropriate diagonal is chosen 

based on the location in velocity space. The orientation of the diagonal varies for 

each of the four velocity space quadrants as shown diagrammatically below: 

. ce, > 0, co > 0, or 

7 it { c, < 0, c2 < 0, 

and 

: ci <0, cg > 0, or 

\ if { ¢1 > 0, co < 0. 

This diagonal-splitting method is illustrated in Fig. 7.6a where the appropriate 

diagonal is shown for each of the four velocity space quadrants. The fluctuations 
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are now determined based on the choice for the diagonal and the resulting scheme 

has contributions from both the NDD scheme and the NDU scheme. The resulting 

velocity space decomposition is shown in Fig. 7.6b, and the Euler fluctuations are 
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It is important to note that the diagonal switching appears only at the kinetic level 

and no explicit logic for this feature is necessary in the Euler scheme. A similar 

adaptive procedure for the extended Roe-type schemes has not yet been developed, 

since no clear procedure is available to ensure conservation. At the present date, 

the extended Roe-type solvers are conservative only if the same diagonal is taken 

for all waves in the decomposition [32]. 

7.3.4 CIR-Scheme 

A similar kinetic scheme has been developed using the same type cell-vertex 

residual-distribution approach except with fluctuations based on the dimensionally- 

split CIR scheme. The fluctuations for this scheme are not included here, however, 

results obtained with this scheme will be used for comparison purposes. This 

scheme is essentially identical to the KF VS scheme on Cartesian meshes. 

7.4 Results 

The first case considered is the 29 degree shock reflection off a flat plate with a 

Mach 2.9 freestream. The grid was 2.75 length units long and 1.0 length unit high 

and calculations were obtained on a uniformly spaced 61x33 mesh. The boundary 

conditions at the inflow were fixed so that the oblique shock was located at a height 

of 0.75 length units. Inviscid wall boundary conditions were imposed on the lower 

wall and extrapolation boundary conditions were used at the outflow and upper 

boundaries. All calculations presented are first-order accurate in space. Density 

contours are plotted in Figs. 7.7a and 7.7b for the MKFS-CIR scheme and the 

MKFS-NDD scheme respectively. The results from the CIR scheme are typical 

of a first-order dimensionally-split scheme and exhibit excessive smearing of the 

shock wave. The NDD scheme produces a significantly sharper inflow shock as 

compared to the CIR inflow shock, however, the reflected shock tends to thicken 
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considerably and represents no improvement over the CIR reflected shock. This 

is a direct consequence of the diagonal dependence of the N-scheme. The NDD 

scheme provides a much improved solution when the shock is aligned with the 

diagonal, but reduces to the more dissipative CIR scheme when the shock is oriented 

perpendicular to the diagonal. Figures 7.8a and 7.8b show density contours again 

for the MKFS-CIR scheme and now for the MKFS-NDU scheme respectively. The 

NDU scheme produces an inflow shock that is identical to the CIR solution, however 

now the reflected shock tends to become sharper as compared to the CIR solution. 

This is again consistent with the diagonal dependence of the N-scheme. Figures 

7.9a and 7.9b show density contours for the MKFS-CIR scheme and now for the 

MKFS-NDA scheme respectively. The NDA scheme produces very sharp inflow 

and reflected shocks and captures both shocks in half the grid points that are 

necessary for the CIR solution. The slight thickening of the reflected shock near 

the wall is due to the one-dimensional nature of the wall boundary conditions. 

These results confirm that the adaptive NDA scheme has effectively eliminated the 

diagonal dependence of the N-scheme that was apparent in the NDD and NDU 

schemes. Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 show results for normalized density, pressure 

and temperature distributions along the j = 12 grid line respectively for the CIR 

scheme, the multi-dimensional NDA scheme and the exact solution. All three plots 

show significant improvement of the multi-dimensional NDA scheme results over 

the dimensionally-split CIR results. The results produced by the multi-dimensional 

NDA scheme show much sharper shock profiles and agree much better with the 

exact solution. The multi-dimensional scheme also captures the peak values of 

density and pressure behind the reflected shock while the CIR scheme slightly 

underpredicts these values. 

The second case is the same Mach 2.9, 29 degree reflected shock, but on a 121x61 
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mesh. Density contours for this case are shown in Figs. 7.138a and 7.13b for the 

MKFS-CIR scheme and the MKFS-NDA scheme respectively. Again it is noted 

that both schemes are first-order accurate in space. The multi-dimensional NDA 

scheme produces highly resolved inflow and reflected shocks that are again much 

sharper than the corresponding CIR results. Moreover, it is noted that the multi- 

dimensional NDA scheme produces results on the 61x33 grid (Fig 7.9b) that are 

as good as the CIR results on the 121x61 grid shown in Fig. 7.13a. 

The next case is a 45 degree shear discontinuity separating Mach 2.9 and Mach 

2.4 flows. Calculations are performed on a 33x33 uniform grid with a length and 

height of 1.0. Density contours for this case are shown in Figs. 7.14a and 7.14b 

for the MKFS-CIR scheme and the MKFS-NDA scheme respectively. Again, the 

multi-dimensional NDA scheme captures the shear wave in approximately half the 

grid points necessary for the CIR scheme. One undesirable feature of both schemes 

is that the shear wave thicknesses tend to increase in the direction of propagation. 

The last case is the uniform Mach 3 flow in a channel with a backward facing step 

as presented in Woodward and Colella [95]. The computational grid is 1.0 length 

unit tall and 3.0 length units long and the step is located on the lower wall at 0.6 

length units from the left-hand side and is 0.2 length units tall. The left boundary 

is fixed at the inflow conditions and the outflow boundary is always supersonic and 

extrapolation boundary conditions are used. Inviscid wall boundary conditions are 

used along the lower wall and step and on the upper wall. The calculations are 

carried out on uniform Cartesian grid with dimensions of 241x81 and solutions are 

presented for the non-dimensionalized time of 4. All cases are run at a CFL number 

of 1. Figures 7.15a and 7.15b show the density contours for the MKFS-CIR scheme 

and the MKFS-NDA scheme respectively. 

In general, the shock waves produced by the multi-dimensional NDA scheme 
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tend to be noticeably sharper than those predicted by the CIR scheme, especially 

for downstream reflected shocks. The multi-dimensional scheme also produces a 

thinner bow shock wave in the region near the mach stem where the shock is 

aligned oblique to the grid. Also, in comparison with the CIR results, the results 

produced by the multi-dimensional NDA scheme are in much better agreement with 

the contours presented in Ref. [95]. The CIR scheme predicts a mach stem at the 

upper wall that is too short, while the multi-dimensional scheme produces a mach 

stem that is approximately 0.2 length units long and agrees fairly well with the 

results in Ref. [95]. The multi-dimensional scheme also appears correctly locate 

the weak contact discontinuity caused by the Mach reflection of the bow shock at 

the upper wall. However, the contact discontinuity shown here is not nearly as 

resolved as those shown in Ref. [95] for higher-order accurate schemes. 

7.5 Conclusions 

A multi-dimensional kinetic fluctuation-splitting scheme has been developed 

for the Euler equations. The scheme is based on an N-scheme discretization of the 

Boltzmann equation at the kinetic level for triangulated Cartesian meshes with a 

diagonal-adaptive strategy. The resulting Euler scheme is a cell-vertex fluctuation- 

splitting scheme where fluctuations in the conserved variable vector Q are obtained 

as moments of the fluctuations in the Maxwellian velocity distribution function at 

the kinetic level. Encouraging preliminary results have been obtained for perfect 

gases on Cartesian meshes with first-order spatial accuracy. Results for a simple 

oblique shock reflection and shear wave show that the MKFS-NDA scheme effec- 

tively eliminates the diagonal dependence of the N-scheme and produces disconti- 

nuities that are much sharper than those produced by the dimensionally-split CIR 

scheme. The test case of Woodward and Colella represents a relatively complicated 
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flowfield with complex shock intersections and reflections, contact discontinuities, 

expansions, and significant regions of subsonic flow. Again, the multi-dimensional 

scheme produces superior results as compared to the CIR scheme, and produces 

results that are in general agreement with those in Ref. [95]. Overall, the results for 

MKFS-NDA scheme show that the methodology presented in this chapter repre- 

sents an improvement to the well established dimensionally-split upwind schemes. 

The extension of the present scheme to general two-dimensional structured 

or unstructered grids should not be difficult. However, the extension to general 

three-dimensional grids would involve integrations over three-dimensional regions in 

velocity space. The extension to the NN-scheme, for higher-order spatial accuracy, 

appears to be very complex because of the non-linear nature of this scheme. More 

work remains to be done in these areas before algorithms of this type could be 

considered at a production level. The schemes presented here are very complex 

and inefficient. We have followed this line of research with the hope of gaining 

some insight into multi-dimensional Riemann solvers. The schemes presented here 

may give some additional understanding of appropriate multi-dimensional wave 

decompositions for the Euler equations and may also lead to considerations of multi- 

dimensional boundary conditions. Finally, it is noted that it may be possible to 

develop similar upwind schemes that include viscous effects by using the Boltzmann 

equation with some some model for the collision integral. Initial work along these 

lines has been carried out by Prendergast and Xu [96] who have used a Bhatnagar- 

Gross-Krook model of the Boltzmann equation. 
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Fig. 7.1 — Triangular grid notation 
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Fig. 7.2 — One and two inflow side triangles 
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7.3a — Convection velocity aligned with diagonal 

  

  

  

7.3b — Convection velocity perpendicular to diagonal 

  

Fig. 7.3 — Diagonal dependence of N-scheme 
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7.4b — Diagonal up (NDU) scheme 

  

Fig. 7.4 — Global and local numbering for Cartesian triangulation 
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Fig. 7.5 — Velocity space decomposition with inflow sides in ( ) 
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7.6a — Diagonal splitting 
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Fig. 7.6 — Diagonal adaptive (NDA) scheme 
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7.7a — MKFS-CIR scheme 

  

      
7.7b — MKFS-NDD scheme 

  

Fig. 7.7 — Density contours, 29° shock reflection, 61x33 grid 
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7.8a — MKFS-CIR scheme 
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7.8b —- MKFS-NDU scheme 

  

Fig. 7.8 — Density contours, 29° shock reflection, 61x33 grid 
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7.9a — MKFS-CIR scheme 

  

  \     
7.9b — MKFS-NDA scheme 

  

Fig. 7.9 — Density contours, 29° shock reflection, 61x33 grid 
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Fig. 7.10 — Normalized density along j=12 grid line, 29° shock reflection 
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Fig. 7.11 —- Normalized pressure along j=12 grid line, 29° shock reflection 
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Fig. 7.12 — Normalized temperature along j=12 grid line, 29° shock reflection 
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7.13a — MKFS-CIR scheme 

  

    

  

  

7.13b — MKFS-NDA scheme 

  

Fig. 7.13 — Density contours, 29° shock reflection, 121x61 grid 
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7.14a —- MKFS-CIR scheme 

  

      

7.14b — MKFS-NDA scheme 

  

Fig. 7.14 — Density contours, 45° shear discontinuity, 33x33 grid 
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Fig. 7.15 — Density contours, Mach 3 step, 241x81 grid 
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Chapter 8 
  

  

Hypersonic Shock Structure 

8.1 Introduction 

Molecular collisions are the primary mechanism for the redistribution of energy 

within a shock wave. For rarefied flows at higher altitudes the molecular mean free 

path \ increases and shock waves tend to become thicker. There exists an altitude 

regime in the atmosphere that is within the continuum domain, but wherein the 

conventional Navier-Stokes equations cease to be accurate. Within this regime the 

thickness of the bow shock wave is no longer negligible when compared to the shock 

stand-off distance and the peak radiation intensity occurs within the shock wave 

structure itself [36,37]. For this reason it is no longer valid to treat the shock 

wave as a discontinuous jump and it becomes necessary to compute through the 

shock wave itself. The altitude limits for this so called continuum transition regime 

depend on vehicle size and speed. In Ref. [36], Chapman gives a plot that shows 

the altitude where the hypersonic shock wave thickness becomes 10 percent of the 

shock-detachment distance. The plot is a function of nose radius, and for altitudes 

above those shown, “thick” shock waves must be considered. To give an illustrative 

example, the critical altitude for a missle with a nose radius of 50 centimeters is 

approximately 60 kilometers. For altitudes greater than this, thick shock waves 

must be considered. A more exact measure of this phenomena is the Knudsen 

number Kn, given in Eq. 5.2, where the characteristic length L is typically taken 

as the nose radius. For Kn << 1. the flow belongs to the continuum regime and can 
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accurately be described by the Navier-Stokes equations, except in the negligibly 

thin region within the bow shock wave. For Kn ~ 0.1 the flow begins to depart from 

the continuum regime and enters the transition regime, however, when Kn < 0.1 the 

difference between Navier-Stokes and Burnett calculations is small. For Kn >> .1, 

large deviations from translational equilibrium occur, and the differences between 

Navier-Stokes and Burnett results can be significant. Here, it is necessary to use 

the Burnett equations to obtain realistic profiles of flow variables throughout the 

hypersonic shock wave structure. In the present work both Navier-Stokes and 

Burnett calculations will be made; first for the case of a monatomic gas and then 

for the case of a diatomic gas where rotational energy must be included. Results are 

presented for one-dimensional normal shock calculations with argon and nitrogen. 

These results have previously appeared in Ref. [97]. 

8.2 Basic Modeling 

These shock-structure calculations are carried out for a single-component mon- 

atomic or diatomic gas in one space dimension. The governing equations for this 

case are given in Eq. (3.66) without the area source term vector Wy. Because 

the chemical and vibrational modes are frozen through the shock both the chem- 

ical source terms and the vibrational contribution to the internal energy will be 

neglected. Any non-equilibrium contribution to the internal energy will be due to 

the rotational mode. The body force terms that appear in Eq. (3.66) are also 

neglected. 

8.2.1 Monatomic Gases 

For monatomic gases rotational energy is not present and only translational 

non-equilibrium must be considered. To obtain accurate shock profiles the consti- 

tutive relations, 71, and q,, that appear in the governing equations must be capable 
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of modeling the large amounts of translational non-equilibrium within the shock. 

Both the Navier-Stokes and Burnett equations have been used and the correspond- 

ing shear stress and heat-flux terms, 711 and q:, are given in Sec. 5.3. It is expected 

that the Burnett equations will produce more realistic shock profiles since they are 

valid for larger departures from translational equilibrium. 

8.2.2 Diatomic Gases 

For diatomic gases both the translational and rotational modes must be con- 

sidered. In addition to accurate constitutive relations, some mechanism must be 

included to allow for the translational/rotational energy exchange processes. Six 

different models have been considered. They include either the Navier-Stokes or 

Burnett equations in conjunction with: 

1. the rotational equilibrium model in Eq. (2.21), or 

2. rotational equilibrium with the bulk-viscosity model of Eq. (5.18), or 

3. the rotational non-equilibrium model of Eq. (4.13). 

The rotational non-equilibrium model should produce the best profiles since 

it is capable of modeling large departures from rotational equilibrium. The bulk- 

viscosity model assumes that rotational equilibrium is maintained, but corrects 

for rotational non-equilibrium through the bulk-viscosity term. This model is not 

strictly valid for large departures from rotational equilibrium. 

8.3 Numerical Issues 

The inviscid fluxes were discretized using an upwind Steger- Warming type flux- 

vector splitting algorithm. A general splitting for flows in chemical and thermal 

non-equilibrium is presented by Grossman and Cinnella in Ref. [8]. An Euler- 

implicit time integration method, as described in Sec. 6.3, was used to march in 

time to the steady-state solution. Both the Navier-Stokes and Burnett viscous 
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fluxes are treated implicitly in a method similar to that of Ref. [41]. Here, the 

coefficients in front of the derivative terms are frozen during the linearization. The 

source terms resulting from non-equilibrium rotation are also handled implicitly. A 

locally third-order, upwind biased MUSCL extrapolation (« = 1/3) is used for the 

inviscid fluxes and no limiting was necessary for any of the calculations presented. 

It is noted that Navier-Stokes calculations require a block tri-diagonal inversion at 

each time step while Burnett calculations require a block penta-diagonal inversion 

at each time step. 

Each solution was obtained on a grid consisting of 150 equally spaced mesh 

points. The initial condition was composed of three segments, a constant region 

initialized at the inflow conditions, an initial guess at the shock profile that blended 

between the inflow conditions and the conditions behind the normal shock, and 

finally a constant region at the conditions behind a normal shock, set according to 

the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. Characteristic boundary conditions were 

used at the outflow with the pressure at the exit set to that behind the normal 

shock. 

In all the calculations presented the following expression is used as a reference 

length for shock structure 

Me 16p1 
1 5pi(247RT,)°5 (8.1) 

This is the mean free path that would exist upstream of the shock if the gas were 

composed of hard elastic spheres. Also, for all calculations the coefficients in the 

Burnett equations are those corresponding to a hard sphere gas 7.e., 7 = co andw = 5 

in the inverse potential model. The viscosity law used for all cases corresponds to 

the inverse potential model and is given as 

T Gta T 
p= Hola) = Hola) (8.2) 
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where w = .72 is used for better agreement with experiment [40,41]. In nitrogen cal- 

culations where the rotational non-equilibrium model is incorporated the constants 

Ze = 18. and T* = 91.5K are used [45]. 

Density and temperature profiles are presented in a normalized fashion where 

  

p — p2 
n = 3 8.3 

p P2— P1 (8.34) 

and 

T — To 
Tn = oT, (8.3b) 

8.4 Results 

Results for argon shocks at Mach 20 and 35 are shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2. Here, 

normalized temperature and density profiles are presented for Navier-Stokes and 

Burnett calculations as well as a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo solution (DSMC) 

as shown in Refs. [40,41]. It is assumed that for these conditions the DSMC solution 

is essentially the correct solution. The density profiles predicted by the Burnett 

solution compare well with the DSMC results in both the Mach 20 an 35 cases. The 

Navier-Stokes density profiles are slightly thinner compared to the DSMC results. 

In the case of temperature profiles, the Burnett solution represents a significant 

improvement over the Navier-Stokes solution, yielding profiles that are much closer 

to the DSMC results. Overall, the inclusion of Burnett terms yields a significant 

improvement over Navier-Stokes for both temperature and density profiles. The 

results shown here compare well with the shock calculations from Refs. [40,41]. 

Results for diatomic nitrogen at Mach 11 are shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4. Fig. 

8.3 shows calculations with the Navier-Stokes equations with rotational equilibrium, 

the Navier-Stokes equations with rotational non-equilibrium, and the Navier-Stokes 

equations with bulk viscosity, as well as the DSMC result from Ref. [45]. Again, 
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the DSMC solution is assumed to be essentially the correct solution. Here, the 

Navier-Stokes calculation with rotational equilibrium produces density profiles that 

are much too thin. Navier-Stokes calculations with bulk viscosity and rotational 

non-equilibrium produce density profiles that agree much better with the DSMC 

calculation. In the case of temperature thicknesses, the Navier-Stokes calculation 

with bulk viscosity represents only a slight improvement over Navier-Stokes cal- 

culations with rotational equilibrium. Neither of these calculations predicted an 

increase in temperature within the shock, and both produced profiles that were 

much too thin. The calculation with rotational non-equilibrium does a relatively 

good job of capturing the peak temperature in the shock, however, the temperature 

profile is still too thin. Ref. [45] did not present Navier-Stokes results for this case. 

Figure 8.4 shows calculations with the Burnett equations with rotational equi- 

librium, the Burnett equations with rotational non-equilibrium, and the Burnett 

equations with bulk viscosity, as well as the DSMC calculation from Ref. [45]. The 

Burnett calculation with rotational equilibrium produces density profiles that are 

better than Navier-Stokes with rotational equilibrium, but that are still too thin. 

Burnett calculations with bulk viscosity produce density profiles that compare very 

close to the DSMC calculation, and appear to be slightly better than the calculation 

with rotational non-equilibrium. In the case of temperature profiles, the Burnett 

calculation with bulk viscosity represents a slight improvement over Burnett alone. 

Again, neither of these calculations predicted an increase in temperature within the 

shock, however, they did produced profiles that were thicker than those predicted 

by Navier-Stokes. The calculation with rotational non-equilibrium very closely pre- 

dicts the value and location of the peak temperature in the shock and produces 

a profile with very nearly the correct thickness. The Burnett calculation with ro- 

tational non-equilibrium most closely matches the DSMC results. Our results for 
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this case agree with the results from Ref. [45]. 

Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 show similar results for a Mach 6 shock in nitrogen. These 

calculations agree well with the results from Ref. [46]. 

8.3 Conclusions 

One-dimensional hypersonic shock wave structures in argon and nitrogen have 

been computed using both the Navier-Stokes and Burnett equations. For all 

cases tested, the Burnett equations represented a significant improvement over 

the Navier-Stokes equations. Rotational non-equilibrium has been modeled using 

a bulk-viscosity term as well as a rotational non-equilibrium model. The bulk- 

viscosity model used in conjunction with the Burnett equations yields density pro- 

files that have the correct thickness, however, no mechanism is present to predict the 

peak temperature that occurs within the shock. It is expected that the bulk viscos- 

ity results would be more appropriate for cases with smaller amounts of rotational 

non-equilibrium. Navier-Stokes calculations with the rotational non-equilibrium 

model can predict the value and location of the peak temperature in the shock, 

but suffer from inaccurate shock thicknesses. The Burnett equations with the rota- 

tional non-equilibrium model represented the best combination for predicting shock 

structure. The results presented in this chapter very closely match those presented 

by the research group at Stanford. 
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Fig. 8.1 — Mach 20 Shock in argon 
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Fig. 8.2 — Mach 35 Shock in argon 
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Fig. 8.3 — Navier-Stokes profiles for a Mach 11 Shock in nitrogen 
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Fig. 8.4 — Burnett profiles for a Mach 11 Shock in nitrogen 
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Fig. 8.5 — Navier-Stokes profiles for a Mach 6 Shock in nitrogen 
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Chapter 9 
  

  

Summary 

9.1 Kinetic Flux-Vector Splitting 

A kinetic flux-vector splitting scheme has been developed for flows in chemi- 

cal and thermal non-equilibrium. The Euler scheme has been derived by taking 

moments of a discretized Boltzmann scheme with a flux-split, locally Maxwellian 

velocity distribution. This method differs from existing flux-splitting schemes in 

that the fluxes are split at the kinetic level based on particle velocity and then 

averaged over velocity space whereas traditional schemes use a splitting based on 

the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian at the Euler level. 

The KFVS scheme has been compared with the flux-vector scheme of Van Leer 

and the flux-difference splitting scheme of Roe for a series of test cases. In all 

cases the KF VS scheme compares very closely with the Van Leer scheme, showing 

excellent shock capturing properties. However, in the quasi-one-dimensional results 

the KFVS scheme appears to smear the shock slightly more than the Roe scheme 

for a first-order calculation. Higher-order calculations seem to agree much better. 

The Roe solution on the cone exhibits much better grid convergence and is much 

more accurate in the boundary layer either the KF VS or van Leer scheme. The 

results show that even though the KFVS scheme is a Riemann solver at the kinetic 

level its behavior at the Euler level is more similar to the the existing flux-vector 

splitting algorithms than to the flux-difference scheme of Roe. 
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9.2 Multi-Dimensional Kinetic Fluctuation Splitting 

A multi-dimensional kinetic fluctuation-splitting scheme has been developed 

for the Euler equations. The scheme is based on an N-scheme discretization of the 

Boltzmann equation at the kinetic level for triangulated Cartesian meshes with a 

diagonal-adaptive strategy. The resulting Euler scheme is a cell-vertex fluctuation- 

splitting scheme where fluctuations in the conserved variable vector Q are obtained 

as moments of the fluctuations in the Maxwellian velocity distribution function at 

the kinetic level. Encouraging preliminary results have been obtained for perfect 

gases on Cartesian meshes with first-order spatial accuracy. Results for a simple 

oblique shock reflection and shear wave show that the MKFS-NDA scheme effec- 

tively eliminates the diagonal dependence of the N-scheme and produces disconti- 

nuities that are much sharper than those produced by the dimensionally-split CIR 

scheme. The test case of Woodward and Colella represents a relatively complicated 

flowfield with complex shock intersections and reflections, contact discontinuities, 

expansions, and significant regions of subsonic flow. Again, the multi-dimensional 

scheme produces superior results as compared to the CIR scheme, and produces 

results that are in general agreement with those in Ref. [95]. Overall, the results for 

MKFS-NDA scheme show that the methodology presented in this chapter repre- 

sents an improvement to the well established dimensionally-split upwind schemes. 

The extension of the present scheme to general two-dimensional structured 

or unstructered grids should not be difficult. However, the extension to general 

three-dimensional grids would involve integrations over three-dimensional regions in 

velocity space. The extension to the NN-scheme, for higher-order spatial accuracy, 

appears to be very complex because of the non-linear nature of this scheme. More 

work remains to be done in these areas before algorithms of this type could be 
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considered at a production level. The schemes presented here are very complex 

and inefficient. We have followed this line of research with the hope of gaining 

some insight into multi-dimensional Riemann solvers. ‘The schemes presented here 

may give some additional understanding of appropriate multi-dimensional wave 

decompositions for the Euler equations and may also lead to considerations of 

multi-dimensional boundary conditions. 

9.3. Hypersonic Shock Structure 

One-dimensional hypersonic shock wave structures in argon and nitrogen have 

been computed using both the Navier-Stokes and Burnett equations. For all 

cases tested, the Burnett equations represented a significant improvement over 

the Navier-Stokes equations. Rotational non-equilibrium has been modeled using 

a bulk viscosity term as well as a rotational non-equilibrium model. The bulk vis- 

cosity model used in conjunction with the Burnett equations yields density profiles 

that have the correct thickness, however, no mechanism is present to predict the 

peak temperature that occurs within the shock. It is expected that the bulk viscos- 

ity results would be more appropriate for cases with smaller amounts of rotational 

non-equilibrium. Navier-Stokes calculations with the rotational non-equilibrium 

model can predict the value and location of the peak temperature in the shock, 

but suffer from inaccurate shock thicknesses. The Burnett equations with the rota- 

tional non-equilibrium model represented the best combination for predicting shock 

structure. The results presented in this chapter very closely match those presented 

by the research group at Stanford. 
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Appendix A 
  

  

Integrals for MKFS Schemes 

A.1 Moments for MKFS-NDD Scheme 

Expressions for the 48 moments that appear in the MKFS-NDD scheme (see 

Sec. 7.3.1) are given in Secs. A.1.1 - A.1.4. The results are written in terms of 

8, defined by Eq. (3.12b), the cell aspect ratio a, defined by Eq. (7.24), and the 

Cartesian velocity components u; and u2. The error function erf(z), defined in Eq. 

(6.21), and its complement erfc(x), given by 

erfe(x) =1—erf(z), (A.1) 

also appear. One portion of the integration could not be performed analytically. 

This integral is given by 

Qe2= | e~* er f(tza + p)dz , (A.2a) 
tka 

where 

p= JB(uia+ uy), (A.26) 

and 

a=—/6u,. (A.2c) 

In Sec. A.1.5 approximate numerical methods will be presented for the evaluation 

of this integral. 
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A.1.1 ~, Moments 

The ~, moments are determined when the first element of the moment func- 

tion vector is considered, t.e., ¢1 = m, the molecular mass. The corresponding 12 

integrals are given as 

Th) =f [. [. pci fodcodc,dcg3 

=P l-y F -Bu;? + Berge VBu)}erfel/Bus), 

(wh) = [. [. [. peo fdeadeydeg 

=x J opus? + VF erfol Vun)|erfel Bu), 

oo 0 —c1a 

Ih(v1) = / / | pc fodcgdc;dc3 
—cod—cov0 

_ pV B jure = | JB erfc(s/Bur)erf(./Bu2) 

_ a VB(u — au2) 

2BV1 + a? Ji+a2 ]- am| ’ 

Ip(41) = [. [. [ veafodendesdes 

  

—_=== a erfe[ 

  

  

- 0 es cP" en fol un) + PV er fl V/Bua)er fel V/Bus) 
cite? r of VPs = ou aun) = - *erfel vipat) yp 

08 he e7 P41 or Fe s/ Bur) + au erfol—VBu) 
_ SE or fof VP (ur = a) Ta see Fm) 
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(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 
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Ih (~1) = Lf J. pc2 fodcgdc;dc3 

_ evB [ue er fe(—V/Bur) 
2/7 1 2/8 

oi ep fof VO =o) 
V1l+a? JVB 

  

1 0] 
_ —____ 1], 
2BV1 + a? 

eO 0° 0 

b(n) = f | / pci fodcodc;dc3 

= BYE I= wiv oo fe(—a/Bur)erf(/ Bur) 
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I$ ($1) = [. | / pc2 fodce2dc,dc3 
—C1a 

  

]+ 91), VB 
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—_=— e '+7 er fc] 
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+ e Pui rfc u = BE [age Pt erfel—V/ Bus) + Yer fol /Bun) 

  

  

ET on pep WOlus = ota) 
+ pes rll eee + 
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(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

(4.13) 
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co 0 oo 

Ip (v1) = / / | pcr fodcegde, des 

  
VB [us /t 1 J/B(ur — aug) 

= OF yp erse/ Bus) + 2BV/1 + a wri Vita 
+ 40) . (A.14) 

A.1.2 %:, Moments 

The #2 moments are determined when the second element of the moment func- 

tion vector is considered, t.e., ~; = mc,, the molecular momentum in the 2;-direction. 

The corresponding 12 integrals are given as 

co 0 0 

Th(v2) =f I. I. pcr fodc2de;des 

“fal age tt erfe(/Buz) 

+ PEG + 20m QerfelVBurjerfel VBus)]. (4.15) 

1p ($2) = [rf [ poses 

1 _ ui +ug u 4 = Oe B(ur7+ug7) _ wee -B ° er fe(\/Bu2) 

uiVv™ pus - B78 B “er fe(/Bur) + 2 og crdel/Bur)er fe V/Bu2)] (A.16) 

oo 0 —C1a 
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—oo/~cov0 

—B(u1?+u27) 
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Th (2) = = [. [. I, pc1c2 fodc2dc;dc3 

8 — Buy U2? = us? _ pb [- wo Blur?+ 4 Bus” on fo(/Bur) 
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(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(4.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 
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Ip (2) =f f wf footrest 
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A.1.3. ~3 Moments 

(A.26) 

Likewise, the ¥3 moments are determined when the third element of the moment 

function vector is considered, t.e., 4: = mc2, the molecular momentum in the z>- 

direction. Here, the odd numbered integrals can be directly related to the even 

numbered ones in the previous section. The 12 integrals are 
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(4.30) 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

(A.33) 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 
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(A.38) 

A.1.4 %4 Moments 

The ¥, moments correspond to the integration with respect to the total molec- 

ular energy, the fourth element in the moment function vector. It is noted that ¢’ 

corresponds to internal energy per unit mass not including the thermal energy of 

translation as defined in Eq. (3.23b). Each of the ¥4 integrals has contributions 

from the y, integrals in Sec. A.1.1. The 12 integrals are 
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(A.44) 
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+35 ppg ous + 28m )03] , (A.61a) 

FF 6(u 242? 

482(1 + a2)? 

_ 7 (1 + 2Buy?)e7 94” er fe(—1/Bur) + = 89°/B ° d+ op 

+ Sa gap ens ES) a8 + oF — 2a 
+ 2Bu,u2 + 6a? Buz uz + 2a° Buz”) + (1 + 2Bu27)Q2, (A.616) 

liip = You, —wuo- 2a*u2) 

“7 (1 4 2Bu2)erfe(./ Bur)   

  

Loa = ~ ets 242) (y, + a? u2) 

462(1 + a2) 
_ eee —fu,? erfe(— / Buz) + agit 2Bus”)er fe(\/Bur) 

‘ em an werd sa MA + a? + 28m? 

+ 4a®Buyuz — 20? Buy? — 404 Bug?) + av (1 + 2B u17)Q2 , (A.62a)   

a 2 2 
= ——______-eAlur tua (au — U2 — 2a7 uz) 

4en(1 + a2)? 

—(3u2 + 2Bu2® er fe(./ Bur) 

Jr = J/B(uy — auz) 5 4 

+ SRR panera rfl — az IA + 5a’ + 80 

+ 2a? Bu,” — 2afBuzu2 — 6a*Buzu2 + 2Bu2? + 6a? Bug? + 6a* Bue”) 

Top 

+ oR 

+ (Bus + 2Bu2®)Q. , (A.62b) 

A.1.5 Approximate Integration Techniques 

Approximate integration techniques are needed to evaluate the integral in Eq. 

(A.2a). In the present analysis, a Gauss-Laguerre quadrature has been utilized. 
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Here, the the integral rewritten using the change of variables € = z+a as 

Qs= * ~fR(£)d 1,2 | € (€) g, 

where 

F(é)= ee (E49) op FILE +a)a+ pl]. 

The integral 2,2. may now be approximated as 

2% > wiF(&), 
t=0 

(A.63a) 

(A.638) 

(A.63c) 

where w; are the Gauss-Laguerre coefficients and &; are the quadrature points. Cal- 

culations were performed using a 14 point quadrature. 

A.2 Moments for MKFS-NDU Scheme 

The moments necessary for the MKFS-NDU scheme (see Sec. 7.3.3) can be 

written in terms of the moments for the NDD-scheme through a change in variables. 

The relationships are given using a compact notation as follows. For the (I,m) pairs 

(1,1), (3,5), (5,7), (7,9), (9,11), (11,3), 

Ty (v1) [ur, ua) = IB (1) [1,2] , 

Ty (b2)[u1, v2] = IB (2) [1,2] , 

Ty (3) [u1, ue] = —1F (¥s)[ti1, @] , 

Try (a) (ur, ua] = IB (a) ltr, Ge] , 

and for the (i,m) pairs (2,2), (4,6), (6,8), (8,10), (10, 12), (12, 4), 

Ty, (#1) [u1, ua] = —Ip (1) [ts, G2] , 

Ty (b2)[ur, v2] = —IB (¥2)[ ti, ta] , 

Ty (¥s)[u1, v2] = 5 (bs) [%1, te] , 

Ty (b4)[u1, U2] = —IB (#4)[é1, G2] , 

where a = u; and a = —up. 
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(A.64a) 

(A.648) 

(A.64c) 

(A.64d) 

(A.65a) 

(A.65d) 

(A.65c) 

(A.65d) 
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